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Digital FundamentahSECTION A

CHAPTER 1 DIGITAL FUNDAMENTALS
NOTES

★ STRUCTURE ★
□ introduction 

Arithmetic Operations 
Boolean Algebra: Introduction 
Switching Algebra
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Boolean Constant and Operators 
Boolean Functions and Truth Tables 
Equivalence of Boolean Expressions 
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Don’t Care Conditions
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INTRODUCTION
The digital circuits can be classified into two broad categories: Analog 
system and digital system. Analog systems deal with variables having 
continuous nature while the digital system defines variables having discrete 
values. Digital system defines the term digit. The term digital in digital 
circuits is derived from the way the digital circuit perform operations by 
counting the digits. A digital circuit operates with binary numbers, 
lb understand the operation of a digital computer the knowledge of 
number system, is very essential so in this chapter first we study about 
number system and methods of conversion from one to another then in 

• next section we discuss about complements that is necessary in 
arithmetic digital operations.
For constructing the digital circuit knowledge of logic gates, combin
ational circuits, sequential circuits and digital components are required. 
These all are covered, in this chapter. Computer codes are the format in 
which input and output are specified so we take brief idea about 
computer codes. All these are the basic digital fundamentals.
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So we are going to cover the following topics:
1. Number system
2. Complements
3. Logic gates
4. Computer codes
5. Combinational circuits
6. Sequential circuits

''•K4 '
7. Digital components.

Computer Organisation 
and Architecture

NOTES

Decimal Number System
The most familiar number system is decimal number system. To 
represent any number this system uses 10 digits (0 to 9). Thus, decimal 
number system is said to have a Base or Radix of 10. The weight of 
each digit depends upon the relative position of that digit in the number. 
Let the number is (678)^0. Thi.s can be represent as: 600 + 70 + 8

= 6 X 10^ + 7 X 10^ + 8 X 10°
The weight of digit 8 = 8 x 10°

The weight of digit 7 = 7 x 10^
The weight of digit 6 = 6 x 10^.

The above expression can be generalised as the weight of digit of 
the number

= digit X (10)
digit X (Base)""^

/l-l

= n
digit is considered from right hand side.

Binary Number System
To understand the operation of a digital computer the knowledge of 
binary system is essential.
Binary number system deals with two digits 0 and 1, so the base or 
radix of the binary number system is 2. In short a binary digit is known 
as a bit. All computer systems use binary number system for their 
internal operation and., manipulation.
Let the binary number is (lOlDj. This can be represented as: 1 x 2^ 
+ 6x2^+1x241x2°

The weight of I®* digit 1 = 1x2°
The weight of 11"'' digit 1 = 1x2^
The weight of IIL'* digit 0 = 0x2^
The weight of digit 1 = 1 x 2^ '

So the weight of bit of the number considering from right hand 
side is

= bit X (2)"-^
= bit X (Base)

The weight of each bit depends upon the relative position of that bit 
in the number.

n—1
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Digital FundamentalsOctal Number System
The base of the octal number system is 8. It uses eight digits 0, 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6 and 7. Octal number system is also positional number system, the 
weight of each digit depends upon the relative position of that digit in 
the number.
Let the-number is (534)g. This can be represented as: 5 x 8^ + 3 x 8^ +
4 X 8^
The weight of the digit 4=4x8*^
The weight of the II""* digit 3=3x8^
The weight of the III'"'^ digit 5 =5x8^.
This can be generalised as weight of digit of number from right hand 
side is

NOTES

digit X (8)
The octal number system is the most popular number system in digital 
circuit. This system is also used in computer industry.

n—1= n

Hexadecimal Number System
Hexadecimal number system use 16 digits to represent a number. Its 
radix (base) is 16, Its digits 0 to 9 are same as decimal number system. 
The alphabets A, B, C, D, E, F are used to represent 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 
and 15 respectively.
Let the number (A49)j5. This can be represented as: A x 16^ + 4 x 16^ 
+ 9 X 16°
The weight of the digit 9 = 9 x (16)°
The weight of the digit 4 == 4 x (16)^
The weight of the Iir^ digit A = A x (16)^
So the weight of digit of a number can be represented as

digit X (16) 
digit X (Base)

Again hexadecimal number system is positional number system, weight 
of each digit depends upon the relative position of the digit in the number.

Table 1

fi-i-a n
n-1= n

Hexadecimal NumberDecimal Number
00
11
22
33
44
55
66
77
88
99
A10
B11
C12
D13
E14
F15
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Conversions
Each and every positional nximber system is having its own application. 
There is requirement for converting a given number system into another 
number syrtem for the internal processing of a computer system.

NOTES Decimal to Binary Conversion
A decimal number consist's two parts: integer part and fraction part. So 
while converting a given decimal number into binary number first we 
will convert integer part into its equivalent binary number and then 
fraction part we will be converted into its binary equivalent. For 
converting the integer part, the number is divided by 2 progressively, 
until the quotient of zero is obtained. The binary equivalent is obtained 
by taking the remainder after each division in the reverse order. The 
binary equivalent of fraction part is obtained by multiplying the number 
continuously by 2, taking a carry in the integer position each time. The 
carries in the forward order provide required binary equivalent.
Example 1. Convert the decimal number (53.125)^^ into an equivalent 
binary number
Solution. Step 1. Integer part:

Fraction part:
Step 2. Integer part conversion:

Division

53
0.125

Remainder
53-2 

26-2 

13-2 

,6-2 

3 + 2 

1 + 2

1 (LSB)
0
1

0
1

1 (MSB)

0
Reading the remainder from bottom to top

{53)io = (110101)2
Step 3. Fractional part conversion: 

Multiplication 

.125 X 2 = 0. 250
Integer part 

0 (MSB)
Fraction

.250
.250 X 2 = 0. 500 

.500 X 2 = 1.000 

Now fraction is 0.
The binary equivalent of the fraction is written from top to bottom.

(.125)^0 = (.001)2 

On combining the solution of integer part and fractional part.
(53. 125)io = (110101.001)2

Example 2. Convert (14.625)^q in its binary equivalent.

1 .500
1 (LSB) .000 (stop)

So
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Solution. Step 1. Integer part:
Fraction part: 

Step 2. Integer part conversion:
Division 
14-2 
7-2 
3 - 2 
1-2

14 Digital Fundamentals

0.625

• Remainder
NOTES0 (LSB)

- 1
1

1 (MSB)
0

On reading the remainder from bottom to top
{U\o = (1110)2

Step 3. Fractional part conversion: 
Multiplication 

0.625 X 2 = 1.250 
0,250 X 2 = 0.500 
0.500 X 2 = 1.000

Integer part 
1 (MSB)

Fraction
.250
.500

.000 (stop)
0

1 (LSB)
(.625)io = (.101)2

On combining the solution of both the parts 
(14.625)io = (1110.101)2

Decimal to Octal Conversion

The decimal to octal conversion is similar to decimal to binary conversion. 
First we will convert integer part into its octal equivalent and then 
fractional part is converted into its octal equivalent. The integer part 
is divided by 8 repeatedly until a quotient of 0 is obtained. The octal 
equivalent is obtained by taking the remainder after each division in 
the reverse order. The octal equivalent of fraction part is obtained by 
multiplying the number continuously by 8, taking the whole number in 
account every time.
Example 1. Convert the decimal number (159.456)^q into an equivalent 
octal number.
Solution. Step 1. Integer part:

Fraction part:
Step 2. Integer part conversion:

Division 
159 - 8 
19-8 
2-8

159
0.456

Remainder
7 (LSB)
3
2 (MSB)

0
(159)io = (237)8 

Step 3. Fractional part, conversion: 
Multiplication 

0.456 X 8 = 3.648

So

Integer part 
3 (MSB)

Fraction
0.648
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0.648 X 8 = 5.184 
0.184 X 8 = 1.472 

0.472 X 8 = 3.776 

0.776 X 8 = 6.208

Computer Organisation 
and Architecture

5 0.184
0.472
0.776
0.208

1
3
6 (LSB)

The process is terminated when significant digits are obtained. 
Thus the octal equivalent of (159.456)^(j is (237.35136)g. 
Example 2. Convert (274.23)jq in its binary equivalent. 
Solution. Step 1. Integer part:

NOTES

274
Fraction part: , 0.23 

Step 2. Integer part conversion;
Division Remainder 

2 (LSB). 274 -f- 8 
34-5-8 
4^8

2
4 (MSB)

0
Reading the remainder from bottom to top

(274\^ = (422)8
Step 3. • Fractional part conversion: 

Multiplication 
0.23 X 8 = 1.84 
0.84 X 8 = 6.72 
0.72 X 8 = 5.76 
0.76x8 = 6.08

Integer part 
1 (MSB)

Fraction
0.84
0.726

5 0.76
6 (LSB)

The octal equivalent of the fraction is written from top to bottom.
(.23)8 = ^-1656)

On combining the solution of both the parts.
(274.23)i8 = (422.1656)

0.08

So 6

8-

Decimal to Hexadecimal Conversion
The hexadecimal equivalent of a decimal number is obtained by dividing 
the integer part by 16 repeatedly, until a quotient of 0 is obtained. The 
fraction part is multiplied by 16 and integer part is taken into account 
at every step.
Example 1. Convert the decimal number (234.14)j.q into an equivalent 
hexadecimal number.
Solution. Step 1. Integer part:

Fraction part:
Step 2. Integer part conversion:

Division 

234 - 16 

14^16

234
0.14

Remainder 

' 10 <- A (LSB) 
14 E (MSB)

0
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Digital FundamentalsOn reading the remainder from bottom to top
(234)io = (EA)i6

Step 3. Fractional part conversion: 
Multiplication Fraction 

0.24 
0.84 

0.44 

0.04 •
This multiplication can be performed upto some significant bits.

(0.14\o = (.23 D7)^g 

Combining the solution of integer and fractional part. The equivalent 
hexadecimal number is (EA. 23 D7)^g

{234.14\o (EA. 23 D7\g. ,
Example 2. Convert (2162.675)in its hexadecimal equivalent. • 
Solution. Step 1. Integer.part:- 2162 

Fraction part; 0.675 

Step 2. Integer part conversion:
Division

Integer part 
2 (LSB) /VOTES .0. 14 X 16 = 2.24 

0.24 X 16 = 3.84 

0.84 X 16 = 13.44 

-0.44 X 16 = 7.04

3"
13 = D 

7 (MSB)

So

Remainder
2 (LSB)2162 - 16 

135 + 16 
8-16

7
, 8 (MSB)- ^ .

0
(2162)io = (872)i6.

Step 3. Fractional part conversion; 
Multiplication 

0.675 X 16 = 10.80
0.80 X 16 = 12.80 

.80 X 16 = 12.80

Integer part 
10 = A (MSB) 

12 = B 

12 = A (LSB) 
(2162.675)io = (872.ABB)^g.

Fraction
0.80
0.80
0.80

So
i

Binary to Decimal Conversion

The conversion of the binary number into decimal number is carried out 
by multiplying each binary bit by its positional weight and then adding 
all the product of binary bit and positional weight. The binary number 
has two parts t.e., whole number and fraction.
Let decimal number is written as b
then binary equivalent can be obtained from the following expression:

(2)’”-" + .... (2f + 6^, (2)-' + 6_2 (2)-' + .... +
(2)-" -(1.1) 
This equation represents the weights of the binary number.
Example 1. Convert the binary number (101101)2 into its decimal 
equivalent.

^0> ^-1’ ^m-2’ -ii

m-1 + 66.-1 (2) m-2

■Self-Instructional Material 7



Solution. By referring to the equation (1.1), this binary number can be 
converted into equivalent decimal by multiplying each bit by its 
positional weight.

Computer Organisation 
and Architecture

(lOllOl), = 1 X 2® + 0 X 2“ + 1 X 2^ + 1 X 2^ + 0 X 2’ 
+ 1x2“

= 32 + 8 + 4+1
= (45),0.

Example 2. Convert (110110.ibl)^ into decimal equivalent
(110110.101), = {1x2®+1x2^ + 0x23 + 1x22+1x

2^ + 0 X 2°)
+ (I X 2

So

NOTES

Solution.

+ 1 X 2'^)
= (32 + 16 + 0 + 4 + 2 + 0) + (0.50 + 0 + 

0.125)

-2 -+ 1x2

= (54.625)io
The decimal equivalent of given binary number (llOllO.lOllg is (54.625)jq.
Example 3. Convert (1001.1101)2 into decimal equivalent:
Solution. (lOOl.llODg = (1 X 2^ + 0 X 2^ + 0 X 2^ + 1 X 2°)

+ (1 X 2‘^ + 1 X 2-2 + 0 X 2"® + 1 X 2“*)
= (8 + 0 + 0 + !) + (0.50000 + 0.2500 + 

0.0000 + 0.0625)
= (9.8125),0

Therefore, (1001.1101)2 equal to (9.8125),o.

Binary to Octal Conversion
For converting a given binary number into its equivalent octal number, 
starting from the least significant bit, each group of 3 bits is replaced 
by its decimal equivalent. If less than 3 bits remain in grouping then 
the zeroes are placed to make a group of 3 bits.

Table 2
Octal Number Binary Equivalent

0 000
1 001
2 010
3 Oil
4 100
5 101
6 no
7 111

Example 1. Convert (101 110 101)2 octal equivalent.
Solution. Given binary number 101 110 101.
Making the group of 3 bits from right to left.

101 110 101
u • u
i i
5 6 5
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Then the decimal equivalent of ^ ch group is written i.e., the octal 
ec’rivalent of the given number will be

(101110 101)2 = (sesig.
Example 2. Convert the following binary number into its octal equivalent.

(1001011 001.10101)2 = (?)8-
Solution. The given binary number has Traction part also. The integer 
part will be converted into octal equivalent by grouping of 3 bits from 
right to left and fraction part will be converted by grouping of 3 bits 
from left to right.

Digital Fundamentals

NOTES

001 001 oil 001
u_ u u
-I 4- -I- 4-
1 1.3 1

So the octal equivalent of the given number is (1131.52)g.

Binary to Hexadecimal Conversion
To convert a given binary number into its equivalent hexadecimal 
number, we start from least significant bit, each group of 4 bits is replaced 
by its decimal equivalent. If less than 4 bits remain in grouping then the 
zeroes are placed to make a group of 4 bits.

101 010
LJ

i i
5 2

Table 3

Hexadecimal Number Binary Equivalent '

0 0000

1 0001 .

2 0010

3 0011

4 0100

5 0101

6 0110

7 0111

8 1000

9 1001

A 1010

B 1011

c 1100

D 1101

E 1110

F llli.

Self-Instructional Material . 9



Example 1. Convert (1011001011111000)2 into its hexadecimal equivalent. 
Solution. Forming the groups of 4 bits from right to left.

0010

Computer Organisation 
and Architecture

100011111011
-Iii

NOTES 82 FB
Then the hexadecimal equivalent is written. The hexadecimal equivalent 
of the given number will be

(1011 0010 1111 1000)2 = (B2F8)ie.
Example 2. Convert (0110110111101010. 10110101)2 into hexadecimal 
equivalent.
Solution. 1011 0101 

u u
i i

0110 1101 1110 1010
u u u u
i i I i
6 D E A B 5

So (0110 11011110 1010 .10110101)2
= (6 D E A . B 5)i6.

Octal to Decimal Conversion
The conversion of the octal number into decimal number is carried out 
by multiplying each bit of the octal number by its positional weight and 
then adding all the product of octal bits and positional weights.
Let decimal number is written as 6m-l ^w-2
then octal equivalent can be obtained from the foUowmg expression;
^>.-1 tsr-' + 6^,2 +-.+ 60 (8)“ + (8)-' + 6.2 (8)7^ +...+ 6^ (8)'"

...(1.2)

^O- ^-2 ^-3- -K

This equation represents the weights of the octal number.
Example 1. Convert (42.10)^ into decimal equivalent.
Solution. By referring the equation (1.2) this octal number can be 
converted into equivalent decimal by multiplying each bit by its 
positional weight.

(42.10)8 = (4 X 8^ + 2 X 8°) + (1 X 8"^ + 0 X S'^) 
= (32 + 2} + (0.125 + 0)
= (34.125)io.

Example 2. Convert (117.33)g into decimal.
(117.33)8 = (1 X 8^ + 1 X 8^ + 7 X 8®) + (3 X 8'^ + 3

X 8'^)

So

Solution.'

= (64 + 8 + 7) + (.375 + .046) 
= (79) + (.421)
= (79.421),0-

Octal to Binary Conversion
The conversion from octal to binary number can be performed by two 
methods. First the number can be converted into decimal and then
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decimal number is converted into equivalent binary number. In the 
second method each digit in the octal number can be replaced by its 3 
bit binary equivalent. [Refer to Table 2]
Example 1. Convert (7516)g into its binary equivalent.
Solution.

Digital Fundomeatais

7 5 1 6 NOTES
4. i i i

111 101 001 110
(7516)g = (111 101 001 110)2. '

Example 2. Perform the following conversion and find (X)
(4057.06)g = (X)jg

Solution. To find out the value of X we have to perform conversion 
from octal number to decimal number.

(4057.06)g = (4 X 8^ + 0 X 8^ + 5 X 8^ + 7 X 8°) + (0 X
8-^ + 6 X 8-2)

So

[Raj. Univ. 2004]

= (2048 + 0 + 40 + 7) + (0 + 0.09375) 
= (2095.09375)jo

So the value of X is 2095.09375.

Octal to Hexadecimal Conversion
The conversion from octal number to hexadecimal number is performed 
in two steps:
Step 1. Convert the given octal number into its binary equivalent. 
Step 2. Convert the binary equivalent into equivalent hexadecimal 
number.
This is illustrates by following examples.
Example 1. Convert the octal number 736 to its equivalent hexadecimal 
number.
Solution. Step 1. Convert the given number in binary number.

{736)g = (111)(011)(110)
= (111 011 110)2

Step 2. Now forming the groups of 4 binary bits to obtain its hexadecimal 
equivalent

(111011110). = 00011101 1110 
u u u
i i
IDE

= (1 D E),g.
Example 2. Convert (1736.57)jg to its equivalent hexadecimal number.
Solution. Step 1. (1736)8 = (001) (111) (011) (110) 

= (001111 011 110)2 [for integer part]
For fraction part

(.57)8 = (101) (111)
= (101111)2

Self-Instructional Material 11



(1736.57)8 = (001111 011 110. lOlllDj
Step 2. Now forming the groups of 4 binary bits. We get

0011 1101 1110
u u u
4, 4, i
3 D E

Computer Organisation 
and Architecture

So

1011 1100
u
i iNOTES
B C

So (3 D E . B Oig.
This is hexadecimal equivalent.

Hexadecimal to Decimal Conversion
The conversion of the hexadecimal number into decimal number is 
carried out by multiplying each digit by its positional weight and then 
adding all the product of digits and positional weight.
Let decimal number is represented in the following form:

&0> ^-1 ^-2 ^-3

Then hexadecimal equivalent can be obtained from the following
^m-2

expression:
(16)'"-^ +....+ 6o (16)“ + 6_i(16)-^ + b 2(16)-2+....

....(1.3)
m-l + b(16) m-2

(2)-"
This equation represents the weights of hexadecimal digits. 
Example 1. Convert the hexadecimal number 2B6D to its equivalent 
decimal number.
Solution. 2B6D = 2 X 16“ + B X 16% 6 X 16^ W D x 16“ 

= 2 X 4096 + 11 X 256 + 6 X 16 + 13 X 1 

= 8192 + 2816 + 96 + 13 

= (11117)^°.
Example 2. Convert (SAS.D)^^ into decimal equivalent.
Solution. The given hexadecimal number is (8A3.D)jg.

8 A 3
4, 4' '1'
8 10 3

These decimal equivalents are multiplied by positional weights.
= (8 X 16^ + 10 X 16% 3 X 16^ + (13 x lO"^) 
= (2048 + 160 + 3) + (.8125)
= (2211. 8125)io.

D
4.
13

Hexadecimal to Binary Conversion
A binary number has a base of 2 while a hexadecimal number has a 
base of 2'* = 16. The conversion from hexadecimal number into binary 
number can be obtained by replacing each digit of hexadecimal 
number into its 4 bit binary equivalent. It is very easy method. 
[Refer to Table 3]
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Let us take the following examples.
Example 1. Convert (A2F9)jq into its binary equivalent.
Solution. The given hexadecimal number is (A2F9)^g each digit is 
replaced by its corresponding

Digital Fundamentals

A 2 F 9 NOTES
4- 4. 4-

1010 0010 nil 1001
(A2F9)i6 = (1010 0010 nil lOODg.

Example 2. Convert hexadecimal number 6DEA.B5 to binary. 
Solution. The given hexadecimal number is 

6 D E A
4-4' 4-4'

0110 1101 1110 1010 
The equivalent binary number is 
(0110 1101 1110 1010 . 1011 OlODg.

B 5
4. . 4

1011 0101

Hexadecimal to Octal Conversion
This conversion is performed in two steps.
Step 1. Convert the given hexadecimal number into equivalent binary 
number.
Step 2. Then this binary number is grouped in 3 bits starting from 
right to left for integer part and from left to right for the fractional 
part. Then these 3 bit groups are converted into their decimal equivalent 
and we will get equivalent octal number.
Example 1. Convert (BEC2)jg into octal.
Solution. Step 1. Convert the nximber into its equivalent binary number.

B E C 2
ii i

1011 1110 1100 0010
= (1011 1110 1100 OOlOlg.

Step 2. Now this binary eqmvalent is converted into octal by grouping 
of 3 bits.

001 011 111 011 000 010
u u u u u u
10 3 7 3 0 2

So the equivalent octal number is
(10 3 7 3 0 2)g.
Example 2. Convert the real hexadecimal number 5B.3A to its equivalent 
octal number.
Solution. Step 1. (5B.3A) is converted into binary form

5B.3A = (0101). (1011) . (0011) (1010)
= (01011011.00111010)2

Self-Instructional Material 13



Step 2. Now forming the groups of 3 binary bits to obtain equivalent 
octal number.

Computer Organisation 
and Architecture

(01011011. 00111010)2
= (01) (Oil) (Oil) . (001) (110) (10)
= (001) (Oil) (Oil) . (001) (110) (100) 
= (133. 164)

NOTES

8-

ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS
You are very well familiar with the decimal number system and with 
the various operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
division on these decimal numbers. The decimal number system is also 
known as International Number System. However, this decimal 
number system does not fulfil the needs of computers and as such is 
unsuitable for computers. The computers need a number system 
consisting of two symbols only, to represent the logical state of various 
components (ON—1, OFF—0) used by them. Such a number system 
having two symbols only is known as Binary Number System and 
comprises of bits 0 and 1 only, sometimes written as ‘0’ and ‘1’ to 
distinguish these from decimal numbers 0 and 1 respectively. Since, 
the digits 0 and 1 are common in decimal as well as binary number 
systems, these must be understood. clearly in the context.
The conversion of decimal numbers to binary and i;ice versa has been 
discussed earlier. It was noticed that a decimal number was represented 
as a long string of O’s and I’s which caused a lot of difficulty in writing 
binary equivalents of decimal numbers, lb overcome this difficulty, other 
number systems such as Octal number system and Hexadecimal 
number system were developed, which have, bases 8 and 16 respectively. 
At present hexadecimal system of numbers is most popular for use 
with computers but it is only a matter of convenience in writing that 
the hexadecimal number system is used, the inner working of computer 
still remains in binary system. The binary number system has played 
a very significant role in the design and. development of digital 
computers.
Let us study the fundamental arithmetic operations of addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division on binary, octal and hexadecimal 
numbers. Even out of these four basic operations, the addition operation 
is the most important as far as the computer is concerned because a 
computer can perform addition only. The subtraction operation is 
reduced to addition by complement methods. The multiplication and 
division operations are nothing else except repetitive additions and 
subtractions.

Addition of Binary Numbers.
Addition in binary system is very simple. There are only four possible 
combination of digits to be added. These are given in Table 4
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Digital FundamentalsTable 4: Binary Addition Table

Addend Sum Carry ResultAugend

00 0 00
NOTES

1 11 00

0 1 0 11

100 111

In binary addition, like the decimal addition, it is frequently necessary to shift a 
carry 1 to next, place.
Let us add llOg to II2- We write these numbers in columns Cj, €3, C3, C.,, Cg etc., 
and add them as per rules ^ven in Table 4.

C4 C3 Cg Cj

(T) (D Carry overs

110 First binary number 
1 1 Second binary number

10 0 1 Result of binary addition
Explanation. To find the sum, add the numbers in the column Cj 

(addition begins from the rightmost column Cj, then to Cg, Cg and and 
soon). Now, 0 + 1 = 1 by the binary addition table, so write 1 in the column 
Cj. Then move to column Cg, here 1 + 1 = 10, so write 0 in column Cg and 
carry over 1 to column Cg. The carry over is shown circled at the top of 
column Cg. In column Cg, we get 1 + 1 = 10, so write 0 in column Cg and 
carry over 1 to column C^. Since, there is no element to be added to 1, it is 
written as it is in column C^. Hence, the final result is lOOlg- It is important 
to note that the carry 1 written on the top of the next left column.

The resultant of 1 + 1 + 1 gives 1 + 10 = lig. The following examples 
illustrate this concept:

Example 1. Add III2 to
Cg C, Cg Cg C

0) '(D (D ®
111

Solution. 1

Carry overs 

First binary number 

Second binary number 

Result of binary addition
110 1

10 10 0

So, the result of addition is lOlOOg. 
Example 2. Add to llOlg-
Solution. ClCg Cg C4 Cg Cg

® ® ® ® ®
111 .1 

110

Carry overs
1 First binary number 
1 Second binary number 

10 11 0 0 Result of binary addition

So, the result of addition is lOllOOg.
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Binary Subtraction
The binary subtraction like the decimal subtraction is performed by 

using the technique of borrowing. Following are the four rules of binary 
subtraction given in Table 5.

NOTES Table 5: Binary Subtraction Table

SubtrahendMinuend Difference Borrow
0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1
1 0 1 0
1 1 0 0

In binary subtraction, like the decimal subtraction, it is frequently 
necessary to borrow a 1 from the next higher binary bit (as shown in 
the second row of Table 5).
Actually, the subtraction between two numbers can be performed in 
the following three ways:

• The direct method,
• The r’s complement method and
• The {r - l)’s complement method.

Using Direct Method

The following example illustrate the procedure of subtraction: 

Example 1. Subtract II2 from lllOO^.

C, C, C3 C3 c
® ® ® Borrowings

1110 0 Minuend

1 1 Subtrahend
Result of binary subtraction 

So, the result of subtracting II2 from lllOOg is IIIOOI2. 
Explanation:
Step 1. In the first column Cj, it is not possible to subtract 1 from 

0 so 1 is borrowed from the column Cg by the rule (d), so 0 becomes 10 
and 10 - 1 = 1. The numbers obtained after borrowing are circled.

Step 2. 1 is borrowed by the column Cj from the column Cg, thereby, 
the 0 of the column Cj is replaced to 1 and 1 of the column Cg by 0. Now, 
in column Cg, we get 1-1 = 0.

Step 3. In column Cg, 0-0 = 0.
Step 4. There is no borrowing for the column Cg from column C^, so 

, in column C^, 1-0 = 1.
Step 5. There is no borrowing for the column C^ from column Cg, so 

in column Cg, 1-0=1.
Hence, the result of subtraction is llOOlg.
The rest of the two binary subtraction methods, i.e., the r’s complement

Solution. 1

110 0 1
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Digital Fundamentalsand the (r-l)’s complement method for base or radix 2, i.e., subtraction by 
2’s complement method and I’s complement method are discussed below.

Using Vs Complement Method
The computer performs the binary subtraction by using the technique 
called complementing. The binary complement of a number is written 
simply by writing 0 in place of 1 and 1 in place of 0. Table 6 gives some 
binary number and their complements.
Table 6: Illustration of Some Binary Numbers and their Complements

9

NOTES

Binary Number Binary Complement

10010
nooiw
1111111

01101
0011001
0000000

1 0
10100101

It is important to note that the complement in the binary system is 
actually the difference between each of the bits in a binary number and 
1 as 1 - 0 = 1 and 1-1 = 0. In effect, the I’s complement of a binary 
number is obtained by changing 1 to 0 and 0 to 1.

2’8 Complement: The 2’s complement of a binary number is obtained 
by adding 1 to its I’s complement.
Example I. Store 37^0 in a 16 bit binary register. Hence, find its 2’$ 
complement.
Solution.

16 Bit Register
000000000100101 37,0 as an 16 bit number

^ 1's complement obtained by
changing ‘0’ to '1' anO '1' to 'O'

1 Add 1
Result of addition gives 2's 
complement

The reverse of complementation can be derived by using the same rules 
as that for obtaining complement of a number. So, the complement of a 
number has the number as the complement. Complements are used: 

(i) Tb represent negative numbers.
Hi) To subtract numbers.

1 1 0 11 1 1 1 1 01 • 1 1 1

1111111110 110-11

Rules for Subtraction Using Vs Complement Method
The rules of subtraction by this method are given below:

H) Write the I’s complement of the binary number to be subtracted. 
Hi) Add this to the other number which is called the minuend.

(iii) It there is a carry over then add the carry over to the result. The 
result so obtained is the final answer.

(iv) If there is no carry over then the result is recomplemented and 
a negative sign is attached to it to obtain the final result.
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The following example illustrate the rules given above.
Example 1. Subtract lOOl^ from IIOI2, by the I’s complement method. 
Solution. The I’s complement of 1001 is 0110. Adding 0110 to 1101

110 1 Minuend
____ 0 110 I’s complement of subtrahend

Carry over 10 0 1 1 Result of binary addition
I----------- — — — +1 Add the carry over

0 10 0 The result of binary subtraction

NOTES

So, the result is OlOOg.

Using 2’s Complement Method
The rules of subtraction by this method are given below:

(/) Write the 2’s complement of the number to be subtracted.
{ii) Add this 2’s complement to the minuend.

{Hi) Drop the final carry over.
iiv) If the carry over is 1, the answer is positive.
(u) If there is no carry over, subtract 1 from the answer and then 

recomplement it and attach the negative sign to get the final 
result.

The following example illustrate this method.
Example 1. Using 2’$ complement method, subtract lOOl^ from HIO^.
Solution. The I's complement of lOOlg = OllOg 

The 2’s complement of lOOlg = OllOg

h

Now adding 2’s complement Olllg to the minuend lllQg.
1110 Minuend 

+ 011 1
Carry over 0 0 10 1

After dropping the carry over, the result of subtraction by the 2’s 
complement method is OlOlgOr lOlg.

2’s complement of subtrahend 
Result of binary addition

Binary Multiplication

Binary Multiplication like, the binary addition and binary subtraction, 
is performed the same way as the decimal multiplication. A binary 
multiplication table is given below:

Table 7: Binary Multiplication Table

Mui£ipi(ca?i<i Multiplier Result

0 0 0
0 1 0

0 01

1 1 1
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Digital FundamentalsIt is important to note that any binary number multiplied by zero gives 
the result as zero and if the binary number is multiplied by 1 then it 
equals the same number. Making use of this, some simple results are 
given below:

(?) 1 X 0=0
{ii) 1x1 = 1 

{Hi) 1101 X 0 = 0 

(iv) 11010 X 1=11010 

(o) 1 X 100 = 100 

(ui) 0 X 1101 = 0.

Important Points to Remember in Binary Multiplication
1. In binary multiplication, like the decimal multiplication, the 

partial products are shifted over to the left.
2* To get the results, the partial products are added.
3. Multiplication by zero adds one zero to the right of the binary 

number, multiplication by two zeroes adds two zeroes to the 
right and so on. For example,
(0 11 X 10 = no
Hi) 1101 X 100 = 110100 

HU) 101 X 1000 = 101000 

Hv) 1011 X 10000 = 10110000
See some more examples to explain the binary multiplication process: 
Example 1. Multiply IIOI2 by 102-
Solution.

NOTES

110 1 

1 0X

0 0 1st partial product
2nd partial product 

110 10 Sum of the partial products
So, the result of multiplication is llOlOg.
Explanation:
Step 1. The 1st partial product is obtained by multiplying the number 
1101 by 0. Since, multiplication by 0 results in 0, so 0000 is the result 
of multiplication.
Step 2. The 2nd partial product is obtained by multiplying the number 
1101 by 1, the result 1101 is shifted by one column to the left.
Step 3. Addition of the two partial products gives the required result 
as 11010.
Example 2. Multiply III2 by lOlg.
Solution. 1st Method:

0 0 

1 0 1+ 1
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1 1 1
X 1 0 1

1 1 1 1st partial product
2nd partial product 
3rd partial product 

1 0 0 0 1 1 Sum of the partial products
So, the result of multiplication is lOOOllg.
Explanation:
Step 1. When 111 is multiplied by 1, the result is the 1st partial product.
Step 2. VWien 111 multiplied by 0, the 2nd partial product 000 is written 
by shifting it one place to the left. The first blank space is represented 
by‘-’.
Step 3. The 3rd partial product is 111 and is written by shifting it two 
places to the left. The two blank space are represented by and
Step 4. The three partial products are added to obtain the result of 
multiplication as 100011.
Second Method:

0 0 0 
1 1 .1 -NOTES

111 
X 1 0 1

111 1st partial product 
2nd partial product 

1 0 0 0 1 1 Sum of two partial products
1110

Explanation:
Step 1. The 1st partial product is the same as in the method 1.
Step 2. The 2nd partial product is the result of multiplying 111 by 10 
which is 1110. The result is shifted one place to the left and the first 
blank is represented by
Step 3. The 1st and 2nd partial sums are added to obtain the desired 
result as 100011.

Binary Division
Like other operations binary division is performed in the same way as 
in the decimal systems. Here,

(i) 0/1 = 0 
Hi) 1/1 = 1

HU) 0/0 is meaningless 
(iy) 1/0 is meaningless

We take the following example which are self explanatory.
Example 1. Divide 101100 by 100.
Solution. 100)101100(1011 (Quotient)

-100
no

-100
100

-100
000 (Remainder)
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Digital FundamentalsThe steps are explained below:
Step 1. Since 100 contains three digits, so 100 is multiplied by 1 and 
the result 100 is written below the first three digits 101. The difference 
so obtained is 1.
Step 2. Now 1 is brought down giving 11. Since, it is not divisible by 100 
so a ‘0’ is written in the quotient. Again 0 is brought down making the 
number 110. Multiplication of 100 by 1 gives 100 which is written below 
110. The subtraction gives 10. 1 is written in the third place in the 
quotient.
Step 3. The last 0 is brought down to give 100. Since, 100 x 1 = 100. So, 
1 is written in the fourth place of quotient and 100 below 100 giving the 
difference as 000.
Thus, the result of division = lOllj.
(This is equivalent to 44/4 = 11 in the decimal system)

Additive Method of Division
Most of the computers perform the division operation by using the process 
of addition only. Got surprised !, but this is true. The computers perform 
the division operation essentially by repeating the complementary 
subtraction method. For example, 24-6 may be thought of as:

24 - 6 = 18 

18 - 6 = 12 

12 - 6 = 6 

6-6 = 0
Here, the divisor is subtracted repeatedly from the dividend, until the 
result of subtraction is less than or equal to zero. The number of times 
the subtraction is performed gives the value of the quotient. If the result 
of last subtraction is zero, then there is no remainder for the division. In 
case, it is less than zero, ignore the last subtraction, and take the result 
of the previous subtraction as the value of the remainder. In this case, the 
quotient is the number of times the subtraction has taken place (ignoring 
the last one).
Example 1. Divide by 6jq using the method of addition.
Solution.

NOTES

38 - 6 = 32 

32 - 6 = 26 

26 - 6 = 20 

20 - 6 = 14 

14 - 6 = 8 

8-6 = 2 

2 - 6 = -1
Here, the total number of subtractions are 7. On ignoring the last one, 
remainder is negative here, we get quotient =7-1 = 6. Remainder = 2 
(result of previous subtraction). Hence, 38 -r 6 = 6 with a remainder 2.
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We have assumed here that all the subtraction operations are performed 
using the complementary subtraction method (additive method). This 
method of addition is easily performed by computers {i.e., addition and 
complementation) and helps in designing simple circuits. The high speed 
of computers implements these large number of individual steps very 
quickly, which is not a disadvantage at all.NOTES

BOOLEAN ALGEBRA : INTRODUCTION
Binary logic deals with variables that have two discrete values—1 for 
TRUE and 0 for FALSE. A simple switching circuit containing active 
elements such as diode and transistor can demonstrate the binary logic, 
which can either be ON (switch closed) or OFF (switch open). Electrical 
signals such as voltage and current exist the digital system in either 
one of the two recognized values, except during transition.
The switching functions can be expressed with Boolean equations. 
Complex Boolean equations can be simplified by a new kind of algebra, 
which is popularly called as Switching Algebra or Boolean Algebra, 
invented by the mathematician George Boole in the year of 1854. The 
Boolean Algebra deals with the rules by which logical operations are 
carried out.

SWITCHING ALGEBRA
Is there any connection between mathematics and logic? This question 
remained unanswered for centuries. The missing link was found by 
George Boole, an English mathematician. Boolean Algebra was developed 
by George Boole. In 1854, he published a book titled as “An Investigation 
of the Laws of Thoughf’ in which he discussed Boolean algebra also 
known as the algebra of logic. Each variable in Boolean algebra has 
either of two values: true or false. The original purpose of this two-state 
algebra was to solve logic problems. Claude E. Shannon in 1938 came 
with a paper titled ‘A Symbolic Analysis of Relay Switching Circuits’. 
He applied the concepts of Boolean algebra to the design of electrical 
circuits. He let the variables represent closed and open relays.
Any logic problem relates to binary decisions and the Boolean algebra 
effectively deals with binary values, so it is also known as ‘Switching 
Algebra’. Perhaps, no one at that time might have thought that this 
algebra was going to result in the development of modern high speed 
digital computers, which have changed the entire world today.

BOOLEAN VARIABLE AND BOOLEAN ALGEBRA
Consider the following logic statements:

• Should I meet Sachin Tendulkar or not?
• Should I opt for Computer Science or not?
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Digital Fundamentals• Should I prepare for I.I.T, examination or not?
■ • The only possible answers to the above stated questions are YES 

or NO.
A Binary decision always results into either YES (TRUE) or JVO 
(FALSE). So the above mentioned statements are binary decisions. 
Binary decision making is also applicable to formal logic. For example,

(i) Indian Kabaddi team won a gold medal in the Asian Games 2006 
in Doha.

(ii) 2 + 2 = 5.
(Hi) What are your suggestions on removing terrorism?

Here, 1st sentence is TRUE and 2nd is FALSE; 3rd is a question which 
cannot be TRUE or FALSE. Therefore, sentences 1st and 2nd are known 
as logical statements or truth functions and their results TRUE or FALSE 
are known as truth values.
A variable which takes values from the Boolean Algebra is called a 
Boolean variable or logical variable.

NOTES

BOOLEAN CONSTANT AND OPERATORS
Boolean Algebra is based on the binary number system and uses the 
numeric constants 0 and 1. Just as we have the arithmetic operators 
such as +, X etc., and arithmetic operations using these operators and 
constants, similarly Boolean Algebra has what are called boolean 
constants {logical constants) and operators.
In Boolean Algebra the truth values are represented by logical 
constants given below:

TRUE 

FALSE
Every logical statement or expression has a definite value which is either 
of the logical constants TRUE or FALSE but not both.
The Boolean variables/logical variables or binary valued variables are 
required to store one of the two values TRUE (1) or FALSE (0). 
Boolean Algebra has logical operators which are used to form logical 
expressions using the operands, that is, logical variables and logical 
constants (0 and 1). The logical or Boolean operators are:

1or
0or

SymbolLogical!Boolean Operator

(bar) or “/”NOT

or AAND

OR “+” or V

Let A, B, C be logical variables. An example of a logical expression 
would be:

A OR (A AND B) = A
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This would be denoted as:
A V (A A B) = A 

A + (A . B) = A
We can have logical expressions with three variables also. For example, 
A AND B OR (NOT (A AND C)) = ((NOT A) OR B) AND (A OR (NOT C)) 
This would be denoted as:

or as:

NOTES

A . B + A.C = (A + B) . (A + C)

NOT Operator
The NOT operator is a unary operator (that is, it operates on a single 
variable) and the operation performed by NOT operator is known as 
complementation or negation. The symbol used for it is ~ (bar). For 
example,

If the statement A is a logical statement, A or - A (pronounced as 
not A) means negation of A. Thus if the statement A is true, then the
statement A is false. Similarly if the statement A is false, then A is 
a true statement.

It means that the logical statements A and A are logically opposite of 
each other.
So, the complement operation is defined as:

0=1 

I =0
The NOT operation can be defined using Venn diagram as shown in 
Figure 1

Fig. 1: Venn diagram of A

AND Operator
The AND operator is a binary operator (that is, it operates on two variables) 
and the operation performed by AND operator is known as logical 
multiplication. The symbol used for it is (.) dot. For example, if A and B are 
logical statements then A. B means A AND B. The AND operation rules are:

0.0 = 0 

0.1 = 0 

1.0 = 0 

,1.1=1
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Digital FundamentalsThe AND operator gives the result TRUE (1) when both the logical 
statements are TRUE and FALSE (0) otherwise.
The AND operation can be defined using Venn diagram as shown in 
Figure 2.

NOTES

A and B

Fig. 2: Venn diagram of (A . B)

OR Operator
The OR operator is a binary operator (that is, it operates on two variables) 
and the operation performed by OR operator is known as logical 
addition. The symbol used for it is +. The + symbol, therefore, does not 
have the ‘normal’ meaning, but it is a logical OR symbol. For example, 
If A and B are logical statements then A + B means A OR B. The OR 
operation rules are:

0 + 0 = 0 

0+1 = 1 

1 + 0 = 1 

1 + 1 = 1
The OR operator gives the result FALSE (0) when both the logical 
statements are FALSE and TRUE (1) otherwise.
The OR operation can be defined using Venn diagram as shown in 
Figure 3.

AorB

Fig. 3: Venn diagram of A + B

BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS AND TRUTH TABLES
Binary variables have two values, either 0 or 1. A Boolean function is 
an expression formed with binary variables, the two binary operators 
AND and OR, one unary operator NOT, parentheses and equal sign. The 
value of function may 0 or 1, depending on values of variables present 
in the Boolean function or expression. For example, if a Boolean function 
is expressed algebraically as

F = ABC
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Then the value of F will be 1, when A = 1, B = 0 and C = 1. For other 
values of A, B, C the value of F'is 0.
Boolean functions can also be represented by truth tables, which are 
discussed in next section.
Truth Table is a table that, shows all input and output possibilities for 
logical variables!statements. The input pattern islare written in binary 
progression. For example, the Truth Tables of NOT, AND and OR 
operators are:

NOTES

A A A B A.B A B A + B
0 1 0 0 00 00

1 0 1 0 00 11
01 0 1 10Truth Table for 

NOT operator .1 1 1 1 1 1

Truth Table for AND operator 
for two variables

Truth Table for OR operator 
for two variables

If the result of a logical statement or expression is always TRUE or 1, 
it is known as TAUTOLOGY and if the result is always FALSE or 0 it 
is known as FALLACY.
The truth table for Boolean expressions of two variables contains four 
rows, three variables contains eight rows and fotir variables contains 
sixteen rows. As mentioned earlier the input combinations taking values 
from {0, 1| are in binary progression.
For an expression having 3 variables, all possible combinations of the 
variables A, B and C taking values from (0, It are:

B CA Combination Number

0 0 0 0
. 0 0 1 1

0 1 0 2
0 1 1 3
1 0 0 4
1 0 1 5
1 1 0 6
1 1 1 7

For an expression having 4 variables, all possible combinations of the 
variables A, B, C and D taking values from |0, 1) are:

A B C D Combination Number

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 2
0 0 1 1 3
0 1 0 0 4
0 01 1 5
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Digital Fundamentals1 00 1 6
1 10 1 7
0 01 0 8
01 0 1 9

0 1 0 101
,NOTES0 1 • 1 111

0 01 1 12
1 0 1 13i

1 1 1 0 14
1 1 1 151

Thus, for n variables, the number of possible combinations is 2", which 
are binary representation of the integers from 0 to (2" - 1). So a Boolean 
expression can be evaluated using a truth table.
When a Boolean expression is evaluated, a certain hierarchy of 
precedence order must be followed. The innermost parentheses are 
evaluated first, then the parentheses next to it and so on using the 
precedence of logical operators given as follows:

(First precedence)
(Second precedence)
(Last precedence)

The unnecessary parentheses are eliminated when evaluation of Boolean 
expression takes place. For example. We can write

A + (B , C) as A + B . C 

A. (B + (A. O) as A. (B + A. C)
Without any ambiguity, we can write BC in place of B . C and A (B + C) 
in place of A . (B + C).

Example 1. Evaluate A + BC using the truth table.

Solution. For evaluation of A + BC. First evaluate B, followed by 

evaluation of BC and finally A + BC. The following truth table illustrates

NOT
AND
OR

it:

A + BCBCCB BA

0 1 0 00 0

0 1 1 1 10

0 0 0 00 1

0 0 . 010 1

0- 1 0 101

0 1 1 1 11

0 0 0 11 1

1 0 01 1

Here,' the evaluation of each sub-expression is shown in the output and 
this process is followed until the full expression-is evaluated.
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In Boolean algebra, two Boolean expressions are said to be equivalent 
if the Boolean functions corresponding to the expressions are equal, that 
is, they take identical values for all possible combinations. The “ = ” 
sign is generally used for equivalence relation. For example,
If two Boolean expressions E and F are equivalent, then we write E = F. 
We can verify the equivalence of two Boolean expressions in the 
following ways:

1. Algebraically.
2. Using Truth tables.

The algebraic method will be discussed after discussing the laws of 
Boolean Algebra.

NOTES

Truth Table Method for Examining the Validity of Boolean 
Expressions
It is a straight forward method. The truth tables for each expression 
is prepared and the final columns are compared. The two expressions 
are equivalent if the values in two final columns of both are similar. 
The two expressions are not equivalent if there is a difference even at 
one place. The following examples illustrate this concept: •
Example 1. Examine the validity of

(x + y) . (y + z) . (z + x) = {x + y) .{x i-z) .{y ^ z)

Solution. Truth Table for L.H.S.:

L.H.S.X y y * z Z + XX y z

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 00 0 1

0 00 1 0, 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 1 0 1 01
0 1 1 1 11 1
1 0 1 1 1 11
1 1 1 1 1 11

Truth Table for R.H.S.:
R.H.S.X + y X + z y + zX z yX z

1 10 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 10 0 1 1 1

0 1 0 1 1 1 1 10 1
0 0 1 1 0 00 1 1 1

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 11 0
0 0 00 1 0 1 1 11

00 0 0 1 0 1 11 1
0 0 ■ ' '0 0 0 01 1 1 0
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Digital FundamentalsHere the values under L.H.S. (first row) is not identical with the value 
under R.H.S. (first row) for {x = 0, y = 0, z = b). Hence the expressions 
are not equivalent and the equation is invalid.
Example 2. In the Boolean Algebra, verify using truth table that (3 + 6). 
(a + b) = d.b + 0.6 for each a, b in 10, 1}.
Solution. Truth Table for

NOTES

a + b L.H.S.a + bb ba a

1 1 0 00 10

0 1 1 110 1
1 10 1 11 0

0 0 1 001 1

Truth Table for R.H.S.:
a . b a . b R.H.S.b ba a ■

0 1 0 ■ 00 10
1 0 0 110 1

■ 0 10 1 101
0 0 0■ 0 011

Since row-wise every value of L.H.S. equals to every value of R.H.S. (the 
two columns are identical), hence the equation is verified, that is, valid.

Note. The Truth Ihble proving method is also known as Perfect Induction Method.

BOOLEAN POSTULATES
Boolean algebra has a set of basic postulates which are assunied to be 
true. These are also known as fundamental laws. The basic theorems 
of Boolean algebra are based on these postulates. The postulates and 
theorems are useful in reducing logical expressions to the smallest 
expression possible so that a simple logical circuit can be designed. The 
Boolean algebra having two elements B = {0, 1) is primarily used for 

'*^this purpose.
Postulate 1:
A Boolean variable, X, has two possible values, 0 and 1. These values 
are mutually exclusive, that is i

X = 0 ' then X 1If
then X 0X = 1If

Postulate 2:
The NOT operation is defined as

0=1
/1 = 0 I
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Postulate 3: ,
The logical multiplication AND operation is defined as

0.0 = 0 
0.1 = 0 
1.0 = 0 
1.1 = 1

NOTES

Postiilate 4:
The logical addition OR operation is defined as

0 + 0 = 0 
0+1 = 1 
1 + 0 = 1 
1+1=1 *

CANONICAL FORMS OF BOOLEAN 
EXPRESSIONS
Logical functions are generally expressed in terms of different 
combinations of logical variables with their true forms as well the 
complement forms. For binary logic values obtained by , the logical 
functions and logic variables are in binary form. An arbitrary logic 
function can be expressed in the following forms:

ii) Sum of Products (SOP)
(ii) Product of Sums (POS)

The standard form of the Boolean function is,T when it is expressed in 
sum of products or products of sums fashion. However, Boolean functions 
are also sometimes expressed in nonstandard forms {i.e., neither a sum 
of products form nor a product of sums form). These nonstandard forms 
can be converted to a standard form with the help of various. Boolean 
properties. Let us understand the above mentioned concepts in detail:
Boolean expressions having a single variable or its complement are
called literals. For example, A or B or X. These literals when evaluated ^ 
as Boolean expressions take the value 1 on half of the combinations of 

variables. For example, if A is a Boolean expression over A, B and C, 
then out of 8 combinations, it takes value 1 four times.
Minterm. A Minterm is n variables Xj, x^, ..., x^ is defined as a product 
of n literals, where each literal has a different variable from [x^, ...,
xJ, that is, in a minterm, each variable must appear once, either as it 
is or complemented. Every minterm has the value 1 for exactly one 
combination of variables and the value 0 for rest of the combinations.
There are four minterms of two variables A and B as shown in the 
following table along with the numbers 0-3 assigned to them:
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Digital FundamentalsNum ber Assigned Shorthand NotationMintermBA

AB 000

AB 10 1 m^
NOTES

AB 201

AB 311 m3

The logical products AB, AB, AB and AB are called fundamental 
products because each gives a high output for its corresponding input. 
For example, AB is a 1 when A is 0 and B is 0, AB is a 1 when A is 0 
and B is 1, and so on.
The eight minterms corresponding to three variables A, B and C along 
with the numbers 0-7 assigned to them are shown in the following 
table:

Shorthand
Notation

Minterm Number AssignedCBA

ABC 000 0 mg

1ABC10 0
2ABC00 1 mg

ABC 30 11 m3

ABC 40 01 m^
%

ABC 511 0 mg

6ABC01 1 mg

ABC 711 1 m^
From the above table it is clear from the values of the variables that the 
value of variable 0 represents the- literal in complemented form, while 
the other literals are not.
When there are 4 input variables, there are 16 possible input conditions 
i.e., 0000 to 1111.
The corresponding fundamental products are from ABCD through 
ABCD. The name fundamental product is because each produces a high 
output for its corresponding input. The 16 minterms of four variables 
A, B, C and D and with numbers 0-15 assigned to them are illustrated 
in the following table:

Shorthand
Notation

Number AssignedC D MintermA B

ABCD 00 00 0 mo

11 ABCD00 0 m 1

ABCD 200 10 mg

31 ABCD10 0 m3
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0 1 0 0 ABCD 4

ABCD0 1 0 1 5 m.5

0 1 1 0 ABCD 6 mg
1

0 1 1 1 ABCD 7 m^
NOTES

1 0 0 0 ABCD 8 mg

01 0 1 ABCD 9 mg

1 0 1 0 ABCD 10 '"lO

1 0 1 1 ABCD 11 m,i

1 1 0 0 ABCD 12 mi2

1 1 0 1 ABCD 13 "*13

1 1 1 0 ABCD

ABCD

14
1 1 1 1 15 ”>15

Obtaining SOP Form from the Truth Table
Consider a Boolean function f of two Boolean variable A, B such that

M. B) = 0 or 1
for each of the 2^ = 4 possible combinations of A and B. There are 2^ 
= 16 Boolean functions of two variables. Similarly for 3 variables there 
are 2 = 256 Boolean functions and for 4 variables we have 2 = 65536 
Boolean functions. Here 4, 8, 16 denote the possible number of outputs 
for 2, 3 and 4 variables respectively, which in turn can have 2^, 2® and 
2 Boolean functions for the different output combinations.
For writing the expression from a truth table, the minterms are listed 
for each high (1) output and by ORing these products we get the Boolean 
function. The Boolean expression represented purely as sum of minterms 
or product terms is known to be in Canonical Sum-of-Products form. 
Example 1. Write the SOP form', of a Boolean Function F, which is 
represented by the following truth table:

A B C F

0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0
0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 •
i 0 1 ■ 0

1 1 0 1
1 1 1 ■ 1

Solution. The last column of the truth table gives the values of F. For 
each occurrence of 1 in this column we get a minterm corresponding to 
that row. Thus, for the expression F, we get 4 minterms for row numbers 
1, 4, 7 and 8 giving the minterms canonical form or sum of products form

F = ABC + ABC + ABC + ABC.
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A maxterm in n variables x^, X2, x^ is defined as a sum of n literals, 

where each literal has a different variable from \Xj, that is, in
a maxterm each variable must appear once, either as it is or 
complemented. If the value of the input ^^ariab]e is 1, its complement is 
taken otherwise the variable is taken as it is.
For example,

If A = 0, B = 1 then the maxterm is A + B 

For three input variables A, B and C the maxterm can be obtained as 
follows:

NOTES

t

C Number Assigned NotationMaxtermA B

A + B + C 000 0

MA + B + C 110 0 1

A + B + C 200 1

A + B + C 3 M30 11

A + B + C 4 M,01 0

A + B + C Ms50 11

A + B + C 60 Me1 1 /
/

A + B + C 7 M,11 1

Maxterms can also be written as M (capital M) with a subscript which 
is decimal equivalent of the given input combination as shown in the 
above table. The number of maxterms for 2 and 4 variables are 4 and 16 
respectively.

Obtaining POS Form from the Truth Table

For writing the expression from a truth table, the maxterms are listed for 
each low (0) output and by ANDing these sums we get the Boolean function. 
The Boolean expression represented purely as product of maxterms or 

terms is known to be in Canonical Product-of'Sum form.sum
Example 1. Write the POS form of a Boolean Function F, which is 
represented by the following truth table:

FY zX

0 0 10
10 I0

0 00 I
I1 10 1

0 0 01
0 1 11

0 011
1 011
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Solution. The last column of the truth table gives the values of F. For 
each occurrence of 0 in this column we get a maxterm corresponding 
to that row. Thus for the expression F, we get 4 maxterms for row 
numbers 3, 5, 7 and 8 giving the product of sums form

F = (X + Y + Z). (X + Y + Z). (X + Y + Z). (X + Y + Z).NOTES

Sum Term and Product Term

Sum term does not necessarily mean that all the variables must be 
present whereas in a maxterm all variables must be present. For 
example, For a 3 variables function F(A, B, C): A + B, A + C.'B + C etc.,

are sum terms whereas A + B + C, A+'B+ C, A + B + C etc., are 
maxterms. Product term does not necessarily mean that all the variables 
must be present whereas in a minterm all variables must be present. 
For example, F or a 3 variables function F(x, y, z): xyz,xyz, xyz etc. 
are minterms whereas 3y,xy,'^ etc., are product terms only.

Similarly, a Canonical SOP or POS expression must have all the 
minterms or maxterms whereas a simple SOP or POS expression can 
just have product terms or sum terms.

DON’T CARE CONDITIONS
In certain digital systems, some input combinations never occur during 
the process of a normal operation because those input conditions are 
guaranteed never to occur., Such input combinations are called Don’t 
Care Conditions. The function output may be either 1 or 0 and these 
functions are called incompletely specified functions. These input 
combinations can be plotted on the- Karnaugh map for further 
simplification of the function. The Don’t Care Conditions are represented 
by c? or X or (j).
When an incompletely specified function, i.e., a function with don’t 
care conditions is simplified to obtain minimal SOP expression, the 
value 1 can be assigned to the selected don’t care conditions. This is 
done to form the groups like pair, quad, octet etc., for further 
simplification. In each case, choice depends only on need to achieve 
simplification. Similarly, selected don’t care conditions may be assumed 
as O’s to form groups of O’s for obtaining the POS expression.

SIMPLIFICATION TECHNIQUES OF BOOLEAN 
FUNCTIONS
The Boolean expressions or functions are used in the design of switching 
circuits, so it is desirable to use an expression that requires the minimum 
circuitary. For this we can obtain a minimal expression for representing 
a given expression. The term mimmal is understood to mean minimal 
only with respect to a particular form of expression. We may obtain an
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expression simpler than the earlier one if we write it in other form. 
For example,

Digital Fundamentals

E = AB + AC
which is in minimal SOP form. However,

E = A(B + C) 
is simpler, but it is not in the SOP form.

There are three techniques for simplification of Boolean expression, 
which are as follows;

(i) Algebraic Simplification Technique 

Hi) Kamaugh-Map (K-Map) Simplification Technique 

{Hi) Quine-McCluskey Tabular Simplification Technique.

NOTES

Algebraic Simplification Technique
The Algebraic simplification technique helps in minimization of 
expressions. The Boolean postulates and other laws are very useful in 
the process of simplification.
Example 1. SimpZi^ E = xyz + xyz+xyz+xyz.

F = xyz+xyz+xyz+xyz 

= xz {y + y) + 3z{y + y)

= xz+xz

Solution.

[V y + y = l]

= z{x + x)

= z
[v x + x = l]

Example 2. Simplify F = xyz + xyz + xyz.

F = xyz+xyz + xyz 

= xy{z + z) +xyz 

= ^ + xyz

Solution.

[v z + z = 1]

= y{x + xz) 

= y{x + z)
X +XZ = x + z]

Karnaugh Map (K-Map) Simplification Technique
Many engineers and technicians do not simplify equations with Boolean 
algebra. Instead, they use a method based on Karnaugh maps. Maurice 
Karnaugh developed Karnaugh maps which are used for minimizing 
Boolean expressions of few variables. /These maps are also known as
Veitch diagrams.
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Karnaugh Map: It is a graphical representation of the truth table of 
the given expression.
It consists of a rectangle having squares inside, where each square 
denotes a particular combination of all the variables either as it is or 
complemented, i.e., each square corresponds to a minterm or maxterm. 
K-Maps for 1, 2, 3 and 4 variables .have 2, 4, 8 and 16 squares 
respectively. We put values 1 or 0 of the expression in the square 
corresponding to a particular tenn.
In a K-Map the eontigeous squares differ in the values of exactly one 
variable which may change from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0. Also the squares 
on the opposite edges are considered eontigeous and the four corner 
squares are considered contiguous. Figure 4 shows the K-Maps for one, 
two, three and four variables representing minterms;

NOTES

B 2 \C 0 1
AB\C^C

1 vCD 22 2’’
CD CD

11 10 
CD CDB BA

ABCABA AB AB ABABC ABCD
OOOC

ABCD 
000 1

ABCD 
001 1

A ABCD 
001 C0- 00 0 1 00 000 0010 00

ABA AB AB ABC ABABC ABCD 
0 1 OC

ABCD
0101

A ABCD
0111

ABCD 
0 1 1 C1 0 0 1 0 0 1 11 1 1 1 0 1 0 1

ABCD 
1 1 OC

ABCD 
1 1 1 C

AB ABC ABABC ABCD 
110 1

ABCD
11111 1 0 1 1 11 1 1 1

AB ABC ABABC ABCD 
1 OOC

ABCD 
100 1

ABCD
1011

ABCD 
1 0 1 C1 00 1 011 0 1 0

Fig. 4: K-Map for one, two, three and four variables 
representing minterms

The numbers written on the top (horizontally) and left side (vertically) 
of the 4 variable K-map differ only at one place while moving from left 
to right or top to bottom, that is, 00, 01, 11, 10. This coding scheme is 
known as Gray coding. In this binary code successiue numbers differ 
only at one place.
The following terms must be clearly understood for K-Map simplification 
in SOP form; ~
Pair. A group of two adjacent Is on a K-Map. These Is may be 
horizontally or vertically aligned.
Quad. A group of four adjacent Is on a K-Map.
Octet. A group of eight adjacent Is on a K-Map;
Redundant block. A block all of whose Is are embedded into other 
blocks or groups.
Isolated l. A 1 which cannot be included in any block or group. 
Overlapping blocks. Overlapping means same 1 can be encircled more 
than once.’ It leads to simpler expressions.
Map Rolling. It means roll the K-Map, that is, consider the K-Map as 
its opposite edges horizontally and vertically are touching each other. 
A pair represents a product where a variable and its complement drop 
out, that is, remove the variable which changes from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0. 
A pair always removes one variable. For example, the following K-Map 
contains a pair of Is that are adjacent for the function F(A, B, C).
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AB 0 00 0

AB 0 10 1 NOTES
AB 0 11 1

AB 0 01 0

The siim-of-products equation corresponding to above K-Map is
F = ABC + ABC 

F = (A + A) BCwhich factors into

Since A is ORed with A, the equation reduces to
F = BC (•.• A changes from 0 to 1)

A Quad represents a product where two variables and their complements 
drop out. Merely determine which variables go from complemented to 
uncomplemented form and remove these variables. For example, the 
K-Map given above contains a quad of Is that are adjacent for the 
function F(A, B, C, D), on rolling the map.

vCD
ABN. CD CD CD

1 1 1 0
CD

AB 10 0100

AB 0 0 0 001

AB 0 0 0 01 1

AB 1 0 0 11 0

As mentioned earlier the four comer squares are adjacent. The equation 
corresponding to the above shown quad in simplified form is

F = BD (••' A and C change from 0 to 1)
SCD 00 01
A^ CD___ CD

An Octet represents a product where 
three variables and their comp
lements drop out. Just step through 
the I’s of the octet and determine 
which three variables change form and 
remove these variables. For example, 
the adjacent K-Map contains an octet 
of Is that are adjacent for the function 
F(A, B, C, D), on rolling the map.

1 1 10 
CD CD

AB 1 11 10 0

AB 0 0 0 001

AB 0 0 0 01 1

Ag 1 11 11 0

The equation corresponding to the above shown octet in simplified form is
(•.• A, C and D change from 0 to 1)F = B
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K-Map Simplification for SOP Forms
The use of K-Map for minimization of Boolean expressions is described 
as follows;

(i) Enter Is for minterms on K-Map and Os in the remaining squares, 
iii) Keeping in view the contiguity of opposite edges and four corner 

squares, encircle all blocks, consisting of the octets first, the quads 
■ second, and the pairs last. Also encircle any Is which are not 
covered under any block.

{Hi) Select a block satisfying following conditions:
(а) There are a minimum number of blocks.
(б) Each block should be maximally sized.
(c) Avoid redundant blocks.

(iv) Write the reduced expressions for all the blocks and OR (+) these. 
Using the above method we get a minimal sum-of-products form. However, 
there are choices in step {iii) which are sometimes difficult to resolve.
Note. K‘Map simplification is not <dways unique. It depends upon grouping.

Example 1. Obtain the simplified form of the boolean expression using 
Karnaugh Map.

Computer Orgonisotion 
and Architecture

NOTES

\2 - 1
2

F(x, y, z) = Z(2, 3, 6. 7).
Solution. The boolean expression F(x, y, z) = Z(2,
3, 6, 7) can be written as

F(x, y, z) =. xyz + xyz + xyz -r xyz.
The K-Map for the above expression is shown below;
The Is on the K-Map are corresponding to 4 
minterms and these form a quad as shown in a block.
So, the simplified form of the boolean expression is F(x, y, z) = y {x 
and -z change values from 0 to 1)
Example 2. Minimize F(x, y, z) = ^xyz+xyz+xyz + xyz + :^ using 
K-Map.
Solution. The K-Map for the boolean expression F(x, y, z) is shown as 
follows:

00 0 0xy

01 1 1xy

11 1 1xy

1 0 0 0x5

\2 £ 
xyX 2

1
z

00 1 0X?

01 0 1xy

1 1 0 1xy

1 0 11x7

Now the above shown K-Map can be simplified in. two ways using 
overlapping.
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xy z zz z

0000 1 01 0xy xy

0 10 1 00 1 1 NOTESxyxy

1 11 1 0 10 1 xyxy

1 01 0 11 1 1xyxy

F(x, y, z) = y2 + yz + xzF(x, y, z) = yz*yz + xy

The above example shows that the K-Map simplification is not always
unique. •

Redundant Group or Block
A block all of whose Is are embedded (overlapped) into other blocks is 
known as a redundant group. It must be eliminated for getting minimal 
expression. The following figure illustrates a redundant group and 
eliminated form.

\C % A6\C
1\P ^ 1
Cc

0000 0 00 0 ABAB

0 101 1 01 0 ABAB

1 11 1 1 11 1 ABAB
f

1 01 0 0 10 1 ABAB

Redundant group eliminated 
(correct way of grouping)

Redundant group 
(Incorrect way of grouping)

Example 1. Reduce the following Boolean expression using K-Map:
F(A, B, C, D) = KO, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 15).

Solution. Given F(A, B. C, D) = UO, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 15)
= + mj + mg + mg + m^ + mg + mjQ +

mu + m^g^
mg = 0000 = ABCD 

mj = 0001 = ABCD 

mg = 0010 = ABCD 

mg = 0011 = ABCD 

m^ = 0100 = ABCD 

mg = 0101 = ABCD 

mjo = 1010 = ABCD 

mjg = 1011 = ABCD 

mjs = 1111 = ABCD
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\CD 22 2''
CD CD

11 10 
CD CD

00 1 1 1 1aB 0 1 3 2
NOTES 0 1 1 1 0 0

AB 4 5 7 6
1 1 0 0 1 0
AB 12 13 15 14
1 0 0 0 1 1
AB a g 11 10

In the K-Map three groups have been marked, two quads and one pair. 
So the simplified form of the Boolean expression is 

F(A, B, C, D) = AC + BC + ACD.
Example 2. Obtain a simplified form for a Boolean expression

F(U, V, W, Z) - Z(0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15) using Karnaugh
Map.
Solution. Given F(U, V, W, Z) = 1(0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15)

= -H mg + + mg -h mg + my +
mg +mjg + mj^j -i- mjg + mjg

mg = 0000 = U V W Z 

mj = 0001 = U VWZ 

• mg = 0011 = U V W Z 

m^ = 0100 = UV WZ 

mg = 0101 = U VWZ 

' mg = 0110 = UV WZ 

my = 0111 = UVWZ 

mg = 1001 = U V W Z 
m^g = 1010 = U V W Z . 
mjj = 1011 = UVWZ 

mjg = 1101 = UVWZ 

mjs = 1111 = UVWZ

Mapping the given function F in a K-Map we have

nWZ 
uv\.

o_q O-i 1 1 to
W2 WZ WZ v\c

00 1 1 1 ■ 10\7 0 1 3 2
01 n1 1 1uv 4 5 7 6
1 1 0 1 1 0
LA/ 12 13 15 14
1 0 ii0 1uv 8 9 11 1C
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Digital FundamentalsIn the K-Map four groups have been marked, one octet, two quads and 
one pair. So the simplified form of the boolean expression is

F (U, V, W, Z) = Z + UW+ UV + UVW.

K-Map Simplification for POS Forms

In POS form the boolean expression represented in a K-Map consists of 
maxterms. As stated earlier in a K-Map the contiguous squares differ in 
values of exactly one variable which may change from 0 to 1 or from 1 
to 0. Also the squares on the opposite edges are considered contiguous 
and the four corner squares are considered contiguous. Figure 5 shows 
the K-Maps for one, two, three and four variables representing 
maxterms:

NOTES

CDC 0 1 00 01 11 10B
A AB C AB C+D C+D C+D C+DC0 1

00 0000 0011 001000 000 001 0001AA A*BA*B A+B-*C A<-B-»C+D A*B+C+D A+B*C*DA+B- A+B+C*DA'B A+B+C00

0100 0101 0111 011001 010 oil 01A A A+BA*B A*B*C A+6 A+B+C+D a+B+C+D R+B+C+DA+B+C A+B+C+DA+B11

1100 1110110 111 11 1101 111111
R+S A+B+C A+B+C S+B R+B+C+D R+B+C+D R+B+C+D R+B+C+D

1000 1001 1011 101010 100 101 10
R+B A+B+C A+B+C+D A+B+C+DA+B+C A+B A+B+C+O R+B+C+D

Fig. 5: K-Map for one, two, three and four variables 
representing maxterms

The numbers represented on the K-Map are same in both POS and SOP 
forms. Also the numbers shown on the top (horizontally) and to the left 
side (vertically) represent the Gray code he., 00, 01, 11, 10. In this code 
the binary numbers in succession differ only at one place.
The use of K-Map for minimization of Boolean expressions in ftoduct 
of Sums (POS) form is described as follows:

Enter Os for maxterms on K-Map and Is in the remaining squares. 
Keeping in view the contiguity of opposite edges and four, corner 
squares, encircle all blocks, consisting of the octets first (having 
all Os), the quads second (having all Os)i and the pairs last (having 
all Os). Also encircle any Os which are not covered under any 

or block.

ii)
/Hi)

/
group
Select a block satisfying the' following conditions: 
(a) There are a minimum number of-blocks.

4

HU)

(6) Each block should be maximally .sized.
(c) Avoid redundant blocks.
Write the reduced expressions for all the blocks and AND (.) these. 
Using the above method we get a minimal product-of-sums form. 
However, there are choices in step (Hi) which are sometimes difficult 
to resolve.

Hv)
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Note. K-Map simplification is not always unique. It depends upon grouping.

Example 1. Obtain the simplified form of the boolean expression using 
Karnaugh Map.

F(a. b.c) = Tt. (3, 4, 5, 6, 7).
Solution. The boolean expression F(a, b, c) = it (3, 4, 5, 6, 7) can be 
written as >

NOTES

¥{a, b, c) = M3 . . Mg . Mg . M, ,
Mg = Oil = a + b + c 

M^ = 100 = a + b + c 

Mg = 101 = a + b + c 

Mg = 110 = a + 6 + c 

M7 = 111 = a + b + c
Mapping the given function F in a K-Map we have

VC ° 
aoV' c

1
c

0 0 
a+b 1 1

0 1 01a+b

1 1 0 0a+b

1 0 0 0a+b

The Os on the K-Map are corresponding to 5 maxterms. In the K-Map 
two groups have been marked, one quad and one pair.
So the simplified form of the boolean expression is 

F(a, b, c) ~ a .(b + c).

Example 2. Minimize the following logic function in POS form using 
Karnaugh map

F(A, B, C, D; = £ (0, 1, 2, 3, 5. 7, 8, 9, 11. 14). 
Solution. The given equation can be expressed in standard POS form
as

F(A, B, C, D) = Jt (4, 6, 10, 12, 13, 15)
= M^ . Mg M^g . M^2 ■ ^13 ■ ^15

M4 = 0100 = A + B + C + D 

Mg = 0110 = A + B + C + D 

Mig = 1010 = A + B + C + D 

Mi2 = 1100 = A + B + C + D 

Mjg = 1101 = a + B + C + D 

Mjg = nil = a + B + C + D
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Now the K-Map simplification can be done in anyone of the two ways 
shown below:

Digital Fundamentals

0 0 0 1 1 i 10
C+D C+D C+D C+D

0 0 0 1 11 10 
C+D C+D C+D C+D

\CD
ab\\CD

AB\ NOTES
0 00 0 11 1 1 1• 1 1 1
A+BA+B 3 1 3 21 2 00
0 10 1 0 1 01 1 0 10
A+BA+B 67 6 4 5 74 5
1 11 1 3E 3 0 0 11
A+BA+B 1213 15 14 13 15 1412
1 01 0 11 0 1 1 01 1
A+BA+B 11 9 1C9 IQ 116

F = (A+B+D). (B+C+D). (A+B+D). (A+B-Tc+D)F = (A+B+D) . (A+B+C) . (A+B+D) . (A+B+C+D)

The above simplification shows that K-Map minimization in not always 
unique.

K-Map Simplification for forms Other than SOP
The given Boolean expression can be converted into standard forms by 
using the following two methods:

(t) Conversion of given boolean expression to standard form 
by supplying the missing terms

(a) Multiply the terms (which are not minterms) with (missing literal 
+ complement of missing literal) wherever a literal is missing for 
SOP form of expression.

Or
Add the terms (which are not maxterms) with (missing literal . 
complement of missing literal) wherever a literal is missing for 
POS fotm of expression.

(6) Avoid duplicate term(s) if any
(c) Now prepare K-Map and simplify it, that is, minimize it. 

Example 1. Minimize F(A, B, C) = ABC + ABC + ABC + AB + ^ using 
Karnaugh map.
Solution. F(A, B, C) = ABC + ABC + ABC + AB + AB is converted to 
standard or canonical SOP form as follows:

F(A, B, C) =
ABC + ABC + ABC + AB (C + C) + AB (C + C)

ABC + ABC + ABC + ABC + ABC + ABC + ABC
Now the above boolean expression has no duplicate terms and all the 
terms are minterms. Mapping the function F in a K-Map we have
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C c
0 0

1 1
A B

NOTES
0 1

10
A B

1 1
1 1

A B

1 0
1 1A B

In the K-Map three groups have been marked, all three are quads. So 
the simplified form of the boolean expression is

F(A, B, C) = B + C + A

Hi) Direct Method
Prepare K-Map as given below.

(a) Enter IslOs for mintermsImaxterms.
{b) Enter a pair of Is/Os for each of the terms with one variable less 

than the total number of variables.
(c) Enter four adjacent Is/Os for terms having two variables less 

than the total number of variables, 
id) Repeat for other terms in similar way.

Once the K-Map is prepared, minimize it.
Example 2. Minimize the 4 variable boolean function

F(A, B, C, D) = ABCD + ABCD + ABC + ABD + AC + ABC + B. 
Solution. Prepare K-Map as given,below:
Enter Is for two minterms ABCD and ABCD.
Enter a pair of Is for terms ABC, ABD and ABC (after looking at the 
numbers on the top and left side of the K-Map) keeping already existing 
Is as such. Enter a quad of Is for the term AC (keeping already existing 
Is as such).
Enter an octet of Is for the term B in same way.
The given function after mapping looks as:
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CD •00 0 1

CD CD CD CD
1 1 1 0AB

00
1 11 1AB

NOTES
01

0 00 1AB

1 1 01 01
AB

1 0 1 1 1 1AB

In the K-Map three groups have been marked, one octet, one quad and 
one pair. So the simplified form of the boolean expression is

F(A, B, C, D) = B + AC + ACD.

K-Map Simplification for Boolean Functions with Don't 
Care Conditions
Example 1. Obtain the minimal sum of the products for the function 

F(A, B, C, D) = Ed, 3, 7, 11. 15) + >p(0, 2, 5)
Solution. The Karnaugh map for the given function is shown below; 
In the Karnaugh map shown below, the minterm and m2 i.e. 
ABCD and ^CD are the don’t care terms which have been assumed as 
I’s, while making a quad. So the simplified SOP expression of above 
function can be written as

)

F = AB + CD
100 0 01 11

CD CD CDCD

00. XX 1 1A B

0 1 00 X 1
A B

1 1 00 0 1AB

1 0. 00 10
A B

LOGIC GATES
A logic gate is an electronics circuit which takes some logical decision 
based on some condition. When the given condition is satisfied a gate
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allows a signal to pass. Logic gates consists of transistors, diodes etc. 
Logic gates are switching devices which change from one position to 
another. The manipulation of binary information is done by logic gates. 
The knowledge of logic gates is essential to understand the important 
digits circuits that are used in computers. The most common logic 
gates used are OR, AND, NOT, NAND and NOR gates. The NAND and 
NOR gates are known as Universal gates. The exclusive OR gate is 
another logic gate that can be constructed using basis logic gates AND, 
OR and NOT gates.
Except the NOT gate, all other logic gates have two or more inputs and 
only one 6utput. The output signal is high certain combination of input 
signals. The operation of these logic gates can be described by means 
of an algebraic function. The tabular representation of relationship 
between input signal and output signal is known as truth table.

Computer Organisation 
and Architecture

NOTES

OR Gate
OR gate has two or more inputs and only one output. The output of OR 
gate will be high if any of the input signal is high. When all the inputs 
are in low state then output will be low. OR gate performs logical sum 
of two or more inputs.
If A and B are the input variables and y is the output variable then

y = A + B
If there are more than two variables then output can be expressed as

y = A + B + C + D +.....

A
9 y=A-t-B 

Logical symbol8 Z

Fig. 6: Two input OR gate

The logical symbol of two inputs OR gate is shown in Fig. 6. Input 
variables A and B are applied to OR gate, output y is equivalent to sum 
of input variables.
The logical operation of two input OR gate is described in the truth 
table shown in Table 8.

Table 8: Truth Table of Two Input OR Gate

Inputs Output

A B y

0 0 0

0 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 1
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In the 1st case both the input variables are low so output will be low. 
In second and third case only one input is high so output will be high 
if anyone of the input variable is high. In fourth case both the input 
variables are high so output will be high.

Table 9: Truth Table for Three Input OR Gate

Digital Fundamentals

NOTES

Inputs Output

BA C y

0 0 00

00 1 1

1 0 10

1 10 1

0 0 11

0 1 11

1 01 1

1 1 11

AND Gate

An AND gate has two or more inputs but it has only one output. The 
output of AND gate will be high if all input signals are in high state. If 
any of the input variable is low then output will be low. AND gate 
performs logical multiplication of two or more inputs.

If A and B are input variables and y is the output variable then

y = A . B

where denotes the AND operation.
If there are more than two variables then output can be expressed as

y = A . B . C . D...... '

The logical symbol of two inputs AND gate is shown in Fig. 7.

A y=A.B

Logical symbol
t

Fig. 7: Two input AND gate

Input variables A and B are applied to AND gate, output y is equivalent 
to multiplication of input variables.
The logical operation of two input AND gate is described in the truth 
table shown in Table 10.
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Table 10: Truth Table of Two Input AND Gate

Inputs Output

A B y

0 0 0
NOTES

0 01
1 0 0
1 1 1

Case 1: A = 0, B = 0
So y = 0. 0 = 0. So output will be low.
Case 2; A = 0, B = 1 So y = 0, first input variable is low so output will 
be low.
Case 3: A = 1, B = 0 one of the input variable is. low so output y will 
be low.
Case 4: A = 1, B = 1, Both the input variables are high so output will 
be in high state.
Output will be high when all the input variables are high.
Table 11 represents three input AND gate.

Table II: Truth Table for Three Input AND Gate

Inputs Output
BA C y

00 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

0 1 1 0c.

0• 1 0 0

1 0 1 0
1 1 0 0

11 1 1

NOT Gate
It is also known as Inverter or complementer. It is single input gate. 
There is one input variable and one output variable. If input variable 
is in high state then output will be low and when input variable is in 
low state output will be high.
The output y can be expressed in terms of input variable A as

y = A

where A represent the NOT operation

Y = A
>A •o

Logical symbol

Fig. 8: NOT gate
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The purpose of this gate is to convert one logical level into the opposite 
logic level.

Digital Fundamentals

Table 12: Truth Table of NOT Gate

Input Output
y = A

NOTES
A

0 1

1 0

NANDGate
NAND gate is a contraction of the NOT-AND gates. It has two or more 
inputs and only output. Universal gates are the logic gates by which 
any combinational circuit or digital system can be implemented with a 
collection of just one of these gates. This gate performs NOT-AND 
operation. It is also a complement of AND gate.

A
A.B y=A.BA*- y=AB

>
B

B

Fig. 9: Symbol of NAND gate

Fig. 9 shows symbolic representation of NAND gate. The bubble is placed 
to represent the NOT operation. The output y is expressed as

y ~ TTb.

If two inputs A and B are applied to NAND gate, output (y) is the 
complement of the product of the inputs. When all of the input variables 
are high, the output is low. If anyone or both the input are low then the 
output is high.

Table 13: Truth Table of Two Input NAND Gate

OutputInputs

BA y

0 0 1

1 10

0 11

I 01

NAND gate is an universal gate. Similarly in Table 14, three input 
NAND operation, if all three inputs are high then the output is low 
otherwise if anyone of the inputs is low, the output is high.
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Inputs Output

A B C y

NOTES 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 1

0 1 0 1

0 1 1. 1

] 0 0 1

01 1 1

] 1 0 ]

1 1 1 0

NOR Gate
The NOR gate is a combination of OR and NOT gate. It represents 
complement of OR gate. If two inputs A and B are applied to a two 
input NOR gate, the output (y) will be the complement of sum of inputs. 
The output is high only when all the inputs are low. It anyone or both 
the inputs are high, then the output will be low.

A
A»- y =A+ BA + BA-t-B >
B z B

Fig. 10: Logical symbol NOR gate

The output y can be expressed as

y = A + B

Table 15: Truth Table for Two Input NOR Gate

Inputs Output

A . B y

0 0 1

0 1 0

1 0 0

1 1 0

From truth table we can observe that when either input is 1, output (y) 
will be 0. When both the inputs are zero. Output will be high.
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Table 16: Truth Table for Three Input NOR Gate Digital Fundamentals
«

Inputs ■Output

B CA y
NOTES

0 0 0 1 k

0 0 1 0

1 0 00

00 1 1

0 0 01

0 1 01

01 1 0

01 1 1

Exclusive OR Gate
It is written as Ex-OR or XOR gate. Normally Ex-OR gate has two 
input variables and one output variable. The output of the Ex-OR gate 
will be high when both the input variables are having different states. 
That output of two input Ex-OR gate assumes a high state if one and 
only one input assumes a high state.
If A and B are two input variables and y is the output variable then

y = AB + AB = AeB

The symbol 0 represents the Ex-OR logical operation of inputs.

\ y = AB+ABA
■0

B Logical symbol

Fig. 11: Two input Ex-OR gate

The logical symbol of two inputs Ex-OR gate is shown in Fig. 11 The Ex- 
OR gate produces high output when an odd number of inputs are high. 
If an even number of inputs are high then the output will be low. 
Table 17 represents truth table for.two input Ex-OR gate

Table 17: Truth Table for Two Input Ex-OR Gate

OutputInputs

A B y

0 0 0

0 1 1

0 11

01 1
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Similarly we can represent truth table for three input variables. 

Table 18: Truth Table for Three Input Ex-OR Gate

Inputs Output
NOTES

A B C y

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1

0 1 0 1

0 1 1 0

1 0 0 1

1 0 1 0

1 1 0. 0

1 1 1 1

Exclusive NOR Gate

It is written as XNOR gate. The gate represents the complement of 
XOR operation. The output of this gate is high only when both the 
input variables are in the same state either both are low or both are 
in high state. When one is low and other variable is high then the 
output will be in low state.

When A and B are two input variable then output variable y can be 
written as

y = A @ B

= AB + AB

y =A4- BAo-

= AB -i-ABB a
Logical symbol

Fig. 12: Two input XNOR gate

The logical symbol of two inputs XNOR gate is shown in Fig. 12. Ex- 
NOR gate can be used for bit comparison. The output of an Ex-NOR 
gate is 1, if both the inputs are similar so it can be used as a one bit 
comparator. The output of Ex-NOR gate is 1, if the number of I’s is 
even in input. If the number of I’s is odd, then the output is 0. So it 
can be used for even/odd parity checker.
Table 19 represents truth table for two input Ex-NOR gate.
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Digital FundamentalsTable 19: Truth Table for Two Input XNOR Gate

OutputInputs

BA y = /I © B
NOTES

0 0 1
. 1 00
01 0
1 11

COMPUTER CODES
A digital computer has only two states high and low. These two states 
are represented by 1 and 0. Computer system can take data in decimal 
form alphabets or special characters but information is handled and 
manipulated in digital form only and then the output is again in the 
form of decimal, alphabets, special characters etc. A code is used to 
enable an operator to feed data into a computer in any form. The 
computer converts these data into binary codes and after computation 
again the result is supplied into its original form. So computers codes 
are symbolic representation of discrete information. These computer 
codes are used for communicating information to a digital computer 
and retrieve the messages from it.
Computer codes are classified as weighted binary codes, non-weighted 
codes, alphanumeric codes etc.

Weighted Binary Codes
Weighted binary codes are based on their positional weighting principles. 
Each digit in the given number has a specific weight that depends upon 
the position of the digit. In weighted binary codes each bit is multiplied 
by the weights, the sum of these weighted bits' provide equivalent 
decimal digit. There are many weighted codes. For example, 8421, 5421 
and 2421 are weighted binary codes. These all come under Binary Coded 
Decimal (BCD) numbers. Each decimal digit is represented by a four bit 
binary word.

BCD or 8421 Codes
The Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) use binary number system to specify 
decimal numbers 0 to 9. It has four bits. The wei^ts are according to 
the position. The weight of first position is 2° from right most side. 
The weight of second position is 2 , third position 2 and fourth position 
weight is 2^ Reading from left to right weights-are 8, 4, 2, and 1 so BCD 
codes are known as 8421 codes. In BCD scheme each digit is represented 
by four binary bits like 5 will be represented as [OlOllg- 0 to 9 this 
representation is followed but after 9 we write four binary bits 
corresponding to each digit of the number like we have to write BCD 
equivalent for 13 then we will write four binary bits for 1 and four 
binary bits for 3. So 13 will be represented as [0001 0011] in BCD.
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BCD codes are used where the decimal number is directly transferred 
into or out of a digital system. Electronic calculators, digital voltmeters 
digital clock etc., work with BCD numbers.
Example. Give BCD code for the decimal number 789.
Solution. Decimal number = 789
We have to write four bits corresponding to each digit.

7 ->0111
8 ->1000 

9 ->1001
So BCD equivalent is (0111 1000 1001) BCD.
Table 20 represents some standard BCD codes.

Table 20: BCD Codes

NOTES

Decimal Number Standard BCD Codes

0 0000

1 0001
2 0010
3 0011
4 0100

01015

6 0110
7 0111
8 1000
9 1001
10 0001 0000

% 11 0001 0001
12 0001 0010
13 0001 0011
56 0101 0110
84 1000 0100
99 1001 1001

Non-weighted Codes
The codes that are not positionally weighted are known as non-weighted 
codes. Each position is not assigned and fixed weight. Examples of 
non-weighted codes are excess-3 codes and gray codes.

Excess-S Codes

The excess-3 represents a decimal number in binary form as a number 
greater than 3. An excess-3 code is obtained by adding 3 to a decimal 
number. Like when we have to write excess-3 code for 4 then
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Digital Fundamentals= 0100 + (3)^0 
= 0100 + 0011 
= 0111 

=
So excess code is obtained by adding 3 to BCD equivalent. When we 
have to write excess-3 code for numbers greater than 9 then each digit 
is added by 3 and then write the binary equivalent for each digit.
The excess-3 code is shown in Table 21.

Table 21: Exce8s-3 Code

NOTES

Decimal Number Excess-3 Code

00110
01001
01012
01103
01114
10005
10016
10107
10118
11009

Example 1. Convert the following excess-3 code into decimal: 

0011 0101 1010 0100.
Solution. First we group the number in 4-bits form

•0101 010010100011
uu uu
4^4.

5 10 43
Now subtracting 3 from each group

3 5 10 4
- 3 3 3 3

0 2 7 1
So the decimal equivalent will be 0271.,

Gray Code
In gray code the binary bits are arranged in such a way that only one 
binary bit changes at a time when we make a change from any number 
to the next. The gray code is also known as unit distance code or 
minimum change code because only 1-bit changes from any number to 
the next. It is a non-weighted code because there are not positionally 
weighted. It is not a self complementing code. The gray code is shown 
in Table 22. •
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Table 22: Gray Code

Decimal Number Binary Code Gray Code

0 0000 0000
NOTES 1 0001 0001

2 0010 0011

3 0011 0010

4 0100 0110

5 0101 0111

6 0110 0101

7 0111 0100

8 1000 1100

9 1001 1101

10 1010 nil
11 1011 1110

12 1100 1010

13 1101 1011

14 1110 1001

15 1111 1000

Gray code can be used in a shaft encoder in which the position of a 
shaft is an analog quantity is represented digitally. Gray code avoids 
errors in reading the information.

Alphanumeric Codes
A code that represents numbers, alphabets, special symbols and 
characters. A complete set includes:

(o.) 26 lower case alphabets 

(6) 26 upper case alphabets 

' (c) 10 numeric digits
id) About 25 special characters such as +, /, ^ % etc.

Total up to 87 symbols. For these s3Tnbors representation we require 
at least 7-bits. Each character is represented by a 7-bit code, 8-bit is 
inserted for parity.. Using 7-bit, there are 128 combinations (2’) are 
possible. 87 symbols represent this set. Now 41 combinations are left 
8 characters represent graphic symbols, 23 characters represent formal 
effectors which are functional characters for controlling the layout of 
printing and display devices such as carriage return. Other 10 characters 
are used to direct the data communication flov/ and report its status.
The most used alphanumeric codes are ASCII codes and EBCDIC codes.
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ASCII Code Digital Fundamentals

ASCII stands for American Standard Code for Information Interchange. 
It is used extensively in small computers; peripherals, instruments and 
communication devices. It is a 7-bit code. The 8tb bit can be used for 
parity or it can be permanently 1 or 0. Using 7-bits 128 characters can 
be coded. It includes upper and lower case alphabets, numbers, 
punctuation marks, special characters and control characters. ASCII 
codes are shown in Table 23.
ISCII stands for Indian Standard Code for Information Interchange. It 
is 8-bit code that is used for Indian languages. Using S-bits total 256 
characters can be coded.
Table 24 definition of control characters,

Table 23: ASCII Codes

NOTES

Hex Codes for 
7-bit ASCII

Characters or 
Abbreviations

Hex Codes for 
7-bit ASCII

Characters or 
Abbreviation

& 2600NUL

2701SOH

2802 (STX

2903 )ETX
il! 2AEOT 04

2BENQ 05 . +

2C06ACK

2D07BEL

2E08BS

2F09 /HT

60OALF

3AOBVT

3BOCFF

3CODCR <

3DOESO

3EOFSI >

9 3F10DLE

@ 40DCl 11

5B12DC2

5C\DCS 13

1 5DDC4 14
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NAK 15 A 5E

SYN 16 5F

ETB 17 7B

CANNOTES 18 7C

EM 19 1 7D

SUB lA 7E

ESC IB DEL 7F

FS 1C 61a

GS ID b 62

RS IE 63c

US IF d 64

SP 20 65e

! 21 f 66

22 67g

# 23 h 68 .

$ 24 691

% 25 6AJ

k 6B K 4B

1 6C L 4C

6D M 4Dm

6E N 4En

6F 0 4F0

70 P 50P

71 Q 51q

72 R 52r

73 S 53s

t 74 . T 54

75 U 55u

76 V 56V

77 W 57w

78 X 58X

79 Y 59y

7A Z 5A. z
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42 I 31B

43 2 32C

NOTES3 33D 44

4 34E 45

5 35F 46

47 6 36G

3748 7H

49 8 38I

4A 9 39J

Table 24: Definition of Control Structures

Direct Control 2DC2Null

Start of Heading 

Start Ifext

NUL
DC3 Direct Control 3SOH

Direct Control 4 

Negative Acknowledge 

Synchronous Idle 

End Transmission Block

DC4STX
NAKEnd TextETX

End of Transmission SYNEOT
ETBEnquiry

Acknowledge
ENQ

ACk CancelCAN

EM End of MediumBellBEL
SubstituteSUBBackspace 

Horizontal Tab
BS

ESC Escape

Form Separator 

Group Separator 

Record Separator 

Unit Separator

HT
FSLine FeedLF
GSVertical TabVT
RSForm Feed 

Carriage Return

FF
USCR

Shift OutSO
Shift InSI
Data Link Escape 

Direct Control 1
DLE

DCl

EBCDIC Codes
EBCDIC stands for Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code. 
It is an 8-bit code without parity. A 9th bit can be used for parity. With 
8-bits a total of 256 characters can be coded. First 4-bits are known as 

bits and remaining 4-bits represent digit values. It differs fromzone
ASCII only in its code grouping for the different alphanumeric
characters.
Table 25 represents EBCDIC codes.
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Table 25: EBCDIC Codes

Characters or Control 
Characters

Hex Codes for 
EBCDIC

Characters of Control 
Characters

Hex Codes for 
EBCDIC

NUL 00 4Ad
NOTES

SOH 01 4B

STH 02 6B

, ETS ? .03 6P

HT 05 7A
DEL 07 5E

VT OB 5A

FF OC 7D

CR OD 7F

SO OE 4E+
SI OF 60

DLE 10 6D

DCl 11 * • 5C
DC2 12 / 61
DCS 13 7E9

RES 14 4C<

NL 15 6E>

.BS 16 ( 4D
CAN 18 ) 5D
EM 19 ( 8B

FLS 1C 9B

GS ID [ AD

RDS IE ] DD
US IF I 4F

BYP 24 & 50

LF 25 $ 5B

EOB 26 1 5F

ENQ 2D % 6C
ACK 2E # 7B

BEL 2F @ 7C

SYN 32 81a

DC4 35 b 82

EOT 37 83c

NAK 3D d 84

J
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SP 40 f 86

BLANK EO 87g-
h 88 J D1

NOTES
89 K D21

91 L D33

k 92 M D4

1 93 N D5

94 O D6m

95 P D7n

96 Q D80

97 R D9P
98 S E2q

99 T E3r

A2 U E4s

A3 V E5t

A4 W E6u

A5 X E7V

A6 Y E8w

A7 2 E9X

A8 0 FOy

A9 1 FIz

ClA 2 F2

C2B 3 F3

C C3 4 F4

C4D 5 F5

C5E 6 F6

C6 F7F 7

C7G 8 F8

C8 F9H 9t-

I C9

«

COMBINATIONAL CIRCUITS
A (jlombinational circuit consists of logic gates whose outputs at any 

time are determined from the present combination of inputs. A 
combinational circuit performs an operation that can be specified logically 
by a set of Boolean functions.
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A combinational circuit consists of input variables, logic gates, and 
output variables. The logic gates accept signals from the inputs and 
generate signals to the outputs. This process transforms binary 
information from the given input data to a required ^ output data.
The block diagram of a combinational circuit is shown as follows:

Computer Organisation 
and Architecture

NOTES

* >

Combinational
circuit

> m o/psn i/ps ♦

*

Fig. 13: Block diagram of combinational circuit

The n input variables come from an external source; the m output 
variables go to an external destination. Each input and output variable 
exists as a binary signal that represents logic 1 and logic 0.
For n input variables, there are 2" possible binary ijp combinations. 
For each possible input combination, there is one possible output value. 
Thus, a combinational circuit can be specified with a truth table that 
lists the output values for each combination of input variables.

Half Adder
A combinational circuit that performs the addition of two bits is called 
a half adder. This circuit needs two binary inputs and two binary outputs. 
The input variables designate the augend and addend bits; the output 
variable produce the sum and carry.
We assign symbols x and y to the two inputs and S (for sum) and C (for 
carry) to the outputs.
1. Block Diagram of Half Adder:

/

A Sum (s)

HA
B Carry (c)

Fig.. 14: Half adder block diagram

2. IVuth Table for Half Adder: The truth table for half adder is listed 
in the table:

Table 26: Half Adder
t

C SX y
!

0 0 0 0 . -

0 1 0 ' 1
1 0 0 1
1 1 1 0

/
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From the truth table of half adder, we have seen that the C output is 
1 only when both inputs are 1. The S output represents the least 
significant bit of the sum.
The simplified boolean expressions for the two outputs can be obtained 
directly from the truth table. The simplified sum of products expressions 
are.

Digital Fundamentals

NOTES

S = a:’y + xy' 

C =xy

The expressions for half adder can also be modified as:
S = X y + x Y C = X'. y

S=XY + XY C = X.Y

= (X + Y).(X + y) = I^X + Y 

= {x + y),(x + y) = X +Y

3. Implementation of Half Adder: The logic diagram of the half adder 
is implemented in sum of products. It can also be implemented with an 
exclusive-OR and an AND Gate.

s
sx' ^jyy

y

cc
y

(b) S = y© y 
C = xy

(a) S = xy' + x'y 
C =xy

Fig. 16: Implementation of half adder

Full Adder
A full adder is a combinational circuit that forms the arithmetic sura of 
three bits. It consists of three inputs and two outputs. Two of the input 
variables, denoted by x and y, represent the two significant bits to be 
added. The third input z, represents the carry from the previous lower 
significant position.
Two outputs are necessary because the arithmetic sum of three binary 
digits ranges in value from 0 to 3, and binary 2 or 3 needs two digits. The 
two outputs are designated by the symbol S for sum and C for carry. The 
binary variable S gives the value of the least significant bit of the sum.
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1. Block Diagram of Full Adder

X *- « Sum{S)
FA

Cany (C)NOTES Z •-

Fig. 16: Block diagram of half adder

2. Truth Table for Full Adder

Table 27: Full Adder

C SX y z

0 00 0 0

0 0 1 10

1 00 0 1

1 10 1 0

0 01 . 0 1

0 11 1 0

1 01 1 0

11 1 1 1

From the truth table of full adder, we have seen that, the eight rows 
under the input variables designate all possible combinations of the 
three variables. The output variables are determined from the 
arithmetic sum of the input bits. When all the input bits are zero, the 
output is zero. The S output is equal to 1 when only one input is equal 
to 1 or when all three inputs are equal to 1. The C output has carry of 
1 if two or three inputs are equal to 1.
The input and output bits of combinational circuit have different 
interpretations at various stages of the problem. The binary signals of 
the inputs are considered binary digits to be added arithmetically to 
form a two-digit sum at the output. On the other hand, the same binary 
values are considered as variables of boolean functions when expressed 
in the truth table or when the circuit is implemented with logic-gates.
3. Maps for Full Adder

y y
yz yz —

00 01 1177^ To^00 01 11X X

0 01 1 1

1 1 1 11

z
S = xV'z x'yz’ + xy'z' + xyz S = xy + xz + yz 

= xy + xy'z + x'yz

Fig. 17: Maps for full adder
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Digital FundamentalsThe maps for the outputs of the full adder are shown in the above 
Fig. 17. The simplified expressions are:

S = x'y'z + x'yz' + xy'z' + xyz 

C = xy + xz + yz
The logic diagram for the full adder implemented in sum of products is 
shown in Fig. 18. It can also be implemented with two half adders and 
one OR gate.
4. Implementation of Full Adder: The S output from the second half 
adder is the exclusive-OR of Z and the output of the first half adder, 
giving

NOTES

S ='z ® ix ® y)
= z' (xy' + x'y) + 2 (xy' +'x'y') 

- z’ (xy' + x'y) + z (xy + x'y') 

= xy'z' + x'yz' + xyz + x'y'z
The carry output is

C = 2 (xy' + x'y) + xy 
= xy'z + x'yz + xy

z
X

y
z'

X
CS

z
X CZy'
z'

z
X

y
z

Fig. 18: Implementation of full adder in sum of products

DDX
S

y

)
c

z

Fig. 19: Implementation of full adder with two half adders and an OR gate
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Basically a sequential circuit is a combinational circuit along with a 
memory unit. Thus the output of the sequential circuit does not depends 
upon the present state of the input, it also depends upon the previous 
state of the input variable. Previous state is stand in the memory unit.

Inputs ^

NOTES

OutputCombinational
circuit

Memory
device

Fig. 20: Block diagram of sequential circuit

Fig. 20 depicts block diagram of sequential circuit. The most common 
type of sequential circuit is the synchronous type. Synchronous 
sequential circuits affect the storage element only at discrete instants 
of time. Synchronization is achieved by a timing device called a clock 
pulse generator that produces a chain of clock pulses. The clock pulses 
are distributed throughout the system in such a way that storage 
elements are affected only with the arrival of the pulse.
The'storage elements employed in clocked sequential circuits are called 
flip-flops. A flip-flop is a bistable device. It has two stable states, output 
remains either high or low. The high state is called SET or low state 
is called RESET. Flip-flop is a 1 bit storage device. The flip-flops are 
also called latches. Its property is to remain in one state indefinitely 
until it is changed by an input signal to switch over to the other state. 
It is basic memory element or storage cell. The flip-flops are classified 
according to the number of inputs. Output will always to be Q and Q, 
normal output and complemented output. The number of inputs may 
be one or two. The types of flip-flops are described as follows.

SR FUp-Flop
Basic flip-flop made by NOR or NAND gate are asynchronous. Tb make 
flip-flop as s3mchronous a clock is used. So that input R and S reached 
to the flip-flop ON when clock is high and output changed only, during 
clock is high. The clocked S-R flip-flop consists of a basic NOR flip-flop 
and two AND gates.
When the GLK input is low (0) output of AND gates will be 0 and, thus 
input to NOR gates are 0. When the CLK input becomes high (1). The 
AND gate will enabled and passed R and S to R' and S' respectively. 
The set state is reached with S = 1, R = 0 and CP =.1. To change to the 
clear state, the inputs must be S = 0, R = 1 and CP = 1. With both S 
= 1 and R = 1 the occurrence of a clock pulse causes both outputs to 
momentarily go to 0. The Q will hold this information \yhen the CLK 
is low. The clocked S-R flip-flop is shown in Fig. . 21.
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(a) Logic diagram

Table 28: Characteristic Table
S

Q S R Q (1*1)SR
Q 00 01 11 10 0 0 0

0 0 1
0 1 0 •
0 1 1

• 1 0 0
1 0 1
1 1 0

0QO'
0 01y

1
q{i 1X1 IndetermineSR A

1
R 0

Q(t*1) = S + R’Q 
SR = 0 1

CP 1 irdetermine1 1(c) Characteristic equation(b) Graphic symbol

Fig. 21: Clocked S-R flip-flop

The graphic symbol for the clocked S-R flip-flop is shown in Fig 21(6). 
It has three inputs: S, R and CP. The CP input is recognized from the 
marked small triangle. It denotes the fact that the flip-flop responds to 

input clock transition from a low-level (binary 0) to a high-level 
(binary 1) signal. The outputs of the flip-flop are marked with Q and Q 
within the box. The state of the flip-flop is determined from the value 
of its normal output Q and its complement Q'.

an

'the characteristic table for the flip-flop is shown in Table 28. 'This table 
the operation of the flip-flop in a tabular form. Q is thesummarizes

binary state of the flip-flop at a given time, the S and R columns give 
the possible values of the inputs, and Q (t -i-l) is the state of the flip- 
flop after the occurrence of a clock pulse (referred to as next state).
The characteristic equation of the flip-flop is derived in the map of Table 
28. The equation specifies the value of the next state as a function of the 
present state and the inputs. The characteristic equation is an algebraic 
expression for the binary information of the characteristic table.

J-K Flip-Flop
A J-K flip-flop is a refinement of the S-R flip-flop in that the indetermine 
state of the S-R type is defined in the J-K type. Inputs J and K behaves 
like inputs S and R to set and clear the flip-flop. When inputs are 
applied to both J and K simultaneously, the flip-flop switches to its 
complement state, that is, if Q = 1, it switches to Q = 0; and vice versa.
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(a) Logic diagrarr)

Table 29: Characteristic Table

Q J K Q ii*VJJK
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 1 0

0Q 00 01 ' 11
Q' Q 0

0 1 1 1
1K Q^1 1 1
1
0

K 1Q(t+1) = JQ' + K'Q
CP 1 1 1 0

(b) Graphic symbol (c) Characteristic equation

Fig.' 22: Clocked J-K flip-flop

A clocked J-K flip-flop is shown in Fig. 22. Output Q is ANDed with K 
and CP inputs so that the flip-flop is cleared during a clock pulse only 
if Q was previously 1. Similarly, output Q' is ANDed with J and CP 
inputs so that the flip-flop is set with a clock pulse only if Q’ was 
previously 1.
The characteristic table shown in Table 29, the J-K flip-flop behaves 
like an S-R flip-flop, except when both J and K are equal to 1. When 
both J and K are 1, the clock pulse is transmitted through one AND 
gate only-the one whose input is connected to the flip-flop output which 
is presently equal to 1. Thus, if Q = 1, the output of the upper AND 
gate becomes 1 upon application of a clock pulse, and flip-flop is cleared. 
If Q’ = 1, the output of the lower AND gate becomes a 1 and the flip- 
flop is set. In either case, the output state of the flip-flop is 
complemented.

, The characteristic equation is given in Table 29 and is derived from the 
map of the characteristic table.
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CP-
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(a) Logic diagram with NAND gates

Table 30: Chaiacteristic Table0

0 1 Q D Q (t*1)
O' Q 0 0 

0 1 
1 0 
1 1

00 1
1

D 0Q<^1 1
1

Q(t + 1) = D
CP

(i) Graphic symbol 23 D flip-flop (c) Characteristic equation 

Fig. 23: Clocked D flip-flop

The D flip-flop shown in Fig. 23 is a modification of the clocked S-R flip- 
flop. NAND gates 1 and 2 from a basic flip-flop and gates 3 and 4 modify 
if into a clocked S-R flip-flop. The D input goes directly to the S input, 
and its complement, through gate 5, is applied to the R input. As long 
as the clock pulse is at 0, gates 3 and 4 have' a 1 in their outputs, 
regardless of the value of the other inputs. The D input is sampled 
during the occurrence of a clock pulse. If it is 1, the output of gate 3 
goes to 0, switching the flip-flop to the set state. If it is 0, the output 
of gate 4 goes to 0, switching the flip-flop to the clear state.
The symbol for a clocked D flip-flop is shown in Fig. 23(6).
The characteristics table is listed in Table 30 and the characteristics 
equation is derived in Fig. 23(c). The characteristics equatipn shows 
that the next state of the flip-flop is the same as the D input and is 
independent of the value of the present state.

T Flip-Flop
The T flip-flop is a single input version of the J-K flip-flop. As shown 
in Fig. 24, the T flip-flop is obtained from a ,J-K type if both input are 
tied together. The designation T comes from the ability of the flip-flop 
to “toggle” or change state. Regardless of the present state of the flip- 
flop, it assumes the complement state when the clock pulse occurs 
while input T is logic 1.
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(a) Logic diagram

Table 31: Characteristic TableT

0 Q T Q(M}
Q' Q

0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1

00 1
1
10<^ 1
0

Q(t + 1) = TQ'+TQ
CP

(6) Graphic symbol (c) Characteristic equation 
Fig. 24: Clocked T flip-flop

The symbol characteristic table and characteristic equation of the T 
flip-flop are shown in Table 31.

COUNTERS
As the name suggests, the counter has the ability to count and is a very 
important and useful subsystem of a digital system. A flip-flop can 
store one binary information. Thus to store more binary information, a 
group of cascaded flip-flops called registers, are required. A counter is 
a register, which is capable of counting the number of clock 
pulses, which have arrived at its clock input. Thus the counter has 
to actually remember the number of clock pulses applied at the input. 
The counters are used for counting pulses in large variety of counting 
applications such as control systems, computers, electronic and scientific 
instruments, etc. The wide range of applications of counters include 
counting the occurence of events, frequency division, time-sequence of 
operation of equipments and digital systems.
Counters can be broadly classified into following two types :

(1) Asynchronous or ripple counter
(2) Synchronous counter.

A^ ripple counter is also tailed an asynchronous counter, because it is 
an as5mchronous sequential circuit. Whereas a synchronous counter is 
a synchronous sequential circuit. All the flip-flops in a synchronous 
counter are under the control of same clock pulse, which is 
synchronously applied to all the flip-flops. An asynchronous counter is 
not under the control of same clock pulse.
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An n-bit binary ripple counter can count up to maximum of 2'* states. A 
ripple counter is a basic and simple counter, which is most commonly 
used, but has limitation on speed of operation. Let us take few examples 
of ripple counters.
Example 1. Draw a 4‘bit binary ripple counter Explain its working.
Solution. A 4-bit binary ripple counter can count up to a maximum of 
2^ states, i.e., 16 states, that is why it is also known by other names like 
four stage or modulo>16 (Mod-16) or divide by 16 ripple counter. It 
uses four, negative edge triggered type J-K flip-flops. Initially all the 
four flip-flops A, B, C and D are in logic ‘0’ state. That is Q output of 
A, B, C and D flip-flops are all in logic ‘0’ state as illxistrated in Figures 
25 (a) and (6).

NOTES
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^ level*--------i* —'

Fig. 25(o): 4-bit (Mod-16) binary asynchronous (ripple) counter.

Clock
Ck*J

Input
Qa

Qb

Qc

Qo

Fig. 25(b): Modulo-16 (Mod-16) ripple counter’s timing diagram.

' A clock pulse is applied to the clock input of flip-flop A only, which 
makes output of flip-flop A to change from logic 0 to logic 1 state. At 
this instant, flip-flops B, C and D do not change their state and thus 
remain in logic ‘0’ state, so after application of the first clock pvdse to 
the clock input, the coimter reads,

Q = QdQcQbQa = oooi

Now when second clock pulse is applied to flip-flop A, output changes 
state from ‘1’ to ‘O’. Due to this change of slate of Q going from ‘1’ to ‘O’, 
a negative going pulse is created at Q^, which is connected to clock 
input of flip-flop B. Thus this negative going pulse triggers the flip-flop 
B, changing the state of Q from its previous or original state ‘0’ to ‘1’.
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At this instant the outputs and Qq of flip-flops C and D respectively 
continue to remain in their logic ‘0’ state, and thus the counter reads.

Q = Qd Qc Qb Qa = 0 0 1 0
The counter will continue to count the input clock pulses in the binary 
form as explained above up to state till Q^,, Q^, Qg and all become 
high, i.e., logic level .‘1’, and counter will read Q = Qg Qc Qb Qa “ ^ ^ 
1 1, which in decimal form means that it will count upto 15 clock 
pulses. On arrival of the 16th clock pulse, all the four flip-flops A, B, 
C and D will go to ‘0’ and the counter will once again repeat its counting 
from 0000 to 1111 i.e., from 0 to 15 (See Figure 26). Thus in this ripple 
counter, it is seen that output of the first flip-flop is driving the clock 
of the second flip-flop and output of the second flip-flop drives the 
clock of the third flip-flop and so on.

NOTES

Clock Pulses Qd Qc Q QaB

0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1
2 0 0 1 0
3 0 0 1 1
4 0 1 0 0
5 0 1 0 1
6 0 1 1 0
7 0 1 1 1

18 0 0 0
9 1 0 0 1
10 1 0 1 0
11 1 0 1 1
12 1 1 0 0
13 1 1 0 1
14 1 1 1 0
15 1 1 1 1
16 0 0 0 0

Fig. 26: Truth table of a 4-bit binary ripple counter or modulo-16 ripple counter.

There will be a small delay between the clock input and the output of 
the first flip-flop. The output of the first flip-flop ripples through the 
other flip-flops in tandem. For instance when the count is to change 
form 0111 to 1000, the trailing edge of the pulse from flip-flop A triggers 
flip-flop B. This is turn, tri^ers C and the output of flip-flop C then 
triggers D. Thus, the last flip-flop changes state only after a cumulative 
delay of 4 flip-flops (See Figure 25(6)). This counter is called ripple 
carry counter.
Example 2. Explain the general technique to design a divide by N 
ripple counter, assuming J-K flip-flops with Preset are available.
Solution. The general technique involves, the steps given below to be 
followed in sequence.
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(i) Calculate the number, n of J-K flip-flops, which are required to 
be used, by using the formula

n = logg N
where symbol logg N indicates the rounded off smallest integer, 
which is greater then or equal to logg N.

(ii) Connect these N J-K flip-flops as ripple counter.
(Hi) Obtain the binary equivalent of the number N-1.
(iv) All these flip-flop outputs, which are high or ‘ 1’ at the count N- 

1 are connected as inputs to NAND gate. The clock pulse should 
also be fed to the NAND gate.

(o) The output of the NAND gate should be connected to the Preset 
(Pr) inputs of all those J-K flip-flops for which the output Q was 
equal to ‘0’ at the count N-1 in binary representation.

On the arrival of the positive going edge of the N^ clock pulses, all flip- 
flops will be preset to ‘1’ or high state. On the arrival of the trailing 
edge of the same clock pxilse, all flip-flops will count to the ‘0’ state and 
thus the counter will be RESET or will recycle its counting once again. 
Example 3. Based on the general technique to design a divide by-N 
ripple counter, design a decade (Modulo-10 or divide by 10) ripple counter, 
using J-K flip-flops.
Solution. For Mod-10 or divide by 10 ripple coimter, value of N = 10

n = logg N = logg 10 = 3.322
This 3.322 is roxmded off to 4, which is the smallest integer equal to or , 
greater than 3.322. Therefore we require four J-K, negative edge triggered 
flip-flops, which are to be connected as ripple counter, as shown in Figure 
27. Binary equivalent of number N-l(=10 - 1 = 9) is 1001.

Digital Fundamentals

NOTES

,Qa Qe pc Qd<MSB)

J Q, Q
Clock
input-TLTL »CkFFA 

K 5
iCkFFB
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iCkFFC 
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'CkFFD 
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Pr Pr Pr Pr

High
logic'1’

<]level

Fig. 27: Decade (Mod-10) ripple counter.

Q = Qd Qc Qb Qa ” 1001
Which means Qjj = 1 and = 1. Therefore outputs Qp and Q^, which 
sire high or ‘1’ are connected as inputs to the NAND gate as illustrated 
in Figure 27. The clock pulse input is also fed as input to this NAND 
gate. The output of the NAND gate is connected to the Preset inputs Pr

Thus
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of the J-K flip-flops B and C, for which; the outputs Qg and Qq were 
equal to ‘0’ at the count N-1 (=1001).
The J-K inputs of all the four flip-flops are connected to logic level ‘1’ 
(high), so as to work as a ripple counter.
On the arrival of the positive going edge of the 10*** clock pulse, all flip- 
flops will be preset to ‘1’ and on the arrival of the trailing (negative) 
edge of the same 10‘^ clock pulse, all flip-flops will count to the ‘0’ 
state. Thus the counter will be reset and will recycle its counting once 
again as illustrated in Figure 28.

NOTES

Time Count Qc Qb Qa

0 0^0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1
2<2 0 0 1 0
3 0 0h. 1 1
4 0 1^4 0 0
5 :.0 1 0 1
6 0^6 1 1 0
7 0h 1 1 1
8t. 1 0 0 0s
9<9 1 0 0 1

I
0 0 0«io 0 0

Fig. 28: Truth table of a modulo-10 ripple counter.

Since if counts from 0 to 9, it is a natural choice in BCD applications 
like, frequency counters, electronic wrist watches and digital voltmeters.

Limitations of Asynchronous or Ripple Counters
Although ripple counters are the simplest type of all the binary 
counters, as' they require fewer components to perform the desired 
counting operation, yet they suffer from a serious limitation or 
drawback of being too slow for carrying out the counting, when the 
number of flip-flops increases. Since each flip-flop is triggered by the 
transition taking place at the output of previous flip-flop, the overall 
propagation delay time becames n times i.e., n.t^, where n is the 
number of flip-flops used and is the inherent propagation delay 
time of each flip-flop. Due to the inevitable delays introduced, while 
the carry ripples through, these types of ripple counters, usually 
became unacceptable for large-capacity counters involving output 
decoding or for counting operation at high speeds. Therefore it became 
necessary to design counters in which all the flip-flops receive the 
trigger pulse at the same time or synchronously and are known as 
synchronous counters.

SYNCHRONOUS COUNTERS
Synchronous counters are used to eliminate the cumulative flip-flop 
delays encountered in asynchronous counters. There are two methods
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of controlling the flip-flops in synchronous counters, one with ripple 
carry and the other with parallel carry. The second method of controlling 
the flip-flops with parallel carry is the faster method. In the synchronous 
counter all the flip-flops change their state simultaneously and thus are 
capable of operating at higher frequencies and speed. But synchronous 
counters are more complicated and require more components. Both the 
methods of 4-bit synchronous counters are described as follows;

(i) Four-bit synchronous counter with serial or ripple carry
Figure 29 illustrates an arrangement for a 4-bit synchronous counter 
using positive edge triggered J-K flip-flops, with serial or ripple carry. 
It requires two input logic gates and the speed of operation is limited. 
On arrival of the clock input pulse, which is connected to all the flip- 
flops simultaneously, all the flip-flops change their state simultaneously.

Qd (MSB)
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Qa Qb Qc

Logic 
level '1' J O' 

CkFFA 
K Q

J 0 
CkFFB 
K Q

Q
Ct,FFC 
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■C^FFD
Q

Clock 
_ri_rL input

Fig. 29: Four-bit synchronous counter with serial or ripple carry.
Here J-K flip-flops have been converted into T flip-flops by ensuring 
that J-K inputs of each flip-flops are tied together separately. Inputs to 
different flip-flops are as follows;

J^ = K^ = 1, Jg = Kg = Q^, Jq = Kq = Qa'Qb’
The circuit has primarily been realized using NAND gates along with 
inverter, but it could have been realized using AND gate in place of the 
NAND gate-inverter Combination.

Hi) Four-bit synchronous Counter with parallel carry or 
look-ahead carry
Figure 30 illustrates an arrangement for a 4-bit synchronous counter 
using positive edge triggered J-K flip-flops with parallel carry or look
ahead carry.
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Fig. 30: Four-bit synchronous counter with parallel carry or look-ahead carry. Self-Instructional Material 76



Here the state of each flip-flop is fed in parallel to all succeeding flip- 
flops. The LSB flip-flop A has its J-K inputs tied together to a high 
voltage level ‘1', as such it responds to each positive clock edge. The 
remaining flip-flops will respond to the next positive clock edge only 
if all the lower bits are ‘I’s. Here the input clock pulses drive all the 
flip-flops in parallel. Due to the simultaneous clocking, the counter 
counts the correct binary word at output after one propagation delay 
time only, as compared to four propagation delay time, in the case of 
asynchronous or ripple counters. In this case the inputs to the flip- 
flops A, B, C, D are as given below:

Computer Organisation 
and Architecture

NOTES

Qc Q QaClock Pulses Qd B

00 0 00

0 0 11 0

00 12 0
I

0 1 1'3 0

00 1 04
0 10 15

1 06 0 1
1 1 17 0

00 08 1
0 19 01

0 1 010 1
0 1 111 1

0 012 1 1
13 1 0 11

1 1 1 014
1 1 115 1
0 0 016 0

Fig. 31: Truth table of a synchronous binary coimter 
(Natural Binary Coxmting Sequence).

SYNCHRONOUS UP/DOWN COUNTER
All the counters discussed so far have counted, unidirectionally upwards 
towards the higher number, i.e., they are all up counters. The same up 
counters can be used as down counters, by complementing the parallel 
input signals. Figure 32 illustrates an arrangement to build an up/down 
counter, realized by using J-K flip-flops and NAND gates. It is a four-bit 
counter, which can count both up and down and is useful in many 
industrial applications. A binary counter with reverse count is called a 
down counter. In a down counter, the binary count is decremented by 1 
every time with every input count pulse. When up input control is ‘1’, the 
circuit counts up and when the down input control is ‘1’, the circuit
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counts down. Some easily available MSI/TTL Counters chips are SN 
74192 and SN 74193, both of which can be reset, preset and can count up 
and down. Each flip-flop is designed to toggle after each clock input 
pulse. SN 74192 is an up/down decade counter, which can count from 0 to 
9 or from 9 to 0. Whereas SN 74193 is an up/down four-bit binary counter, 
which can count from 0 to 15 or from 15 to 0.

Up control

Digital Fundamentals
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Clock •- 
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Fig. 32: Four-bit up/down counter.

PROGRAMMABLE COUNTER
A programmable counter is a variable modulo counter in which the modulo 
number can be set as needed according to the required application. Figure 
33(a) and 33(6) show 4-bit programmable counter schemes. Four-bit 
programmable counters are realized here by two methods. In the first 
method as shown in Figure 33(a), a divide by 16 binary counter 74193 is 
being used in the UP mode. This 74193 is a s)mchronous binary counter, 
which counts from 0 to 15 and automatically resets to 0 after it counts 15, 
in its normal working. But by activating the reset input to active high, 
the counter can be reset to 0 at any desired count. For resetting a four- 
bit binary word magnitude comparator, 7485 available in chip form is being 
used, here. This chip 7485 can compare straight binary and straight BCD 
(8-4-2-1) codes. The programming input, which is the 4-bit binary number 
N by which we desire to count, is fed as input to one set of the inputs of 
the magnitude comparator.

4-bit Binary counter 
74193 o Reset

A3 Aj Ai Ao

o
^ Outputs

4-bit word magnitude 
comparator 

7465
o Carry

A=8

< 0 6 6
63 B2 Bi

Fig. 33(a): Four-bit programmable counter.
Bo
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The output of the binary-counter is fed to the other set of inputs of the 
magnitude comparator. When these two binary numbers i.e., 6 = 6362 
61^ e^i and A = A3 A2 Aq are both equal (B = A), the output is available 
at (A = B), output terminals. This is fed to the reset input of the binary 
counter. When ever the output of the binary counter is equal to the 
program input, a reset pulse is obtained and the counter is reset to 
Zero. Thus we get a divide by N programmable counter.

Computer Organisation 
and Architecture
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In the second method, to obtain a programmable counter, an up/down 
s3Tichronous 4-bit binary counter 74193 is used in the count down mode 
as illustrated in Figure 33(6).

B3 B2 B, Bo Pfogram 
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FT
A3 A2

6
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Pig. 33(6): Four-bit programmable counter.

When the covmter output is zero, the parallel entry is enabled and the 
program inputs are fed to the counter. The counter now coimts down 
and as soon as it counts down to zero, it again resets to the desired 
count value N. Thus by this method a programmable counter can be 
realized by using one IC only. However, here it should be kept in mind 
that the binary coxmting is taking place in a downward direction and 
not in a upward direction as is the case in normal up counters. 
Example 1. Design a synchronous Mod-5 counter with Mis JIK flip- 
flops to run through the states 000, 001, 010, 011 and 100 only. For 
designing use the excitation table ofJ-K flip-flops and obtain the minimal 
digital hardware using Karnaugh Map’s method of minimization. 
Solution. The truth table and excitation table of the J-K flip-flop are 
given in Tables 32 and 33 respectively.

Table 32: 'ninth Table of J-K Flip-Flop Table 33: Excitation Table of J-E Flip-Flop

Qn*l J KQnJ K Qn+I

0 0 *0 0 Qati„ 0
0 1 11 0 1

0 110 1 ♦
011 1 1Q att„

The J-K input condition if either 0 or 1^ which ever is more convenient, 
are called don’t care and are indicated by (J> in the excitation table. 
The synchronous Mod-5 counter has to run through the states given as 
follows:
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00 1

0 1 0
1 10

NOTES0 01
Thus there are five states, therefore we have to use minimum of three 
M/s, J/K flip-flops, because with two flip-flops we can count only up to 
(2" = 2^> 4. Now constructing the excitation table for the desired 
M6d-5 counter design, keeping in mind that J-K inputs are found by 
inspecting the present state and the next state of the output. Q^, Qg 
and Qc- Thus we obtain Table 34.

Table 34: Excitation Table of Mod-6 Coimter Design

KbQa Qb QcTime

1 •I'00 000
10 * 10 10

0 1000 1
<t> 1it* 11 10 1
0 4-0 4'4' 10 01<4

00 0

It is seen from Table 33 that whenever Q output changes from 0 in one 
state to 0 in the next state then J = 0 and K = ({). When it changes from 
0 to 1 then J = 1 and K = 4t. When it changes from 1 to 0, then J = (|) 
and K = 1, and when the output changes from 1 to 1, then J = (t> and 
K = 0. Taking these points into consideration Table 34 is constructed.
Now we have to draw the Karnaugh maps for J^, K^, Jg, Kg, and K^. 
Since there are three variables A, B, and C thus 3-variable maps are 
drawn. In a 3 variable map there are 2^ = 8 spaces, and we have only 
5 entries for J^, K^, Jg, Kg and J^, K^. In all the Karnaugh maps, the 
spaces for a decimal value 5, 6 and 7 will be empty. These empty spaces 

Karnaugh maps are for the forbidden BCD inputs, which are not 
shown in the truth table. Since forbidden BCD inputs do not occur 
under normal operating conditions, the empty spaces can be treated as 
O’s or I’s, whichever is more convenient. These empty spaces are also 
filled by which means don’t care conditions.

on

ABAS
00 01 11 1000 01 11 10 cc

4 14 4 0 4 400 0

4 44 4 1 4 411 0

(b) = 1(a) Ja = BC

ABAB
00 01 11 1000 01 11 10 CC

4 404 0 4 00 4 4

.4 44 4 1 141 1 4

(d) Kb = C(c)Jb = C Self-Instructional Material 79
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(e)Jc = A (f) Kc=1

Fig. 34(a)

Using Karnaugh maps method of minimization, the following values 
are obtained for different inputs of the flip-flops.

4 = BC .
4 = c
4 = A

Figure 34(6) illustrates the diagram of the Mod-5 synchronous counter 
to run through the states 000 to 100, using the minimal digital 
hardware obtained with Master-slave J-K flip-flops.

Ka=1 
Kg = C
Kc= 1

pA PB Qc

A Jb B Jc C
Cfc M/s M/s

Kb ■ B

Q, M/s
A CKa Kc

_n_rL Clock input — ■'

Logic •-------i---------------------------------------------------------------
high 

level '1'

Fig. 34(6): Synchronous Mod-5 counter to run through 000 to 100.

Example 2. Design a synchronous Mod-5 counter using M/s J-K flip- 
flops to run through the states 001, 010, 011, 100 and 101 only. Use for the 
design excitation table of J-K flip-flops and obtain the minimal digital 
hardware with Karnaugh Map’s method of minimization.
Solution. The truth table and excitation table of J-K flip-flops are 
given in Tables 35 and 36 respectively.

Table 35: IVuth Table of J-K Flip-Flop Table 36: Excitation Tbble of J-K Flip-Flop

J K Q Qn Qn*l J Kn*-!

0 0 Qatf„ 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 1 1 ♦
0 1 0 1 .0 1

1 1 Q atf„ 1 1 * 0

The required synchronous Mod-5 counter has to run through the states 
given as follows:
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00 1

0 1 1
0 01

NOTES
0 11

Thus there are five states and so we have to use a minimum of three 
M/s J-K flip-flops. It is seen from Table 36 that whenever Q output 
changes from 0 in one state to 0 in the next state, then J = 0, K = (|) 
when it changes from 0 to 1, then J = 1 and K = When it changes from 
1 to 0, then J = (f), K = 1 and when the output changes from 1 to 1, then 
J = (j), K = 0. Taking these inputs into consideration, Table 37 is 
constructed, which is the excitation table for Mod-5 counter design for 
the given states.

Table 37: Excitation Table of Mod-5 Counter Design

Qa Qb Qc KbTime

10 <(. 
0

1 ♦0 0 1*0

if 0 100 1t1

11 1 10 1

(j> 0

<t> 1
0

0 ^

1 it001<3

01 0 1

0 0 1^6

Using Karnaugh maps method of minimization, the following values are 
obtained for the different inputs of Master-slave J-K flip-flops.

ABAB
C\ 00 01 11 10C\ 00 01 11 10

0*4^ 0 it>0 40 4

41 1$ 4> 1 ♦0 11

(b)KA = C(a) Ja = BC

^AB
^ 00 01

AB
11 10C\ 00 01 11 10

4>' 4i4i 0 0 4 00 4- 4>

1 *4) 0 1 4i11

(d) Kb = C(c) Jb=A

ABAB
00 01 11 1000 01 11 10 cc

4> 4>41 1 0 4■ 0 1 44>

4> ♦4> 1 1 011 *4i

(f)Kc=A(e)Jc = 1

Fig. 36(o)
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J^=BC 

Jb = A
Jc = 1

Figure 35(6) illustrates diagram of the Mod-5 synchronous counter to 
run through the states 001 to 101, using the minimal digital hardware, 
'^th master slave J-K flip-flops.

K. = CB

Kc= A
, NOTES

Qa Ob Qc

Logic 
high '1'

A BJa •^e C•Jc
M/s Cn M/s Ck M/sCk

B CKa A Kb Kc
Clock
inputn rL

Fig. 35(6): Design of required synchronous Mod-5 counter.

RING COUNTER
Ring counter is the simplest form of shift register counters. It is basically 
a circulating shift register, connected in such a manner that the last 
flip-flop shifts or circulates its value into the first flip-flop. 
Figure 36(a) illustrates a circulating shift register or ring coiuiter 
using D flip-flops. The flip-flops are connected in such a fashion that 
the information shifts from left to right and circulates around from Qg 
to Qp. Usually there is only a single ‘1’ in the register, which is circulated 
around the register, as in a ring, so long as the clock pulses are applied. 
That is why it is called a circulating register or a ring counter.

4-

(MSB)Dfl Qo 
•CkFFA

♦ D, Qi 
•ChFFB

> D2 Qa 
•CkFFC

♦ Da Qa 
•CkFFO

QoJIR. Qi Q2 Qa

Clock
signal

Fig. 36(a): Four-bit ring counter.

Here the output Q = Q3 Q2 Qi Qq-
Assuming a starting state of = 1, the initial output word is Q = 0001, 
since Qg = Q2 = Qj = 0. After the arrival of first positive clock edge, the 
MSB shifts into the LSB position of the output. The remaining bits in 
the output shift left by one position and the output word becomes Q = 
0010, which means that T’ has shifted from Qq to Q^. The second positive 
clock edge produces Q = 0100 and the third positive clock edge produces 
Q = 1000. On arrival of the fourth positive clock edge, the 1 from Qg 
is transferred to Qg, resulting in Q = 0001, which is of course the initial
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Digital Fundamentalsstarting state again. Thus it is seen that the stored ‘1’ bit follows a 
circular path like a ring, imtil the final flip-flop sends this *1' 
back to the first flip-flop and that is why it is called a ring counter.
The waveforms at the Q outputs are shown in Fig. 36(6). The outputs 
are sequential non-overlappihg pulses which are useful for control-state 
counters, for stepper motor (which rotates in steps) which require 
sequential pulses to rotate it from one position to the next, etc.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

NOTES

Clock
0 >i
1 I (IQo I(
0 I(I

1
Qi

0
1

©2
0
1

03
0

Fig. 36(6); Ring counter’s timing diagram.

Circtilating shift registers or ring counters can also be connected using 
J-K flip-flops as illustrated in Figure 37. Here a single ‘1’ is entered in 
the shift register, with all the remaining flip-flops in the opposite state 
‘O’. The position of ‘1’ will shift and move through the flip-flop outputs 
on arrival of successive clock pulses to give four different states. The 
four different states for the circuit of Figure 37 will be 0001, 0010, 0100 
and 1000. On arrival of the input the fourth clock pulse, the states will 
return to the initial starting state i.e., Q = 0001.

(MSB)
©2 Q3J Qo Qi J

CvFI^C 
K Q2

CkFFD 
K Q3

Ck FFA 
K Qo

Ck FFB 
K Q 1

Clock
InputJUX.

Fig. 37: Four-bit ring coimter using J-K flip-flops.

Ring counters can be designed for any required modulo number. A mod- 
N ring counter will use N flip-flops connected as shown in Figures 36(a) 
and 37. Thus a ring counter will require more flip-flops than the ripple 
counter for the same mod-number. A Mod-16 ring counter requires 
sixteen flip-flops, whereas a Mod-16 ripple counter requires only four 
flip-flops as described earlier.
Although a ring counter has the disadvantage of being inefficient because 
of requiring one flip-flop for each bit, but it is still useful as it can be 
decoded without using decoding gates. A ring counter works as a counter
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as well as a decoder, because only one flip-flop has ‘1' output at any 
particxjlar instant of time.

REGISTERS
NOTES

A register is a group of flip-flops or binary cells which holds the binary 
information. Since a binary cell stores a bit of information, an n-bit 
binary register has a n-flip-flops and capable of storing any information 
of n-bits.
The register has logic gates and flip-flop. The flip-flops store the binary 
information and gates control the transition of information into the 
register.
The simple 4-bit register is shown in Fig. 38.

Qi QoQ3 Q2
I h •01

D Q3 D Qj D Q, QoD

>

CLK

Fig. 38: 4-bit register

Shift Registers
A shift register is a device which is capable of shifting binary 
information either to the left or to the right. Similarly memory register 
is used to store binary information. This stored data may be moved 
from one location to some other location within the register by use of 
shift register.
In ghift register the flip-flops are connected in such a manner so 
that the entered binary number into the shift register is shifted 
from one location to another and then shifted out finally.
When the information is transferred into the register bit by bit i.e., 
serially it is called serial transfer. Parallel shifting is much faster than 
serial shifting.
There are four ways possible to the shift register.

(i) Serial in - Serial out
(ii) Serial in - Parallel out

(iii) Parallel in - Serial out
(iv) Parallel in ■ Parallel out

(i) Serial in-Serial out: When the inputs are applied serially i.e., 
one by one bit through a single input line, it is called serial in 
and when output is also taken serially then it is called serial 
out.
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Digital Fundamentals(a) Shift Left Register:

^rial
input

Serial . D 
output

D Qi D CJo D02

D NOTESAB« «■

CP

Fig. 89: Shift left register

In shift left register so input data whether 0 or 1 is applied to D input 
to flip-flop A. The clock pulse, CP is applied to all the flip-flops. 
Simultaneously the clock pulse occurs the input data bit at serial input 
reaches to Qq and at the same time data of stage A is shifted to stage B.
(&) Shift Right Register:
Serial 

. input
^rial
outputD. Qj D Qo03 D OiD

DC *B *A *♦

CLK

Fig. 40: Shift right register

It is just the inverse of shift left register. The data input is applied from 
the left i.e., first flip-flop (A). The data input shift from MSB to LSB. 
When clock pvilse is applied. 
iii) Serial in - Parallel out:

0,03 Qo02

Serial
input 02Os D Qi D QoDD

**

CP

Fig. 41: Serial in - parallel out

Serial in-parallel out register which consists of one serial input. The 
output are taken from all the flip-flops. Simultaneously, it is known 
serial in parallel out shift register, lb shift the data out in parallel data 
output must be available at the same time and input data is applied bit 
by bit.

AO {

1
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dii) Parallel in>Serial out:
X z

Shm/load {>

NOTES

0 0 0 0 0 0

t D QjP Qa -* D Q D Qo1

Cp

Fig. 42: 4-Bit parallel in - serial out shift register

In this register the data inputs are applied or stored simultaneously. 
The output is taken bit by bit i.e., serially.
It has a control input i.e., SHIFT/ LOAD which controls the parallel 
inputs to enter and shifts the data serially.
(lu) Parallel in • Parallel out:

Parallel inputs
/\

w

Qa QaD D D Qi D Qo

♦ > *

Qa Qo Qi Qo
CLK

N/
Parallel outputs 

Fig. 43: Parallel output

In this register the data inputs are applied in parallel and outputs are- 
taken simultaneously from each flip-flop. The parallel inputs are applied 
from inputs W,X,Y,Z in their respective flip-flops and parallel output 
are taken from Qg, Qj, and Qg outputs on each clock pulse.

SOLVED EXAMPLES
Example 1. Perform the following conversions.

(a) (225)j^ - (?)g = (?)2 = (?),e (&) (1938.257),^ = (?)ie
(c) (64.AB)t6 = (^)8 = Ws
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Digital FundamentalsSolution. Part (a) (i) (225)jq = (X) 
Quotient

6

Remainder
225 1= 288

NOTES28 4— = 38

3
3T ^08

So the octal equivalent of 225 is (341)^ Ans.
(ii) {225)i, = fX)2 

Quotient

f=112

Remainder

1

112 0= 56
. 2

56
0y =28

28 0T =14

14
0T="

^3 1

3 . 12=1 

1=0
So the binary equivalent of (225) is (lllOOOOllg Ans.
iiii) (225)io = (X\q 

Quotient

1

Remainder

225 1= 1410

14 E-^= 016
So that the hexadecimal equivalent of 225 is (El)jg Ans. 

Part (6) {1938.257)io = (2}^e
Integer part = 1938 

Fraction part = 27
The integer part is converted into hex^adecimal by dividing it by 16. The 
fraction part is converted by multiplying this fraction part by 16.
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Integer Part Conversion
Quotient 

1938

Remainder

= 121 216
NOTES 121

= 7 916
7
— = 0 716
(1938)io = (792)i6

Fractional Part Conversion
Product

0.257 X 16 = 4.112 

0.112 X 16 = 1.792 

0.792 X 16 = 12.679 

0.679 X 16 = 10.864

Whole Number Fraction
.1124
.7921

12 = C 

10 = A
.679
.864

So (.257)io « (.41CA)i6
The equivalent hexadecimal number of decimal nxxmber 
(1938.257)^0 = (792.41CA)i8 Ans.

Part Cc) (64.AB)je = (?)8
Step 1. Convert given nvunber into decimal.

6 0110 

4 -)■ 0100 '
A -> 1010 

B -» 1011
So (64.AB)i6 = (0110 0100.10101011)2 

Step 2. Convert it into octal 
001 100 100 101 010 110

u u u u u
i i . i i I
1 4 4 5 2 6
= (144.526)g Ans.

Part (d) (3A9. BOD)ie = (?)2
Write corresponding 4 bits to each digit of the given hexadecimal number.

3 -^0011 

A 1010 

9 -^1001 

B 1011 

0 -> 0000 

D ->1101
So (lllOlOlOOl.lOHOOOOllODg Ans.
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Example 2. Use 2’s complement method to perform M-N with the given 
binary numbers.

Digital Fundamentals

M = 1010100 

N = 1000100
Solution. N a 01000100
I’s complement of N = 10111011
2’s complement = I’s complement + 1 = 10111100
Now M-N

= M+ (2’s complement of N) 
= 01010100 

+ 10111100
100010000

Discard the carry 

thus M - N = 00010000 Ans.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. What are Boolean operators? What is their utility?

2. What are Boolean functions? Give example.
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Digital FundamentalsSUMMARY
• The digital circuits can be classified into two broad categories: 

Analog system and digital system.
• The most familiar number system is decimal number system.

■ • Binary number system deals with two digits 0 and 1, so the base 
or radix of the binary number system is 2. In short a binary digit 
is known as a bit.

• Octal number system is also positional number system, the weight 
of each digit depends upon the relative position of that digit in 
the number.

• ^ain hexadecimal-number system is positional number system, 
weight of each digit depends upon the relative position of the 
digit in the number.

• The decimal to octal conversion is similar to decimal to binary 
conversion.

• Binary Multiplication like, the binary addition and binary 
subtraction, is performed the same way as the decimal 
multiplication.

• Like other operations binary division is performed in the same 
way as in the decimal systems.

• Boolean Algebra is based on the binary number system and uses 
the numeric constants 0 and 1.

• Boolean algebra has a set of basic postulates which are assumed 
to be true. These are also known as fundamental laws. The 
basic theorems of Boolean algebra’ are based on these postulates.

• Sum term does not necessarily mean that all the variables must 
be present whereas in a maxterm all variables must be present.

• The Don’t Cate Conditions are represented by d or X or (Jt.
•, The Algebraic simplification technique helps in minimization of 

expressions.
• In POS form the boolean expression represented in a K-Map 

consists of maxterms.
• A logic gate is an electronics circuit which takes some logical 

decision based on some condition.
• An AND gate has two or more inputs but it has only one output. 

The output of AND gate will be high if all input signals are in 
high state. *

• Computer codes are classified as weighted binary codes, non- 
weighted codes, alphanumeric codes etc.

• Weighted binary codes are based on them positional weighting
principles. ,

• A combinational circuit consists of logic gafes whose outputs at 
any time are determined from the present combination of inputs.

NOTES

*
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• A full adder is a combinational circuit that forms the arithmetic 
sum of three bits.

• < t
• Basically a sequential circuit is a combinational circuit along

: ■\ '•'i.t. !il- •• ' . 'Il-ijll . ’.1" 1 - • . <J!-. i ■ J 'I '• .HIWith a memory unit.
• A J-K flip-flop is a refinement of the S-R flip-flop in that the 

indetermine state of the S-R type is defined in the J-K type. 
Inputs J and K behaves like inputs S and R to set and clear the 
flip-flop.

• The T flip-flop is a single input version of the J-K flip-flop.
• A counter is a register capable of counting the number of clock 

pulses that have arrived at its clock input.
• The modulus of a counter is the number of output states it has.
• A register is a group of flip-flops or binary cells which holds the 

binary information.

NOTES

SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS
1. Perform the following conversions.

(o) (175.175)io to (?)2 

(c) (53.625)io = (?)2
2. Convert the following numbers.

(a) (4057.06)8 = (XIjq 
(c) (2598.675)10= (X)i8

3. Convert the following
(a) (AB6)ig into decimal 
(c) (1248.56)io hexadecimal id) (543.26)io into octal 
(e) (247.36)a into hexadecimal

(b) (211)^ = (152)8 

(d) (4057.06)8 = (?)i6

(b) (3A9.BOD)i6 = (X)2 

id) (2035)8 = (X)i6
• 1

(5) (AF9.BOD)i8 into binary

4. Convert the following
(a) (lOOl.lDj to decimal 
(c) (2AC5.D)i6 decimal •

.. (b) (198)i2 to decimal
(cD (725)i(j to binary;'

5. Convert the following numbers from the given base to the other base 
indicated.

, (cf) Binary (llOlllODa (?)io, (?)8, (?)ie ,
(6) Octal (632.25)8 (?)io. (?>i6 • ...

, (c) Hexa (2AC5.28)j6 -)■ (?)io, (?)g
6. Define r's and (r-l)’a complement.
7. Use I’s and 2’s complement to perform M-N with the given binary 

numbers.
(а) M = 1010100
(б) M = 1000100

8. What is meant by the base of the nrunber system? Give example to 
illustrate the role of the base in positional number system.

N = 1000100 
N = 1010100
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9. Find the octal equivalent of decimal 1

10. (o) A number is ^tten as 275 in radix r number .system and 346 in octal
number system. What is the value of the radix r?

(6) Show the 8 bit subtraction of decimal number in I’s complement 
representation.

(c) Convert 237 to base 3, base 7 and base 8 number systems.
11. Given (16)io = (lOO)i,. Find the value of b.
12. Define with examples.

(а) Weighted and non-weighted codes.
(б) Alphanumeric Codes.
(c) Gray Codes.

13. What do you mean by self complementing codes and cycle codes? Give 
one example for each tjrpe of code convert the binary number 100101 to 
gray code.

14. What is the draw back of J-K flip-flop and how it can be eliminated?
15. Write short notes on “Error detecting” and correcting codes.
16. Find the value of base/radix for a given number system.

to) (1000)^ = [(IDjl^
17. Define the following with one example.

to) BCD Code

512' ■'I; . li

NOTES

(6) (23),+ (12), = (101)

(6) Excess-S Code
18. Represent the decimal number 396 in following forms.

(o) Straight binary 

(c) Excess- 3 code 
(e) Hexadecimal code

19. What is the main characteristics of gray code?
20. Write short notes on universal gates.
21. Draw a logic diagram of full adder circuit using half adder circuit.
22. Perform ttie following additions using binary number system only.

(«) III2 + OIOI2 
(to) llOOllj + llOOg
(vi) IIIIII2 + IIOOOO2 

iviii) IOII.IOIO2 + IOOO.OOI2

(6) BCD code
id) Octal code

(0 IOII2 + II2 
. iiU) IOIO2 + lOg 

(d) IIOOI2 + IIIOOO2 
ivii) lOl.Ollg + lO.llOg 
iix) IIOOI.IOII2 + IOOII.OIIO2

23. Evaluate:
(0 IIOO2 - IOI2 

(to) IOIO2 - lllg 
iv) IIIOO2 - llOllg 

ivii) IOI.IOI2 - II.OII2 

iix) lOOl.lg-IQl.llg
24. Find the difference using I’s and 2’s complements-methods:! ;, .

(ii) IIOI2 - IOII2 

(to) IIIOO2 - III2 
ivi) IIII2-IOOOII2

ivUi) llOO.Olj-IOOI.IO2

i
• 1

, 1

I i

iu) IO2 - IOOII2 
(to) O.II2-O.IOI2

(0 IOOOI2 - OIOIO2 
(to) llOlg-lOOlg
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25. Perform the following mxiltiplications:
«) IIOO2 X IO2 

XiU) IOIOI2 X IOI2 •
(u) IIOO.OOI2 X IIO.I2

ivU) IIOIII2 X III2
26. Divide the following binary numbers:

(i) IIOO2/IO2 
{Hi) IIIOOII2/IOI2
(v) IIIIO2/IOI2

27. What is Boolean Algebra?
28. Define binary-valued quantities, Boolean variable and Boolean constant. 

Give examples.
29. Write the dual of the following Boolean functions:

(a) ay + ^

(«) IIIO2 X III2
{iv) IOIO.IOI2 X I.OI2 
ivi) OIOII2 X lOOlg 

(viii) IIOO2 X IOOI2NOTES

(ii) IIOOO2/IIO2 
(iv) IIOOOIO2/III2 
ivi) IIIOII2/III2

(b) (x + y)-.{w + yz)
. » .

(c) (U + W)(V'U + W) 
(e) ^ + 3^ + yz

id) x{y + z) + x{y + z) 
(f) (UV-hW)(V' + U)

30. Write the complement of the following Boolean functions: 

(a) J -H ^ , (6) xyz -i-ayz

(c) (a:-l-y){u;+x)(y + z})

31. Draw the truth table of- xCy + z) + ^. '■

32. A truth table has four input variables. The first eight outputs are Is and 
the last eight outputs are Os. Draw the K-Map.

33. Obtain the simplified form of the Boolean expressions using K-Map.
(0 F(c,,6, c) = 2(0, 1, 2)

(«) F(x, y, z, w) = 2(0, 2, 8, 9, 10,.11, 14, 15), ..
(wi) F(A, B, C, D) = 2(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 14)
(io) F(U, V, W, Z) = 2(0, 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13) 
iv) F(a, 6, c, d) = 2 (0, 1, 2, 3, 11, 12. 14, 15)

ivi) Fiw, X, y, z) = 2(1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, lo', 14, 15)

ivii) F(a, b, c) = jt (1, 3. 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15)
iviii) F(a:, y, z) •= n (3, 4, 5, 6, 7)

Ox) F(A, B, C; D) = 71 (4, 5, 6, 14, 15) 
ix) F(x, y. z:-w) = X (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15) 

ixi) F(A, B, C, D) = 7c (2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12) 
ixii) F(a, 6, c, d) = n (0, 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 14, 16)

34. Explain the counters and how are they broadly classified., .-
35. Draw and explain the working or a circulating register or ring counter 

with the help of timing diagram.
36. Draw the logic diagram of a mod-20 counter.
37. Give the differences between combinational circuit and sequential circuit.
38. Explain the terms “UP counter”, “Down counter” and “UP/DOWN 

counter”.
39. Draw the schematic block diagram of a ring counter. Describe its working 

principle. Mention its applications.
40. Write a short note on.programmable counter.;
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CHAPTEH 2 CPU ORGANISATION

NOTES
★STRUCTURE ★

□ Introduction

□ CPU Organisation

□ Instruction Formats

□ Addressing Modes

□ Data Transfer and Manipulation

□ Status Bit Conditions

□ Subroutine Call and Return -

□ Program Interrupt

INTRODUCTION
The part of the computer system that performs the bulk of data 
processing is known as Central Processing Unit and it is referred as 
CPU. The CPU is the brain of a computer. The program which is to be 
executed is stored in the main memory. A program is a sequence of 
instructions to perform a specified task. The CPU fetches instruction 
codes from the memory and decodes them. The CPU also reads data 
from the memory, which are required for instruction execution. When 
the required data for the execution of an instruction is at hand, the 
CPU executes the instruction.
The CPU is made up of three major parts as depicted in Fig. 1.

(i) Arithmetic and logic unit (ALU)
Hi) Control unit

(Hi) Register set. ' .
CPU contains a number of registers to store data temporarily during 
the execution of a program. The number of registers differ from processor 
to processor. The function of an ALU is to perform' arithmetic and logic 
microoperations for executing the instructions. The control unit 
supervises the transfer of information among various registers and 
instructs the ALU as to which operation to perform. It also controls all
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other devices such as memory, input and output devices connected to 
the GPU.

NOTES
Register set

Control
unit

Arithmetic
> and

Logic units

Fig. 1: Components of CPU

Besides executing programs the CPU also controls input devices, 
output devices and other components of the computer. It controls 
input and output devices to receive and send data. Under its control 
programs and data are stored in the memory and displayed on the 
CRT screen.

CPU ORGANISATION
The primary function of CPU is to execute sequence of instructions, 
execute the programs that are stored in an external main memory. A 
program residing in the memory unit of the computer consists of a 
sequence of instructions. The program is executed in the computer by 
going through a cycle for each instruction. Each instruction cycle in 
turn is sub-divided into a sequence of phases. In the basic computer 
each instruction cycle consists of the following phases:

1. Fetch the instruction from memory
2. Decode the instruction
3. Fetch the operand
4. Execute the instruction.

Upon completion of step 4 the control goes back to step 1 to fetch the 
next instruction from memory. This process continues indefinitely 
unless a HALT instruction is encountered. The overview of CPU 
behaviour during execution of the instruction can be explained using 
the following flowchart.
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Noare

waiting

Yes

Fetch Insttxiction

i
Decode Insbxiction

i
Determine Effective Address

i
Execute Instruction .

Check YesNo Transfer to Interrupt 
handling programfor ♦

Interrupt

Fig. 2: Instruction cycle

Once we have determined the tasks a CPU will perform we must design 
an instruction set architecture capable of handling these tasks. We select 
the instructions a program could use to write the application programs 
and the registers used by these instructions. If instructions have to 
execute using Fetch phase instructions are fetched from the memory. 
We decode the instruction, determine the effective address and execute 
the instruction. Now we check for interrupt. If there is no interrupt we 
repeat the process for the next instruction and if there is any interrupt 
control is transferred to interrupt handling program after executing 
this interrupt handling program we begin our process again.

Register Set Organisation
Memory locations are used to store the data values, temporary results, 
return addresses and partial results during the execution of instructions. 
Having to refer to memory locations for such applications is time 
consuming because memory access is the most time consuming operation 
in a computer. The CPU can access registers more quickly than it can 
access main memory. Register to register operations generally execute 
faster than do register to memory or memory to memory instructions.
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It is more convenient and more efHcient/to store these intermediate 
values in processor registers. Each instruction specifies, how the 
registers will be used and the computers are called general purpose 
register set machines. When there are large number of registers in the 
CPU, it is most efficient way to connect-the registers through common 
bus system. Hence it is necessary to provide a common unit that can 
perforrn all the arithmetic, logic and shift microoperations in the 

• processor. :
A'bus organisation for seven registers is depicted in Fig. 3 where a 
common arithmetic logic and shift unit ALU performs all the 
computations. The ALU gets data from the registers and stores the 
result back in registers. The output of each register is connected to 
two multiplexers to form the two, buses A and B; The selection lines in 
each multiplexer select one register-Or the input data for the particular 
bus.-The A and B buses form the inputs to a common Arithmetic Logic 

■ Unit (ALU). The opcode specified by the instruction determined the 
arithmetic logic or shift microoperation that is to be performed. The 

. result of the microoperation is also stored back in one of registers 
selected by the load output of decoder. The decoder activates one of 
the register load inputs, thus providing a transfer path between the 
data in the output bus and the inputs of the selected destination register.
The bus. arbitration unit that operates the CPU bus system directs the 
flow of information through the registers and ALU by selecting the 
different components in the system.
For example let there is a operation:

R1 R2 - R3

The control must provide binary selection variables to the following 
selector inputs;

1. MUX A selector (SELA)-to place the contents of R2 into bus A.
2. MUX B selector (SELB)- to place the contents of R3 into bus B.
3. ALU operation selector (OPR);~to provide the arithmetic 

subtraction A - B.
4. Decode destination selector (SELD);-to transfer the content of 

the output bus into Rl.
The four control selection variables are generated in the control unit 
and must be available at the beginning of a clock cycle. The data from 
the source register propagates through the gates in the multiplexers 
and the ALU, to the output bus and onto the inputs of the destination 
register.

NOTES

. 1
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R2

R3
NOTES
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.R5
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Load. 
(7 lines) MUX MUXSELA SELB

3x8
Decoder

A bus B bus

SELD
• Arithmetic Logic Unit 

(ALU)OPR(

Output

(a) Block diagram

3 533

OPRSELB SELDSELA

(b) Control word

Fig. 3: Register set with common ALU

Control Word
There are 14 binary selection inputs in the unit and their combined values 
specified a control word. Control word is represented in Fig. 3 (6), There 
are four fields in the control word. These are:

• SELA
• SELB
• SELD
• OPR.

The three bits of SELA select a source register for the A inputs of the 
ALU. The three bits of SELB select a register for the B input of the 
ALU. The three bits of SELD select a destination register using the 
decoder and its seven load outputs. The five bits of OPR select one of 
the operations in the ALU. The 14 bit control word specify a particular 
microoperation. Table 1 represents encoding of the register selections.
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Table 1: Encoding of Register Selection
. .1

Binary Code SBIA SELB SELD:|o-r

Input000 Input None

001 R1 R1 R1NOTES

010 R2 R2 R2

on R3 R3 R3

100 R4 R4 R4

. 101 R5 R5 - R5

no R6 R6 R6

111 R7 R7 R7

The 3 bit binary code in the table represents the binary code for each 
of the there fields. The ALU provides arithmetic and logic operations. 
The encoding of the ALU operations for the CPU is taken from chapter 
2 and is depicted in Table 2. The OPR field is of 5 bits and each operation 
is designated with a symbolic name.

Table 2: Encoding of ALU Operations

OPR Select Operation Symbol

00000 TVansfer A TSFA

00001 Increment A INCA

00010 Add A -f B ADD

00101 Subtract A - B SUB

00110 Decrement A DECA

01000 AND A and B AND

01010 OR A and B OR

01100 XOR A and B XOR

OHIO Complement A COMA

10000 Shift right A 

Shift left A

SHRA

11000 SHLA

A 14 bit control word specify a microoperation in the CPU. The control 
word can be derived from the selection variables. ’
For example there is an operation

Rl-«-R2-R3
R2 <-A input of the ALU
R3 <-B input of the ALU.
R1 <-Destination register and ALU operation 

to subtract A-B.
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CPU OrganisationThe control word is specified using four fields. Binary value of each
field can be obtained from Table l and 2. . .............- -

Field: ..
Symbol:

✓
Control word:

So the control word is 01001100100101.
The increment and decrement transfer microoperations do not use the 
B inputs of the ALU. The most common efficient way to generate 
control words with a large number of bits is to store them in a memory 
unit. A memory unit that stores control words is referred to as a 
control memory. By reading consecutive control words from memory, it 
is possible to initiate the desired sequence of microoperations for the 
CPU. This t3TJe of control is referred to as Microprogrammed control.

SELD-‘ - - OPRSELA . . SELB
R2 R3 R1 SUB

NOTES010 on 001 00101

stack Organisation
A useful feature that is included in the CPU of most computers is a 
stack. A stack is a last in first out list in which items that are inserted 
last are deleted first. A stack is a storage device that stores the ' 
information. The stack in digital computers is' essentially a memory 
unit with an address register. The register that holds the address for 
the stack is called Stack Pointer (SP) because its value always points to 
the top item of the stack. Basically two operations are defined on stack, 

(i) Insertion 

(«) Deletion.
The operation of inserting an item on the stack is called push operation 
and the operation of deleting an item from the stack is known as pop 
operation. Both these operations are implemented by incrementing or 
decrementing the stack pointer register.

Register Stack
A stack can be placed in a portion of a large memory or it can be 
organized as a collection of finite number of memory words or registers. 
Fig. 4 shows the organisation of a 32 word stack. The stack pointer 
register SP contains a binary value that is equal to the address of the 
word that is present on the top of the stack.
There, are four items in the stack A, B, C and D. D is at the top of the 
stack. Stack pointer register (SP) containing the address where item D 
is present. To delete an item from the stack,, the stack is popped by 
reading the memory word at address 4 and decrementing the content 
of SP. Item C is now on the top of the stack and SP holds the address 3. 
To insert a new item, the stack is pushed by incrementing SP and 
writing a word in the next higher location in the stack.
In a 32 word stack, the stack pointer contains 5 bits because 2® = 32. 
There are two 1 bit registers FULL and EMTY. These two registers 
describe underflow and overflow conditions. The one bit register FULL
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is set to 1 when the stack is full and the one bit register EMTY is set 
to 1 when the stack is empty of items. DR is the data register | that 
holds the binary data to be written into or read out of the stack.

Address

NOTES 31

FULL EMTY

SP D 4*
C 3
B 2
A 1

0

DR

Fig. 4: Block diagram of 32 word stack

Initially SP is cleared to 0. EMTY. is set to 1 and FULL is cleared to 
0. It means SP points to the address 0 and the stack is marked empty 
and not full. A new item is inserted with a push operation if the stack 
is not full (if FULL = 0). The push operaticm is implemented with the 
following sequence of microoperatipns.

SP ■<- SP + 1 //Incrementing SP//
M [SP] <- DR //Writing item on top of stack//

If (SP “ 0) then (FULL 1)//Check overflow condition//
EMTY 4- 0 //Mark the stack is not empty//

The stack pointer is incremented so that is points to the address of the 
next higher word. During memory write operation, the word is placed 
on top of the stack from DR register. The first item stored in the stack 
is at address 1. The last item is stored at address 0. If SP reaches 0, 
the stack is full of items and FULL is set to 1. Once an item is stored 
in location 0 there are no more empty registers in the stack. If an item 
is written in the stack, obviously the stack cannot be empty. So EMTY 
is cleared to 0.
A new item is read from stack if the stack is not empty means 
EMTY = 0. This can be achieved by a POP operation which consists 
of the following sequence of microoperations.

DR 4- M [SP] // Read item from top of the stack//
SP 4- SP-1 //Decrement stack pointer//

If (SP = 0) then (EMTY 4-1) //Check underflow condition//
FULL 4- 0 //Mark the stack not full//

The top item is read from the stack into DR. The SP is then 
decremented.
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■ If its value reaches zero, the stack is empty. So EMTY is set to 1. This 
condition is reached if the item read was in location 1. Once this item 
is read out. SP is decremented and reaches the value 0, which is initial 
value of SP. The advantage of a register stack is that ’ the instructions 
do not explicitly reference their operands, the opcodes are very short. 
Also because the stack is within the CPU, the operands are close to the 
ALU. Hence execution of these instructions is very fast.

Memory Stack
A stack can be implemented in random access memory attached to a 
CPU. The implementation of a stack in the CPU is done by assigning a 
part of memory for stack operation and using a processor register as a 
stack pointer.
Figure 5 depicts that a computer’s memory is 'partitioned into three 
segments.

(i) Program
(ii) Data

(Hi) Stack. ' . _.. ,

CPU Organisation

NOTES

AddressMemory unit

iProgram
(Instructions)PC ♦ 1000

2000
Data

AR (Operands)
4000 !.

Stack

4996
4997SP ♦
4998
4999
5000
5001

DR

Fig. 6: Computer memory with three segments

A program is a set of instructions Program Counter (PC) is used to 
manage this segment. PC points to the next instruction that is to be 
executed. The handle data segment Address Register (AR) is used. AR 
points to an array of data. Stack segment is managed using Stack Pointer 
(SP). SP points at the top of the stack. The three registers are connected 
to a common address bus and either one can provide an address for 
memory. Program Counter (PC) is used during the fetch phase to read 
the instruction. AR is used during the execution phase to read an 
operand. SP is used to push or pop items into or from the stack.
As represented in the figure the initial value of SP is 5000 and the stack 
grows with decreasing addresses. Thus the first item stored in the list 
is at address 5000, the second item is stored at address 4999. No 
provisions are available for stack limit checks.
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Items in the stack communicate with a data register DR. A new item 
it inserted^ with the push operation as fpllow;s:

■' , SP<-SP - l" '
’l.lCilIl ■ : '

Mt).

M' ISP] ■«-dr
A memory write operation inserts the word from DR into the top of the 
stack. A memory write operation inserts the word from DR into the top 
of the stack. A new item is deleted with a pop operation as follows:

DR <-M [SP]

' i.i

NOTES

SP *~SP + 1.
Most computers do not provide hardware to check for stack overflow 
or underflow condition. The limits of a stack can be checked using two 
registers. One register holds the upper hmit of the stack and the other 
re^ster holds the lower limit of the stack. After a push operation, SP 
is compared with the upper limit register and after a pop operation, 
SP is compared with the lower limit register.
The two microoperations needed for push or pop operation.

(i) An access to memory through SP.
Hi) Updating SP.

Which microoperation is done first and whether SP is incrementing or 
decrementing depends upon the organisation of the stack. A stack 
pointer is loaded with an initial value. This initial value must be the 
bottom address of an assigned stack in memory. The advantage of 
memory stack is that the CPU can refer to it without having to specify 
an address, since the address is always available and automatically 
updated in the stack pointer.

Reverse Polish Notation
A stack organisation is used for evaluating the arithmetic expressions. 
Arithmetic expressions can be represented in three notations.

(i) Infix Notation 
iU) Prefix Notation 

{Hi) Postfix Notation.
In infix notation each operator is written between the operands. 
Consider the simple arithmetic expression:

(A + B) * (C + D)
Addition operator is between the operands A and B or C and D. The 
star is between two addition results. Tb evaluate this expression first 
we compute A + B and store this result. Then (C + D) is done and then 
multiply both the partial results. From this example we see that to 
evaluate arithmetic expressions in infix notation it is necessary to scan 
back and then determine the next operation to be performed.
The polish mathematician Lukasiewicz showed that arithmetic 
expressions can be represented in prefix notation. This representation 
places the operator before the operands. Like +AB. This representation 
is also known as polish notation.
The postfix notation referred to as Reverse Polish Notation (RPN) places 
the operator after the operands like AB+.
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The reverse polish notation is in a form suitable for stack manipulation. 
The conversion from infix notation to reverse polish, notation must teke 
into consideration the operational hierarchy adopted for infix notation. 
This hierarchy dictates that we first perform all arithmetic inside inner 
parenthesis, then inside outer parenthesis and do multiplication and 
division operations before addition and subtraction operations. Consider 
the expression.

CPU Organisation

NOTES

(A - B) * [C * (D + E) * F]
To convert this expression into postfix notation we first evaluate inner 
parenthesis. Next we evaluate square brackets. Multiplication is 
performed with higher precedence over addition and subtraction. 
Converted expression is

AB - DE + C * F * *.

EvcUuation of Arithmetic Expressions
Reverse polish notation combined with a stack arrangement of registers 
is the most efficient way known for evaluating arithmetic expressions. 
The stack is particulary useful for handling long complex problems 
including chain calculations. It is based on the fact that any arithmetic 
expression can be expressed in parentheses free polish notation. The 
procedure consists of first converting the arithmetic expression into its 
equivalent reverse polish notation.
Consider the following arithmetic expression P written in postfix 
notation:

P: 5 6 2 * 12 4/-
First we add right parenthesis at the end of P to obtain 

5 6 2 +

+

« 12 4 /-)
The elements of P have been labelled from left to right. Expression is 
scanned from left to right when an operand is encoimtered then it is 
added to the stack, when an operator is encountered then two top 
elements are popped. Operation is performed on these two elements 
and the result is again placed on the top of the stack.
Evaluation of expression is represented by the following table.

Table 3: Evaluation of Arithmetic Expression

Symbol Scanned Stack

5 5
6 5,6
2 5, 6. 2

5,8+
* 40

12 40, 12 
40, 12. 4 

40, 3
4
/

37

)
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Single Accumulator Organisation
An accumulator machine uses a single operational register, called an 
accumulator to hold the result of arithmetic, logical or shift, operation. All 
operations are performed with an implied accumulator register. The 
instruction format in this type of computer uses on address field. For 
example, the instruction that specifies an arithmetic addition is defined 
by an assembly language instruction as

ADD X
where X is the address of the operand. The ADD instruction in this 
case results in the operation AC *- AC + M [X]. AC is the accumulator 
register and M [X] symbolizes the memory word located at address X. 
The instruction do not explicitly reference the accumulator. The 
accumulator is an amplicit operand of each instruction and hence 
accumulator machine instructions are mostly 1 address instructions. 
For accumulator machines, LOAD instruction copy a value from memory 

• to ah accumulator and a STORE instruction copy the value from the 
accumulator to memory. Like

STORET 

M [T] <-AC.
Transfer the contents of accumulator register to a memory location 
designated by T.

Computer Organisation 
and Architecture

NOTES

LOAD A
^ AC-(-MIA].

Transfer the contents of. memory location designated, by A to the 
accumulator register.
Accumulator organisation of a computer supports one address or zero 
address instructions. Zero address example.
Complement Accumulator one address example:

STORE T 
LOAD A.

INSTRUCTION FORMATS
The basic computer has three types of instructions:

1. Memory reference instructions
2. Register reference instructions
3. Input-output instructions.

Each format contains three bits and the remaining 13 bits depends 
upon the operand code encountered. These formats are represented in 
Fig. 6.
A memory reference instruction uses 12 bits to specify an address and 
one bit to specify the addressing mode I. I is equal to 0 for direct 
address and to 1 for indirect address. Instruction format is the function 
of the control unit -within the CPU to interpret each instruction code
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ADD Rl<^, R3

It denotes the operation R1 <- R2 + R3. The number of address fields 
in the instruction can be reduced from three to two if the destination 
register is the same as one of the source registers. Thus the instruction

ADD R1 , R2
This implies R1 <- R1 + R2, general register type computers employ 
two or three address fields in their instruction format. Each address 
field may specify a memory location or a processor register.

'n
Computers with stack organisation requires one address field in case 
of PUSH and POP instructions. So the instruction

PUSH X
will push the word at address X to the top of the stack. The Stack 
Pointer (SP) is updated automatically. The instruction of operation type 
do not need an address field in stack organised computers. This is because 
the operation is performed on the top two items of the stack. 
The instruction

Computer Organisation 
and Architecture

NOTES

SUB.
This instruction is having no address field. This operation has the 
effect that the top two elements are popped from the stack perform 
the subtraction operation on them and pushing the result on the stack. 
There is no need to specify operands with an address field since all 
operands are implied to be in the stack.
Most computers fall into one of the three types of organisations.
To illustrate the influence of the number of addresses .on computer 
program, we consider the following arithmetic expression

T = (P - Q) ♦ (R + S).
Using zero, one, two or three address instructions. We use the following 
symbols:

ADD - Addition 
MUL - Multiplication 
SUB - Subtraction 

MOV - Transfer type instruction 
LOAD - Data transfer to Accumulator 

STORE - Data transfer from Accumulator.

Three Address Instructions
Computers with three address instruction formats use three address 
field in each instruction. Each address field can specify either a 
processor register or a memory operand. The program in assembly 
language that evaluates T = (P - Q) * (R + S) is explained below:

R1 <-M [P] - M [Q]
R2 <-M [R] + M [S]

M [X] <-Rl * R2

SUB Rl, P, Q 

ADD R2, R, S 

MUL T, Rl. R2

\
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CPU OrganisationIt is assumed that the computer has two processor registers R1 and R2. 
The symbol M [P] denotes at memory address symbolized by P.

Advantage
It results in short programs when evaluating arithmetic expressions.

Disadvantage
The binary coded instructions require too many bits to specify three 
addresses.

Example
Cyber 170. The instruction formats use either tlnree register address 
fields or two register address fields and one memory address field.

NOTES

Two Address Instructions
Two address instructions are the most common in commercial computers. 
Again each address field can specify either a processor register or a 
memory word. The program to evaluate T = (P - Q) * (R + S) is as 
follows:

R1 ^ M [P]
R1 R1 - M [Q]
R2 •<- M [R]
R2 R2 + M [S]
R1 <- R1 * R2 

M [T] R1
The MOV instruction is used to moves or transfers the operands to and 
from memory and processor registers. Destination register is assumed 
to be a source register.

Rl, P 

Rl. Q 
R2, R 

R2, S 

Rl, R2 

T, Rl

MOV
SUB
MOV
ADD
MUL
MOV

One Address Instructions
One address instructions use an implied accumulator (AC) register for 
all data manipulation. The program to evaluate T = (P - Q) * (R + S) 
is as follows:

AC M [P]
AC ■(- AC - M [Q]
M [A] AC 

AC ^ M [R]
AC ^ AC + M [S]
AC AC * M [A]
M [T] AC

1 '
Firstly P is loaded into the accumulator. Then contents ofi accumulator 
is subtracted from M [Q]. A is the address of the temporary memory 
location required for storing the intermediate result. Each instruction

LOAD P 

SUB Q 

STORE A 

LOAD R 

ADD S 

MUL A 

STORE T
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is of^ohgfadSressiohlyJ The'advantage'iofi thi8itype:ofiinstrtictionris ithat jl 
less numberio'faniemoiyilocationsvareirequireddcFon allj type-^of-rdatafT ^ 
manipulation implied accumulator is used.

■j

}It ■

Zefo''AddressiInstHictionsui«vo nsdv/ amei^oiq Jioria ni eJiosn il
NOTES

In case of stack organisation the instructions that repres^nte^jmsertip^^ 
or deletion of an item require one address. While instructions that 
reFeM*b^ic°lrith%^'agVeraa3H^^-iiki"Sa‘aitlSh7Utoctibi^^ 
requires zero address field. The program T-=,(P — Q) * 
represents by the following' instructions in stack organised co^pute^r^

PUSH P TOS < passibhe ?s3j:i^t asi/Zi isrihs a'j-u eisunol noiJowiJ&ni odT .OTI iad’<0 i 
jjlsi? 889iPJJSH:oLQim erto lojaissi ow3 lo

TOS «(- (P - Q)
TOS <- R snof^Djnlanl aijsibfcA

SUB.
PUSH R .

.a70iuq/co3'5pusH''nS^ nofft'.xoS'^'’S5riJ anojjou^^zsii ^S9^bbfi .cr/ZT '* 
c to I9laij5£^gg-icoo7q a bIsO eea-sbfk doss Hir»A
sfi ai (8 + h; •’ ?;p - *1) = T e.icuicv© c» mcTcoia odT Jjiow viorasra 

MUL TOS <- (P - Q) * (R ^ S) '•.•awe/iol
.iS VOM

Here TOS.-representspthe topjrjpf^stack. ^Tojpvali^te, arithmetic 
expressions in stack computers, it is necessary^^^^^cohvert the 
expressions into-reverse polish' imta^tion. The*'- name “^ro address” is 

I given to this type of ccimp^iter‘Bfecauseiof thfe f^HsencVJoT an address 
: field in the computationallinstructionsn SR ,111

POP T

JUI/I
IS -> (Tl K ■ ,T VOM

f

! Addressing^ MtoES® noaoii-jjani vom adr
/I

a

There are three-fields in an.instruction: .laJaigsi s^noe s sd oJ

eaoj^oitr^^tcT .g39*£^A 9fltO 

ihfiyqmi an oei; anobyin^HBi assibbe snO
^ --T cinxjjnvs morpoio ^riT, .notlfiiao/DflrTT .'‘tcThe Opcode field in the instruction represents the operation which is
to be performed. The operation is performed on some data that is to be'
stored in computer registers^or memory^words. 'riier^^re^several ways
to specify an operand.i.Thes'e'afe^called/addressing modesSThe way the
operands are chosen during)tiie4executi_on of a progr^jis depend on
the addressing mode of the, instruction. Addressing,m’odes define a

. , . • , ^ .^Vil jrule or a way by which the value of the operand is referenced or we . 
reach where the value ^^'o^r'and^is-prOs^nt. The o^er^d^can be present 
in processor register, fm’eiWoo'.^I/O^port and in rthe dhstruction itself. 
Addressing modes define a technique to reach whe^j,toe^operand that
is required in our instruction is present. - , - . , , ■ ^TiQjt^tljiii£j:r.m io .htaoiaoj asm noiiiUfmsjoofredJ olni bsfacol ei ^ vUct-ji^ 
Gpmputer8,u8e^addres8mg,techni9ue8,for-the pi^pose of.a^mmodattngj ,
onejpr:jbqth^ofi;the;.fp]Iowmgfprovisto RohJeco! ^

(i) Opcode
(ii) Address field ,

/
/ »
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(0 To give programming; ver8atilityjjt0jj-th_eg,u^er by^fproyiding
facilities such .as pointer to. memory. Counters for loop control, anoiJouTiif'f «Dom<ms norJoirrJs.'ii -lO.TflUfmirsof; Jneoi^mmcK^. ,indexing of data and ;program relocation. ' , *eriv* nr Laiiqmi^dr loiSioTiTiooc enj nr oneiaqo onf sawnooa

js-rfj(«).o1^./LreiH?e5.the,riumber2.ofj.bits,injcthejaddressingor^ 
anoi4ojrt:U}.®.^JS?t-io?.-oraS .noiioiniani abom loJelxrcrtuooB aer;
t'Ib'junderstandl;the''Varidu8naadressing;modes{qit‘i*i8 imperative^that .we 
understand^ th'e' basiccoperationrcycle^ofx-ther computer.oAnrinstructio'n

-NOTES
« I

cycle is divided into three major phases.
(i) Fetch the instruction from memorj^'^’®®®^®*^

« Si ‘(ii)’jDe'cbdeHthe'rinstruction‘1rtia2eibbB lo ffndl- .laafqmta arfj el ef/TT
'the^^i^k^Sction.^*'^ .bDfJoxrfJs/ri lo

■ .biaii aSoibbB nn nsdt tOfOar blafi bh/-:*i9qo no eniftinoo rtoii^jfiignr 
There is one register PC (Program Counter) that keeps track of the
instructions in the program stored inOmbmory. PC holds theT-'addfess?of, 
the next instruction that is to be executed. ^Whenever an instruction-is

__ . vj . yOj''* _
fetched from memory. PC is incremented by 1. The second phase of the 

''macliinT‘c^cle"d4t^®flk%e^o?e?k'tib1i^thatlwVba%'t8’'^^^^^^^ 
/aaaf^rsiSgmoa^'^8fahe^m"steo"^lffd-’tfiaTOfi3n^Wrahe‘5SgS?SSd
£fetch'thenext'ihstruction'from'memory>The'?availabilityof.the'addressing 
Cmbaesigives£therexperieri(«diassemblyManguageiprogrammer;flexibiiity 
•?for writing-pfogrehnthatlare more efficient with-respecfttorthemumber. 
cofcinstructibns)iafidrexecutibnutime'.i lo asie arii ifirfd at agBjnfivbesrb
Now discussing the addressing modes’following standard'^^rms are 
used:

r

anie?i9ibfifA iD£>-«(I
arfl lo aeaibbe av/JoaTio' gnlecoibbe. lo aq'tS bWJ nl 

tContentsrof aniaddress field, in' theiihstmctioh ithSt refersrtoiaj memory 
‘rlocatibnl) aembbA oviJosTlJl orfj esaoos sw nerfV/ .yiomarn ni Jnesanq at 
norix/ooxa ojIJ snhnb ba'/inpai gj JsdJ bneraqo arii lo ouJsv adJ' iaa av/ 
(it) Register (R) . . ..noboinJani art) lo
Contents ofian address field that refers to a register in the instruction.

A-A3 . -
(iii) Program fCounter^(PC) ___

I * I A ' ^The Program Counter^CRCLkeeps tracksi-of^tne-instructions in the 
program stored in memory. Upholds the address of the instruction that 
is to be executeSi' and-in'cremented every time when 'an instruction is 
fetched from memory. . ...

(iv) Effective Ad^^^ss^EA)
^The effective adllr^s is the address *of the operand when the operand 

is actually stored.“It is"defined to be the memory address obtained from 
the computation dictated by the given addressing mode.

l‘Ii£pUed‘‘A'ddressmg^ f'Ofhmoo tew eupinriasd ^ntaeinfaba eiriT.'
Jl .eenf'Joqlirfoir. jfia'iiup ni nonxnioo 'ion.pl Ji .It'd a-te^Karboo In this time of addressing mode operands are .defined implicitly as a

part of definition of the instruction itself.

/

-•»
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Computer Organisation 
and Architecture

For example, Increment accumulator instruction.
Complement accumulator instruction are implied mode instructions 
because the operand in the accumulator register is implied in the 
definition of the instruction. All register reference instructions that 
use accxunulator are implied mode instruction. Zero address instructions 
in stack organised computers are implied mode instructions since it is 
implied that operands are present on the top of the stack.

NOTES

Immediate Addressing
This is the simplest form of addressing modes. The operand itself is a 
part of instruction. In other words we can say that an immediate mode 
instruction contains an operand field rather than an address field.

/

OPERAND = A OP A

For example,
This instruction is of type immediate mode instruction. Value of the 
operand can be in processor register or it can be present in memory 
.word. This mode can be used constants and set initial values of variables. 
The advantage of immediate addressing is that no memory reference 
other than the instruction fetch is required to obtain the value of the 
operand. So it saves one memory cycle in the instruction cycle. The 
disadvantage is that the size of the number is restricted to the size 
of address field.

MOV R, O

Direct Addressing
In this type of .addressing effective address of the operand is present 
in the instruction. This is very simple form of addressing. The operand 
is present in memory. When we access the Effective Address (EA), then 
we get the value of the operand that is required during the execution 
of the instruction.

EA = A 
Instruction Main Memory

OP A

Operand

Fig. 7

This addressing technique was common in earlier generation of 
computers but it is not common in current architectures. It requires 
only one memory reference.

112 Self-Instructional Material
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CPU OrganisationLimitation
It provides only a limited address space. When there are K bits in the 
address field then we can access 2*^ units of storage area.

Indirect Addressing
With direct addressing, the length of the address field is less than the 
word length thus limiting the address range. One solution of this problem 
is indirect addressing technique. In this technique address field of the 
instruction represents the another address field rather than the actual 
value of the operand. So in this mode the address field of the instruction 
gives the address where the effective address is stored in memory. 
ControLfetches the instruction from memory ands uses its address part 
to access the memory again to read the effective address.

EA = (A)
Main Memory

NOTES

EA = (A) 
Instruction

Main Memory

OP A

Address

Operand*

Fig. a

The parenthesis are interpreted as meaning “Contents oP. The advantage 
of this approach is that for a word length of n, an address space of 2" 
is now available. The disadvantage is that it requires two memory 
references to fetch the operand, one to get its address and a second to . 
get its value.

Register Addressing
It this mode the operands are in registers that reside within the CPU. 
It is similar to direct addressing. The only difference is that the address 
field refers to a register rather than a main memory address.

EA = R
Instruction Registers

OP R

Operands

Fig. 9
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Compu/lPSf^^amsaiion - Advantages 
and Architecture

ft

arfi (S)-Oniy a'JsmalHaddreM fieldTdsrnedded.^-jJrVnU c vino esbivotq il |
(b) No mraoiy^reference“is’fequifed?'ThenTiembi7^^ccfess^time''f6ri . j, 

a register is much less than that for a main memory address ^ 
because registers are internal to CPU. i’aoTtb'ifJ.

n^.J saol a bitin az'iir/vL orii lo rfigiiar ,ROtefts‘(bbB rao'ifb iiii'7/ ' 
ti.iij ^.ialti los anO .s^nei a?9ifabc sdi grriiimrf zudi riTsosI bidv>' 

'AddressIfspacevisbvery.j-limited.oSince' numberaof registerejare^limited.j- 
: v-id.i"! Won ??.cibbj: isriJons otit ftb^seoiqi-i'/rofioirilen? 

iRegister'Iridirect'Addfessinlfsbom stdl m o2 .bnnsqc oHJ lo sukv

yVTA’/
NOTES

I I

icsiJbc arfi /iv:r
I

mdirbc?^ ad^dressin^^is ^similar’ to^indifect'^a'ddressih^^'In^this’ 
^case aifdress fi^d^refers^& Vre^s^Paml^n'indirect addr'essing addVe's? 
fields refer 'Sr^a^mem6^‘iMatidn.^Th*e ^ihs'trUction'^specifies^a'^Te'gister 
in the CPU whose contents give the^a'ddres's'bf the operand in memory. 
When there:isr indirect register addressing, the .program/generates the 
address j'df'the operand and pla”ces'it'in“operationar£register.jfor later 
use. A reference.to^th'e register is then equivalent specifying a memory 
addressi
The advantage of a repster.indirect mode instruction' is that the address 
field of'the-instructidn uses fe*wer-bits.to-8elect a.register than would 
have been required to-specify a memory address, directly.

-------EA=(R)-
Instniclion

[

t

.1

!
Main MemoryRegister

ROP

. Address
cc> rsgcJnavbc srfT .‘"Jo einoimbO* 

"2 lo ooBqs essobbc he ,n1o 
Viomsm ow3 Esrii/poi 3i 3e 
63 bnoosa s bne raoibbe zii

s'fGq sffT 
G eirfj lo 

won si 
lonOisftai 
f eti js®

Ji9‘ qTe
rii ppera.ndj-fqtrl^gncl blow 

U sr sgsins’
s ^^rr^7:
faasrb ' 
;ei&qo.

rlT .sldelisv 
t'ril rloial o3 eit>a oj ‘jiio ,o.

h.aulr

g/iiaasnBbA. , Fig. 10
.U^O srii niriiiv/ sbisoT ieril ?^s?pr39i; nr ai/; gbnsipqo srii oborh- zidi 31 
erRelatiye Addressmgnib'xlno o:lT- .jhissoibbe 3asiffo o3 rnfimia ei3l 

In this f^tecliniqubfcdiitents'of Program'. CbiinteriCRG) is usedvas-jalbase 
. address. Contents of program counter/^i_8 added with the address- 

part of the instruction, iO] order to get^the^j effective address. The 
address part of the’instruction'is a signed-number. When this number 
is* added to-'tKe contents of the program.counter register, the result 
produces an effective address whose position in memory is relative 
to the address of'~the'~next‘inUruction; This addressing is common 
for branch^ instructioiis and sometimes for immediate data but this : 
technique ^fconsidered absolute for data addressing. We have to be 
take care tfiat when we are adding the contents of the program 
counter then' we have to see that value, in the decode phase ,of the 
instruction cycler''Because’"when an instruction is fetched from 

■ memflry, "the value of program^ counter is updated.

«•

• i

I
I

<
I

f,'
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hi\og } 8 }• ^EA = (PC) + Offset 
Instruction ^ I

' ■ M.. ■ ywnoM-ni- '■* OP Offset I

Main Memory NOTES
e

/ a »

. ssinbbA'
PC

I< %Operand
I «
j'.'I

siei^sP SIB'S ■* tI

ft! ■sl'i

<I + (fl) = A3
.vr-jofrfam rtt noiJBOof cJ Jntotj nsa laJ^igoT oaed rf»fi3

/
% / tK

‘^ntP.zo'tbhA JfiOrfil'?8r£ilI oJi/A -bnB J/foin»TonI oiuA
•io Jno-m9i:>'ni T{fiBorJf.mojL''S jcrfj abom gniessibbc feioeqe ei Jl
IndexedjAddressmg .-laiaigoi adJ J^9rt9^^ah
ilh tKis'’ii'ddfessihgImodeithercontentsIoftan!:index registercisjadded 
■tliefiaddfess^ part'^of thevinstnictionttoiobtainithereffective, address.j^ 

• fibddxWgiStar-is^ a J special sCPU re^ster, ithaty contains ran tinttex^value. 
The distance betwecn”:the9beginnihg*faddresssand i thel(address cofathe 

foperandjis’^the'Jindex xvaluerstoredniniithenindexiregister. gvijoalla sHT 
9vrj09?l9 sriT .shorn goia'eeifabc navrg sdJ y6 bsjBioib nofieJoqmoo sriJ 
.noiijrjTisnf aq^i —;p' ^-jc-rggo sdilo ^MaTn^MemS^^ ®' easibbs
£e933S \UecJn3upoH oi § oii/B
odixn ori'f .i’gil -loJosv r, nr ainonii to brfJ lo ^nh Is p dt rieio 
Snisu sio'tad eeaifaba tsjfeigei' orij e fnemoioni sbor t grtiasa^bbc ; tiomsTonr 
“istOa aarnbhoPrii^fTsrqoiosfa obo/r gnje'Sgibbs M:
.St9-1afg97 it; Jndex.Regbterf ''|<•orf

fstgoiq A 
ifitio sHi

OtU llbi/ ti/UlC

•rfi bn6 Ji 
' .frgnraufiiOBXO Kt Jj3ff

ywnoM eaeibbM: o *
8P0M) JAAOJ , OOt

tOfcOPT 3 aesibsA . 
nblJomJt'nl txsH, 00^ • 09

Fig. 12 ooe = «
Cp07 ooe

I*Base Register Addressing
In this moWthb-contenta-of the base register-is^added-with the adt^ess 
part of tli^ins^truct;idh~iniorder to obtain'the-e/Tective address. It is 

index^ddressing'except now the register is a base register. An
an index number that is relative to

.same as : _________
index remster imiassumed tp^»hold 
the address, part of thi'instruction. The.base.register.may be a general 
purpose registeriof^algenerahpurpose.registeriset.machine.
The Effe’ctive-A^'dress-CEKy.of the operand is then sum of the 

- displacement-and-the-conterit of-the base register.

* *

«
I

t

*1

jfS«V-/Mtrucrionq/,Wot«riaigj:U6-
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instruction
DOP B

T T
1 Main Memory

2
NOTES *

3

*0 Operand>4
Effective
Address

n
Base Register

Fig. 13

EA=CB) + D
Each base register can point to any location 'in memory.

Auto Increment and Auto Decrement Addressing
It is special addressing mode that automatically increment or 
decrement the index register. When the address stored in the 
register refers to a table of , data in memory. It is . necessary to 
increment or decrement the register after every access to the table. 
The address field of an instruction is used by the control unit in 
the CPU to obtain the operand from memory.
The effective address is defined to be the memory address obtained from 
the computation dictated by the given addressing mode. The effective 
address is the address of the operand in a computational type instruction. 
A programmer can use auto increment addressing to sequentially access 
the characters in a string or the elements in a vector list. The auto 
increment addressing mode increments the register address before using 
if and the auto decrement addressing mode decrements the address after 
using it. That is exactly how typical computers manipulate stack registers.

Numerical Example; Address Memory
LDAAC Mode400

401 Address = 700
PC = 400 402 Next Instruction

R = 500

600 600

I

XR = 100

750700

AC 800750
.450800
3501102

Fig. 14
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lb show the difference between various addressing modes, we will show 
the effect of the addressing modes on the instruction?^ defined in 
Fig. 14. The instruction is written at the address 400 and 401. Address 
field of the instruction is 700. The first word of the instruction specifies 
the operation code and mode, and the second word specifies the address 
part. PC has the value 400 for fetching the instruction. After the 
execution of the instruction accumulator register will receive the value.
Now for each addressing mode technique we will calculate the Effective 
Address (EA).

(t) Direct addressing mode. Address that is mentioned in the 
instruction will contain the value of the operand.

So Effective Address = 700
Contents of AC = 750

iii) Immediate addressing mode. Value of the operand is a part 
of instruction itself.

Contents of AC = 700
Effective Address = 401.

(iii) Indirect addressing mode. Two memory references are 
required. So when we access 700 location, we will get again an 
address that is 750. When we access 750 then we will get the 
value of the operand.

So Effective Address = 750
Contents of AC = 800.

(id) Register direct' addressing mode. Contents of register 
'provides the value of the operand.

Contents of AC = 500.
(o) Register indirect addressing mode. Contents of register 

provides the effective address of the operand.
So Effective address = 500

Contents of AC = 600.
I

(vi) Relative addressing mode.
Effective address = Contents of program counter (PC) + Address 
that is part of the instruction

EA = 402 + 700 = 1102
Here we are taking the value of program counter as 402. Because 
addressing mode is determined in the decode phase of the 
instruction cycle. Value of program counter is updated when an 
instruction is fetched from memory, so PC is updated as 402. 
Since 400 and 401 are the location when the instruction is written 
and next instruction is at address 402.

So Effective address = 1102
Contents of AC = 350.

CPf7 i Organisation

NOTES

So

y

So
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Computentprganisation wofI(i;«)' Indexed^addressing mode.- Ihithe’5findex'‘rriodesth'etefFective 
and Architecture bsnitoaifdressJis^XRi+iTOOfe'JlOO^+'fTOQfe^'SOOJand the operand'is r450.

ess^bb/'c-IOi' 00-h SR jrpbfi oii:fQjfxn9jjhw hdhtoirtjani sriT .i'r'.si'’f 
rroiio'rrJeini odJ lo mo’.v Jatii ofTT .OOv at hoifouTteni sni lo'bren 

ea&ibbc »dj groriQohtents .offAC,!-?. 450 bna .obw/i bna o'boo fioitc-jsqo orfi i
^^T!^ble^4'lists'th'e^valueS'^dfWe'^ftelitive a^re?s^and-th*e operand loaded ;

tKe AC'^for'seven‘*^ada'ressing-modes. noiloulJsnf oilJ Jo noibnoxa

ovfioa'JiSf odj oIgIu-'Iso 'pa^iiar'‘fi*st’^Exam/»1e®^^^® riora'To'^ woK

• /
2'NdtES

>

.CA3) $89ibbA,

eao'fbb
Mode , ^;tiAddres3^. ,i

’Tbhi9^^^s‘f.a
■„ .Of.AC.;

9;lj pi h (i)
1^. ^--r^ L1. Direct Addressing

2. Immediate
OOV I'^Seelbbi . oVijoJi% •jfi ■

OoT i^bA V-
^ 9>fii^99amT
fJoidarrsobi lo 

J/tadnoebO 

L £»vjd336bl 
5fl JosiSObxiT

i

4. Register Direct

5. Register Indirect

6. Relative
y.T/iIndexed'rrfom oVr .fl 

’ r^rw

mm s?i*9gail>b 
- .liosJi

OOV sob^A lo

.i(ffr no25aibK
:Som ’sobaes^f

disq A el (Vt)

8

(ijj)910 eoof 
fiG rtf/igs 14 4. O__t.

9f.T f^TT

^ t 11 • **s*4 ,T

DATA TRANSFER AND. MANIPUIATIONirfsv
. I Instruction set of a computer deteiTOine§'^tfie^acKine’s^'?ompu?ational 

capabilities. Instruction set architbctuFeiprovidesnnexibility to the 
__programmer._Computersj provide, an, extensive.iset.^of,,instructions to

f I’j *»»V’. ' #.y»yvJtsi, ^ i Kf

give the user the nexibilityj^to^.carryj^outjvarious^computotipnal tasks.
The instruction set of different computers differ from each other mostly'

- in the way the operands are detefmined^^roin®tf?e^a8dress and mode
icfieldsi Operations'are'repres'ehtediby>binary>Cd8es’ an’d»binary 'cbde for

one computer •'can‘fbe'5 different‘’fromf5anbtheT'Compute¥.’''It^may also
happen that the symbolic nameogiven^toj^nstrjjctijqnsjin assembly •
language notation is different in different.computers, even for the same 
... A ■ 4_ 4- i. Oa-’i-, sjnojV.ouinstruction. An instruction contains three fields;

.obam §nie897bhrn aviJcf&H (io)

4

1. Opcode'
5Soibb/2+^!^^^j!g^'^irpj^'j^Tmisoiq lo feinslnoD = kslbbs sVijoollJf

ooiJoutJgni srij lo Jioq ei IcdJ
3. Mode Field.

I <^oii - nnv + = AH
According to the address field an instruction can be classified as three 

^^address^'ihsIruction’-^w^'^aHdressp^ne^ a(iBres9’’-*and ^ero address 
®^instnjctions. 'Instmctions 'can^Se^classified^'accSrding'to^tfie^opcode field.'

t7?5S''ffl.d“a'’c'6l>''/dinT'ffi ‘iiP'^W'of opcode

fiojjjiv/ ei nofJOHUHni yru nonw noui^jot ona s-us ons 00l> 9Dm8- 
1. Data Transferglnstructions^e ei nofloniiafli Jxen bns
2. Data Manipulation Instructions ^sJoaTtS
3. Program Control Instructions.

I o3

Da lb -slnolnoD

> JllS l< Se/f'/nslrucdonat *Md/cn«i?
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Date transfer instructions transfer3data'':frorh?,onenlocatibn:jtOTiMother^0 ' CJ*.U;)PrganUdtion^Q’;^.
without,changing^the,contente,.Date.manipu]ation.iMt^rt^^^^ 
thatj,perfonni.an^metic,jlogic^.and;,^^ Program ^controj^^
instnictipns proWde.jdwieion ^makteg^ca^abiUhesf^anJ^are^res^onsiWe^^ 
for^changing4the^execution,_sequence;The^ip8^c^^^^ 
computer determines the register transfe^operation^s^and ^control 
decisions that are available to the user.

iTHiasliA-.i-vA htui

enoiSoniiani ofSsmdlhA .1
Data Transfer Instru?5tions"f nortduqj//BW siQ hno leojsoJ .i.*

the date from'^one^location'to'^ano^herDate transfer instructions move 
loca^mff<ih^om^ter'^with"dutT5Kangirigithe3content8.e.TheTmost:comm6n3 
data*^transfeP"takes3place' be'tweehbmemoryian'd iprocessor registefs'el 
between^processoi-^fe^sters'^ah’d'JinpUt'^drCoutputsdevicesfiahdibetween'T 
the^pr^essor’regi8tere’%e*fh8elves'. Eachiinstxuctibhcisirepresentedribylo 
mnemonic symbol. Typically there are eight'data-transfer iristructions.ni 
These are represented in Table 5.

Table,5:.Data,Transfer Instruclions t ja>
noiJnoifqiJiwrn 

teiego iiidl lU 
OR /so/Snojl.ijilxjI/i .yi^o aib noiJoEiidue 
n of39mrijh,R enoiJeisqo owj

dfhA fE5ig*jjQ^9(df,T’

^---- :^XCH— ------- T-,
invoVi

^noiiosiJdue ,poi^ 
lol anoitoniieni
baa noiJibbE vlfro 'g^biVo^o gied
sasriJ moil bsJE sn-fioad O'^isivjb i
-8 sMeT ni bs; dl oie enoi^omie 

Store •

^^m-monulSymboi^^
FO/rrno onn

y

•Exchange— 

lnput_ _ .IN
'iv'rOutput'

push'aa PUSHnensO

POPPopnnA r L A

The load instruction has^Heen used mostly to designa'te a transfer from 
memory to a processor register usually an accumulator.
The store instmction designates a transfer from processor register to 
memory. The move instruction transfer data from one iprocessor register 
to another, from processor register the memory, from memory to 
processor register or between two memory words. The exchange 
instruction swap information between.v^o^register^o.^^a register and a 
memory word. The input and output instructions transfer data among 
processor registers and input or output terminals.ciTh'e push and pop 
instructions transfeiniata"'15etween processor registii^aird a memory 
steck.-itTheidnstructipns Jistediin^the .teblejis^ issociated^wth a^iv^e^] 
ofna'ddressingj'modes.^Asjan exainple>con8ider3theijlo^j'tpj3accumula^jj 
instruction s.wKenrfusedewithrieightodifTerent'taddressinggmpdesqj'Ibjrrbej 
ableitotwnte^assemblydanguageiprograms for-]a>computer,!it:is necessary^! 
to*^lm6w^We'n;ype^bfJin8tnictiona availablejand^alsbitdube familiar.jwith; 
tKS addressing^ m^e^a^usedr‘in^<tKeypai:ticuIar.'rcdmputef. ■;65E’b '.lo'f?oq^^i}
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Data Manipulation Instructions
Data manipulation instructions perform operations on data and provide 
the computational capabilities for the computer. These instructions 
change the contents of registers on which the instructions operates. 
The data manipulation instructions in a typical computer are usually 
divided into three basic types:

1. Arithmetic Instructions
2. Logical and Bit Manipulation Instructions
3. Shift Instructions.

Each instruction when executed in the computer must go through the 
fetch phase that reads the binary code of the instruction from memory. 
The operands are brought in processor registers according to the rules 
of the instruction addressing mode. The last step is to execute the 
instruction in the processor.

Arithmetic Instructions
The four basic arithmetic operations are addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division. Some computers provide instructions for 

. all four operations and some computers provides only addition and 
subtraction directly. Multiplication and division is generated from these 
two operations, lypical arithmetic instructions are listed in Table 6.

Table 6: Typical Arithmetic Instructions

NOTES

Name Mnemonics

Increment INC

Decrement DEC

Add ADD

Subtract SUB

Multiply MUL

Divide DIV

Add with Cany ADDC

Subtract with Borrow SUBB

Negation NEG

Increment operation adds 1 to the value that is stored in registers or 
memory word. The decrement instruction subtracts 1 from a value 
stored in a register or in a memory word. A number with all O’s, produces 
a number with all I’s, when decremented. The addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and divide instructions may be available for different 
types of data. An arithmetic instruction may specify fixed print or
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CPU Organisationfloating point data, binary or decimal data, single precision or double 
precision data.
Execution of arithmetic instructions generally set the processor status 
flags or the condition codes to indicate the outcome of the operation. 
Examples of such outcomes are the conditions generated as ‘a carry or 
a borrow, an overflow or an underflow, the result is 0 or the result is 
negative. Thus the condition code register is an implicit operand for 
most of these instructions. A special carry flip-flop is used to store the 
carry from an operation. The instruction add with carry performs the 
addition of two numbers plus the value of the carry from the previous 
computation. In the same way the “subtract with borrow” instruction 
subtracts two words and a borrow which may have resulted from a 
previous subtract operation. The negative operation represents the 2’s 
complement of a number.

Logical and Bit Manipulation Instructions '
Logical instructions perform binary operations on bits stored in 
registers. These instructions manipulate individual bits or a group of 
bits that represent binary coded information. These logical instructions 
consider each bit of the operand separately and treat it as a boolean 
variable. These instructions can be used to set, clear and export 
specific groups of bits and perform many other" operations. Typical 
logical and bit manipulation instructions are listed in Table 7.
The clear instruction sets all the bits to 0. The complement instruction 
produces I’s complement of the number changing the 1 bit into 0 or 
0 into 1 bit.

NOTES

Table 7: Typical Logical and Bit Manipulation Instructions

MnemonicsName

CLRClear

COMComplement
i,

ANDAND

OROR

Exclusive OR XOR

Clear Carry 

Set Cany

CLRC

SETC

COMCComplement Cany

Enable Interrupt El
t*

Disable Interrupt DI

The AND, OR and XOR operation produce the corresponding logical 
operations on individual bits of the operands. There are three bit 
manipulation operations possible
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GIsRCJ^—SetitheJcarry.ibitetocOL'b jiimi'jsfa ‘if) vicnid Jnioq gaiJ.Rofi
.ejfib npiepgiq• SETC—Set the carry bit to 1

. COMC-2iC@ertr^nt pHemdJhfi lo noiiov./ST
jroiJateqo ariJ ^»fT^o^3.''o enj .wisrbfii ol eaboo nonibnoo odj lo i-.vtBn 
T^e^^three,logical ;insJ^ctions.'are(UsualIyj.applied,;tojdoJ^t that. A nip-.j|
flppiUiat control8;the interfupt/acili^^and iSieither,^enabled-.pr disabled^; 
byimeansc^pf l?itjmanip,ulationn,nstructipns.;pi3jjbno3 sdJ et/rff ..sviJasoo 

- o3 bsen p.i qon-qifi ’{nfio .leiasqs A .anoiSou-rtanf oaodJ 1u Jtorr
bb.G aorjotnjgqt edT ..nobfi'seqo ne nwifl' '.^e? 

Shift'iinstmctions'tare msedito'JBhiftithelcontentsi'ofoarnoperahd.MThes'et 
. iristnictibiis'm6ve^the?bits*i‘ofjai-w6rd''either ihTthe deft fdirectibn’fori-in? 

the'^nght‘'directi6n?'Th'fe bits'sHifte'd in'at’tKe 'end’df tlie'wordMetenfiine's''^
ttfe ■t5^e“'-’6f^shift'‘useB?^Th'ere‘^are''‘th!ree^'^e^'6f^s'Kift'^operation8p''’'®^‘? '

.ledcnon a lo jnornslqmoo

NOTES'

(t)„ Logical Shift 
(«) Circular Shiftoi^Oirrt^i'l iiS. bn»

iTi (iii)<’Arithmetic'Shift.'Btsqo vin/iid /inoTmq afioitrJUTiJeni lEoiaoJ
Iiim‘?r^c5^e"th^e^sh'irifeSi^"l34^^'t:ff‘th"e^righi;-‘5^^^ 
r"el>«ntS"£ll4"tj^icTl?toi^^^^^ Jno3e3q9i-JariJ a.iid
atiaiODO E aa 3i j».au bop ylsjaitiqye jAtiBioqo 3nj lo Jid ripBO lobianoo 
Tl^?q).?gi£?Ai®Wtii3^?ertSca 0<tojthe end^bjt,position,i.Theaend .Rpsitipn 
is, the^i'left^mpst, bit |or,shift right; and (the (right rmost; bit ppsjrion for,.the > 
shift left.jjtjfi'l' pi bsjgil sin enorioi/^jaai noiinluqinBm jid bnu leuigo! »

/

fiOtiJou'Tjani inaiHslqcTabU'STTypiMl ShiftqnstrucHoris norismJ&ni ^pb sriT 
10 0 o3fH Jid f a'X .eooilboiq 

Jid i ojni 0Name Mnemonics

enoil: ■nXLogital'Siua'^Le^^

rLogicalSHift'RigHt

I sHLXT T

irSHBnmo*.
Arithmetic Shift Left 

Kdj

ArithmetiCjShift Right 

Roiate Le%i 

Rotate Right

Rotate Left-Through Carry 

Rotate Wgh?ThrougH Carry

SHLA 
'wir.-jl )

I., „ SHRA

RORO

)
k

}IO oyi.ROLC 

'^^"'^RORC-4

v-n«0 ^*>8 j
The-arithmetic shift considers the sign bit of the number. Arithmetic 

■ shift ^left operation multiply a number ■by’'2"wKile anthmetic shift 
right operation divides a -number by two,arithmetic shift right 
instruction must preserve the sign bit in the left most' position. The 
sign bit is shifted to the nght togethey'wttf^tH^'^rest of the number, 
but the sign bit itself remains unchanged. •
Isoigol g/wofio<383itw3 ad? eouboiq jioijcipqp ilOX bne HO ,QUA oriT 
The ,rotateoinstruction8,|pr6duces.,a4circular, 8hift.f.Bits; shifted„out,at,
one end of the word are not lost as in .a/logical-shift. but,are .circulated.

■I -•
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back into the other end. The rotate through carry instruction treats a 
ca^' bit as an extension of the re^ster whose word is'being rotated. 
So a rotate.left through carry instruction transfers thjB carry bit into 
the-right most bit position, of .the register, transfer, the left most bit 
position into the carry and at the same time shifts the entire register 
to the left.

CPU Organisation

NOTES

Instruction set architects provide the various-shift,instructions for a 
number of different reasons. For example, for e^racting fields from the 
\yords and for.extendingithe precision-of integers. -In,chapter 2 we have 
already discuss^ shift, instructions in detail.'j, , ^ '

rjrh ij/f .

JUi.'.' i--1 u

11,

Program Control Instructions,

Instructions are .always stored in consecutive memory locations or 
executed in serial manner.-An iftstruction is fetched from the memory 
and executed. 'When instriiction is fetched frdrri memory’every time the 

-value of the program counter, is incremented. After executing the 
instructions control again returns to .the fetch cycle,with the program 
counter, containing the address, of the next instruction that have to 
fetch from the memory. This process continues until .an HALT instruction 
is encountered.
A program control type instruction change the default execution 
sequence of the program! These instructions change the address value 
in the_ program counter and,cause_the flow of control to be altered. 
Program control instructions specify conditions .for altering the 
content of the program counter, while data transfer and manipulation 
instructions specify cbiiditiohs for data processing operations. Change 
in the' value of the program counter causes a'break in the sequence 
of instruction execution. Some typical program control instructions 
are listed in Table 9'.

ll. -» ■• i *-

■ V j
i'

t.

Table 9: Typical Program Control Instructions
/ •A',■ ^

? ‘
• MnemohicsName

■ ■ , f

BR
fIBranch

' V •>

JMPJump
• . • F-

: 'SKP ■■■- ■Skip- • ■ . J
1

Call CALL
t i ' ' V J' J• K

RET,. ; .^Return.Am - J S'

[m *'• i i 'Compare ' CMP
.. i-; ii ' ' 'll }

.r:TST n ITest •j -If

i

Branch and Jump instructions when executed causes a transfer of the 
value of an address in the program counter. Since the program; counter

I,

I
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contains the value of the next instruction’s address that is to be executed, 
the next instruction come from the address specified by the branch 
instruction. Branch or Jump instruction’s may by conditionally or 
unconditionally. An imconditional branch change the value of program 
coimter without specifying any condition.
If it is conditional, when the given condition is met, the program counter 
is loaded with the branch address and the next instruction is taken from 
this address. If the condition is false, the program counter is not changed 
and the next instruction is taken from the next location in sequence. The 
branch and jump instructions are used inter-changeably to mean the same 
thing, but sometimes they are used to denote different addressing modes.
SKIP does not need an address field. It skips the next instruction in 
sequence. This is done by incrementing the program counter during 
the execute phase in addition to its being incremented during the fetch 
phase. It can be conditional or unconditional.
The call and return instruction’s are used in conjunction with 
subroutines. It is discussed in later sections. The compare instruction 
performs a subtraction between two operands. Certain status bit 
condition’s are set as a result of the operation. Now we discuss these 
status bits.

Computer Organisation 
and Architecture

NOTES

STATUS BIT CONDITIONS
It is convenient to supplement the ALU circuit in the CPU with a status 
register where status bit condition can be stored for further analysis. 
Status bits are also called condition-code bits or flag bits. Fig. 15 shows 
the block diagram of an 8-bit ALU with a 4-bit status register. The four 
status bits are symbolized by C, S, Z and V. The bits are set or cleared 
as a result of an operation performed in the ALU.

1. Bit C (Carry) is set to 1 if the end carry Cg is 1. It is cleared 
to 0 if the carry is 0.

2. Bit S (Sign) is set 1 if the highest order bit is 1. It is set to 
0 if the bit is 0.

3. Bit Z (Zero) is set to 1 if the output of the ALU contains all O’s. 
It is cleared to 0 otherwise. In other words, Z = 1 if the output 
is zero and Z = 0 if the output is not zero.

4. Bit V (overflow) is set to 1 if the exclusive-OR of the last two 
carries is equal to 1, and cleared to 0 otherwise. This is the 
condition for an overflow when negative numbers are in 2’s 
complement. For the 8-bit ALU, V = 1 if the output is greater 
than +127 or less than -128.
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h Check for Zero Output

✓ 8

Output F

Fig. 15: Status register bits

The status bits can be checked after an ALU operation to determine 
certain relationships that exist between the values of A and B.
If bit V is set after the addition of two signed numbers, it indicates an 
overflow condition. If Z is set after an exclusive - OR operation, it 
indicates that A = B. This is so because x © x = 0, and the exclusive - OR 
of two equal operands gives an all O’s result which set the Z-bit.
A single bit in A can be checked to determine if it is 0 or 1 by masking 
all bits except the bit in question and then check the Z status bit.
For example.
Let
where x is the bit to be checked. The AND operation of A with B 
= 00010000 produces a result 000 x 0000.
If X = 0, the Z-status bit is set.
If X = 1, the Z-bit is cleared since the result is not zero.

A = 101 X 11 00.

SUBROUTINE CALL AND RETURN
A subroutine is a self-contained sequence of instructions that performs a 
given computational task.
In another way “A subroutine is a group of instructions written 
separately from the main program to perform a function that occurs 
repeatedly in the main program.” For example, if a time delay is required 
between three successive events, three delays can be written in the 
main program. Tb avoid the repetition of the same delay instruction, 
the subroutine technique is used. Delay instructions are written once, 
separately from the main program, and are called by the main program 
when needed.

\
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During the execution of a program, a subroutine may be called to 
perform its function many times at various points in the main program. 
Each time a subroutine is called, a branch is executed to the beginning 
of the subroutine to start executing its set of instructions. After the 
subroutine has been executed, a branch is made back to the main 
program.
The instruction that transfers program control to a subroutine is known 
by different names. The most common names used are call subroutine, 
jump to subroutine, branch to subroutine, or branch and save address. 
A call subroutine instruction consists of an operation code together 
with an address that specifies the beginning of the subroutine. The 
instruction is executed by performing two operations:

1. The address of the next instruction available in the program 
counter is stored in a temporary location so the subroutine 
knows where to return.

2. Control is transferred to the beginning of the subroutine.
The last instruction of every subroutine, commonly called return from 
subroutine, transfer the return address from the temporary location 
into the program counter. Transfer of program control to the instruction 
whose address was originally stored in the temporary location. 
Different computers use a different temporary location for storing 
the return address. Some store the return address in the first 
memory location of the subroutine, some store it in . a fixed location 
in memory some store it in a processor register and some store it in 
a memory stack. The advantage of a stack for the return address is 
that when a succession of subroutines is called, the sequential return 
addresses can be pushed into the stack. The return from subroutine 
instruction causes the stack to pop and the contents of the top of 
the stack are transferred to the program counter. A subroutine call 
is implemented with the following microoperations:

Decrement stack pointer.
Push content of PC onto the stack.

NOTES

SP SP - 1 

M [SP] <- PC 

PC effective address Transfer control to the subroutine.
The instruction that returns from the last subroutine is implemented 
by the following microoperations;

Pop stack and transfer to PC.
Increment stack pointer.

By using a subroutine stack, all return addresses are automatically 
stored by the hardware in one unit.
A recursive subroutine is a subroutine that calls itself. If only one 
register or memory location is used to store the return address, and 
the recursive subroutine calls itself, it destroys the previous return 
address. When a stack is used, each return address can be pushed into 
the stack without destroying any previous values. This solves the

PR <- M [SP] 
SP <- SP + 1
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• problem, of recursive subroutines because,the next,subroutine to .exit is (i'fl-i'i'y-i ajt} it’ nii'yiiyt'i, yiituui;-i'u ufu unn HUKj'i u->£*eiuvj

always the last .subroutine that was called, 
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p-TKei program’interruptds'used! torhandle^a'Variety'Of'problems^tliat^anse! 
kouttof,normali:i3rogramisequence.oPrpgraiiTi dnternipt’refers^toithe'transfer, 
Icofi program control fromva' fc'urreritly. running-lprogram toianotherJ'seridce' 
loprogram :asf'a re'sult loTiVanrexte’rnal ;;or internaligenerateddrequest't'-The, 
sitransferjcohtroHfromdthe"cuiTerit pr6^am>tb5a'nothert'pro^a^m'»is'called; 
b-an;'ihtemipf routine'.''na 0^ oi bonelenGil nodJ at iqoitoini •teln^jinaq

• bThe‘3interfupf'*routine^actually'^''irerfdrm8'^tasks'^^uch^'aV''ihitiating^an 
b input?6utput5bperation®or^r'es^ondihg''to ban effof^ encounter^J'^b’y^^thej

I/O device. Control returns to the original program^after^a-service; 
program is executed. - ■
The interrupt procedure is similar to subrouBneV^alP^^cept®^^^

1. The interrupt is usuallyjlihitiatedlby'rah'''ihternal'b'r'^ e'xternal 
signal rather than from an execution:of|an instructi&nr

2. The address of the interrupt servic^jprpgramrjis.^determined by-
the hardware rather than from the address., field of an>. , .&iqtm93ai e'liiwJloo .oinstruction. : • - .

• ufrhoJioora r..O't riir,-:! lotrrr^iaT lamatxll, -An interrupt procedure stores all the information necessary to
eaufcj ‘'"''(iefine the state of the CPU rather^than storing only the PC. 
9orv».b U\1 ,GJsb1o intan.'i'<3 5tnxi?.9jjp3-i eow^n 0\j ^-ib ejqpiiajni lonjoJxo . , 

After a program has been interrupted and.,interrupt, routme.ibeen/.0-iujn;t -'navy nii iO yiiii.. u-aq/.iS li i
executed, the CPU must return to exactly^the..^same.state.jthat.it,was 
when the interrupt occur. The.state ofthe CPU at the end of the execute,t; O^fU U'is-/ 0[iJ 'Jjyi4uiu^ vixj ts jj f

^cycle is determine from: -.2921100 oswoq stdlod .osaiirifa v/ol srii ni
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iBnosJnr naov/^sd WQOio'flfb oHT
fjThe j:ollection aofgall-jstatus ^bit^-coiiditionsjjin the^^CPUa isj sometimes: 

called a program.jStotuSjjword-oPtPSWi UsaJi moTgo-rq adi v.d
It includesrthe-statusibits.from the last,ALUtoperation and it specifies 
the ,interrupts4that,.are .allowed, to occur and .whether^the-CPU tis;Yu .W >^*.v iv ^ 4. . I O..V 4.JI I

^o^erating 4n^that^superyisor.jOrjjUser.mode. jMany.,computersihav.ej a: 
^resident operajingjSystom^tha^t|Contools and supen^i^^all other.programsj 
,.in the computer, l^en.the CPU. isjexecuting,a .program .that._is parLof; 
the operating system, it is said to be in^supemsor or systemj.inpde. 
The CPU,is normally in theiuser mode when .executing, user, programs.

• The mode .that the CPU is operating at any given .time js-determined, 
’ from special status bjt^in^the^^^W^, Uqg „ j

The hardware procedure for processing an interrupt is very similar to; 
the execution of a subroutine call instruction. The state of the CPU isl
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pushed into a memory stack and the beginning address of the service 
routine is transferred to the program counter. The beginning address 
of the service routine is transferred to the program counter. The 
beginning address of the service routine is determined by the hardware 
rather than the address field of an instruction.
The CPU- does not respond to an interrupt until the end of an 
instruction execution. Just before going to the next fetch phase, control 
checks for any interrupt signals. If an interrupt is pending, control 
goes to a hardware interrupt cycle. During this cycle, the contents of 
PC and PSW are pushed onto the stack. The branch address for the 
particular interrupt is then transferred to PC and a new PSW is loaded 
into the status register. The service program can now be executed 
starting from the batch address and having a CPU mode as specified 
in the new PSW.

NOTES

types of Interrupts
There are three major types of interrupts:

1. External Interrupts
2. Internal Interrupts
3. Software Interrupts.

External Interrupts comes from I/O devices, from a circuit monitoring 
the power supply, or from any other external source, e.g., that cause 
external interrupts are I/O device requesting transfer of data, I/O device 
finished transfer of data, elapsed time of an event or power failure. 
Power failure interrupt may have as ite service routine a program that 
transfers the complete state of the CPU into a nondestructive memory 
in the few millisec. before power ceases.
Internal Interrupts arise from illegal or erroneous use of an instruction 
or data. Examples of interrupts caused by internal error conditions are 
register overflow, attempt to divide by zero, an invalid operation code, 
stack overflow and protection violation.
The difference between internal and external interrupts is that the 
internal interrupts is initiated by some exceptional condition caused 
by the program itself rather than by an external event.
External and Internal Interrupts are initiated from signals that occur 
in the hardware of the CPU. A software interrupt is initiated by 
executing an instruction. Software interrupt is a special call instruction 
that behaves like an interrupt rather than a subroutine cell. It can be 
used by the programmer to initiate an interrupt procedure at any 
desired point in the program.
The most common use of software interrupt is associated with a 
supervisor call instruction. This instruction provides means for switching 
from a CPU user mode to the supervisor mode.
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Example 1. A two word instruction is stored in memory at an address 
designated by C. The address field is stored at address C + 2 and is 
designated by the symbol A. The operand that is used during the execution 
of the instruction is stored at the address B. Value of index register is X. 
Explain how B is calculated from the other addresses if the addressing 
mode of the instruction is:

(i) Direct
(ii) Indirect 

(Hi) Relative 

(iv) Indexed.
Solution. Instruction is of two words, that are designated by the address 
C and C + 1. The operand is present at the address B. It means B is the 
effective address.

NOTES

EA = (B)
Index register is containing value X.

IR = X.
PC = C Program Counter

Instruction format can be represented as

Main MemoryInstruction

C OPOP D

A ■C + 1OP = OP Code 
D = Address

B Operand

(i) Direct addressing mode
The address that is part of the instruction is the effective address.

EA = ASo

Main Memory-Instruction

AOP

Operand♦
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(ii) Indirect addressing mode
Address field of the instruction refers’ to the'addfess ofa word'in 
memory which contains the address'of the Operand.' '

\ ' . I M .

_>ii. ',0 
• ' •j'cr;-.’.

f ‘

' i'. V* .I

NOTES
• r \ •. V 1 «. t i,

*, \
OP’ uv‘. ;i rs-.'S*.*XJ \

Address-► A* . V

' • 1

Is IAddress , rOperand

0 V . •• 0 ;>

• f

J ,t
■}

Main Memory
j

«
(Hi) Relative addressing mode-.

Effective address = Address field of the instruction
; + Contents of program counter register

■/ -n'-.'J.0‘‘ ,

. \

:j> U!.'■n “J.'il-J ; Lr
OP Address

r ,

I
.j

♦(+)-----► Address EA OperandPG
I

i

PC = C + 2
'i

Main Memory

EA = C + 2.-+.A.^
Value of program counter is incremented in decode phase. So value .of 
PCisC + 2. ■ ' ■ ■ ' ■■■'

(iv) Indexed addressing modes
Effective address •= Address field- of the instruction

^ _ Contents of indexed register 

IR =‘X 

EA =:x + A

So vCl ::v‘'* »

i

So

t
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'j •• ' -.r.-'. ‘

• k '

. Main Memory;.-' c. -t •

OP. A J'.fl - J..) :
.• ■ 

■n '.'.'.i \ . ;. 

<t)—'•''■•-»^.xVa

1

NOTES
• 1............ T

IR
' Operand 'tX

: '<• I- s •

tv' yrliti-./.d •.. o.

;r,: V . t A; 

ri • lOD;
lY^: V -r ^-Ji - ^ [r: j;'
I’’, y'^ \ :X'i i'/. ’ “y r /. x

Example 2. Convert the following numerical arithmetic'expression into \ 
reverse polish notation and show the stack operations for evaluating'the '

•\r
■ >x

r' 1 e : yj

if

e

O'-. ; .o.r.A I■ I,numerical result of:
h ,>

(5 ■¥ 2) [3 4 (9 + 2)1
Solution. Expression is (5 + 2) [3 + 4 (9 +'2)]

*1 .
First of all we convert this expression into reverse polish notation , 
scanning from left to right '' ' ^ -

I■ :tf ^ .

. y- -

52 + [3 + 4/>' (92 +)] I
'u';'-'.v-'i!,,-', ■

":y O ’
I 'j_ •'

C'l/.

- -\ .
52 + [3 + 92 + 4 *] il-l 1'.
52 + [92 + 4 * 3 +-;]• - * .s\

52 + [92 + 4 * 3 ■■ ■ ;•/.

Now stack is used to evaluate this expression:
^ yrY

H ^Scan the expression from left to right. a
•' r .1 '

■ 1^.'... J . J V i.

Expression \- Stack ::r;.,
i

vj-^ sy' hr •
-'.CO 'ji./:.' r

-1
■ •). J-rA-^nf ■ SO'T;.' :

: ’>-.0 .'-.'.ft

■' <■.'''''J , jj-
,• 1, ,n -ii:-

.'■rKg-u.. 5 -,(• (
2 --f, .

7
7, 9 .

7,‘9, 2 

7, 11 
7,'-11, 4 
7,44

7, 44, 3 •

7, 47 .

t' t

7 ■
> Ty .

' 2
I,v -• ]A J

+•
■'4 -f. . r

-3
' I "t ■

J
I . N

329*
n-.

) 329
I' / r, >

When operand i^ encountered push it onto the stack whenever an 
operator is encountered pop the. two elements from the stack perform 
the operation and place the result on the top of the stack.

J
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So final result is 329.
Example 3. Write a program to evaluate the arithmetic statement:

X = (A - B) -i- (C + D * £)
(t) Three address instruction format 

(it) Two address instruction format 
(Hi) One address instruction format 
(iv) Using a stack machine.

Solution, (i) Three address instruction fomaat:
SUB X, A, B M [X] <- M [A] - M [B]
MUL Y, D, E M [Y] M [CD] * M [E]
ADD T, C, Y M [T] <- M [C] + M [Y]
DIV X, X, T M [X] ^ M [X] / M [T]

(ii) Two address instruction format:
It reduces the space requirement.

MOV X, A
SUB Y, B
MOV T, D
MUL T, E
ADD T, C
DIV X, T

NOTES

(Hi) One address instruction format; 
LOAD D 
MUL E 
ADD C 
STORE Y 
LOAD A 
SUB B

AC •«- M [D]
AC AC * M [E]
AC AC + M [C]
M [Y] AC 
AC M [A]
AC ^ AC - M [B]
AC <- AC/M [Y]
M [X] AC

(iv) Using a stack machine: In stack computers insertion and deletion 
operation use one address instruction format. And arithmetic operations 
use zero address instruction formats.

DIV Y
STORE X

PUSH
PUSH

A TOS <- M [A]
TOS <- M [B]
TOS <- M [A] - M [B]
TOS <- M [D]
TOS t- M [E]
TOS M [D] M [E]
TOS M [C]
TOS <- M [D] * M [E] + M [C]

B
SUB
PUSH
PUSH
MUL
DUSH
ADD

D
E

C

M [A] - M [B]DIV TOS ■«-
M [D] * M [E] + M [C]

POP X M (x) TOS
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CPU OrganisationExample 4. How many memory reference are required in each case, 
(i) Indirect addressing mode 

iii) Direct addressing mode 

(Hi) A branch type.
Solution, (i) In indirect addressing mode we have to perform the 
followings:

NOTES

(а) Fetch the instruction from memory - 1 memory reference.
(б) Fetch the effective address - 1 Memory reference.
(c) Fetch the operand - 1 memory reference.

So total we need three memory reference.
(ii) Direct addressing mode:

(а) Fetch the instruction from memory -1 memory reference.
(б) Fetch the operand using the address that is present in the 

instruction -1 memory reference.
So total we need two memory reference.

(iii) In a branch type:
(a) First fetch the instruction - 1 memory reference.
(i>) Then fetch the effective address and transfer to PC - 1 

memory reference.
So we need two memory references.

Example 5. Convert the following arithmetic expression into reverse 
polish notation:

A + (B* C - (D/E t F)* G)* H.

Solution. Index notation A + (B * C - (D/E T F) * G) * H.

o A + (B * C - (D / E F T) G) * H

=> A + ((B * C) - ( D E F t / * G)) * H 

=>A+((B*C)-(DEFT/G*))*H 

A + ((BC *) - (D E F t / G *)) * H 

^A+(BC*DEFT/G*-)*H 

=>A+(BC*DEFt/G*-H*) 

=i.ABC*DEFt/G*-H=^ +
So the equivalent postfix notation is

ABC*DEF't/G*-H* + Ans.

Example 6. A computer has 32 bits instructions and 12 bits addresses 
if there are 250 two address instructions, how many one address 
instructions can be there?
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Solution. A two' address instruction' forin'at 'can be represent''ed'"as''
'•i'r.v ; . 1> I.

OP Code Address . Address 2 .

32 bits f.

'• NOTES '-ni n-ic't'fsy uj
Address field is of 12 bits so the instruction format can be represented 

; .

. Vl:-i •- •U' \ .I . . e

as
.,; uoii Cl!.;: 1.

-:72 bits. H-----  8bits;.r-T-+ 12 bits'” »h

‘32 bits.• OP Code . , ■Address2- ■' "Address'l

.•••• 'c'-t t.':; r r ! •t.

with 12 bits address field total combinations of. instructions is 2^^ = 
4096.

V'• So Total'possible instructions ='4096.'''
Iwo address ‘instructions' = 250.* : - ■■nc °ri i r‘- "'■■'Ii -'.r,''." .T f'l’r

So possible combinations for one address instructions is 4096 - 250 =

!
y-c -■■'i r. u: V.

. -,(1—' ? —r -12

one address instruction, .
* V ■

i',: ■. . f

OP Code . Address 1. .T ;> ,':n 4* >U.' I'.'i

Therefore maximum number of one address instruction
v; ■ ■ . ■ I ■

8x2^^ Ans.
»• • '• » : Vr

. M. r
.' \I

i .

:i ■ - 'Vi \

H {f"' - j > 1

/•. . . .S.' •[

a ■ • t

a ■ :■
*■ ;

Y
t

f: > e ■*V t *

• \. : q I'p t !-<z c;rrill : .'■.'ll "r

/ ■ a A• / -#•

<■- 3. ,.c' "■.■.'.i' ‘.

l'.- -.Vf.''.'.' •■.-T'' ‘‘

'r'yAify

•1 ;< • I * . .* n
1
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-4 .

: -.n- 'What’is iriternipt* and interrupt c'ohtrbllerf'Explain (different types of interrupt.
4

/•)- T/;1

*
t> As. ,i .f<•

. J.'. I 
./A:

lA\i( - k > i./. -
<

k. V < • '

*
A *i' {. •ik' j • <1‘‘j* s'

\s •.

•hr. '■
Ir.AJ'T^r . •;■ i:** 'i • », •

'. > / ? Tr' t'.j >-'■•

jl.' *.Ml •J< , t *

--• -^r).r4 <• r, M *I1

J •

*T" f
I'i -T i ••• . r'J..

"ij- ,M ' ., i .r.,'V U :r • Ki l

. !
r.<

‘••4

2. .How stack.data structure is used to implement subroutine call and return?
! ’ i*t : t *: . • ’ ; ' f

fi. hr: u' ...■;1 ‘il'. t; •*
■. r ^>1 ♦

f : .> kM e .

1
•. ■■(.. !• ' • <

r.

1, ■

I '.it- ‘ 4' *.t ': ♦ • £ i* *t' . <' i X- i J

■i; i'-.'f 'J ' * • k • <*<t

t 1;/ ■ .-r ....I * <.V .'i
n.'r' (<• f r .f

Wa.' r. 1 «•f-MT } ' .• L' 1

; 'Or' r^no; 'o *. * t*« •
, .f I' (V {

\t' ’.0 71*1 J r, i fr.1 • t-J

1 < >
t

* ' .C O* . ' V
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• A stack is a last in first out list in which items that are inserted 
last are deleted first.

• A stack can be implemented in random access memory attached 
to a CPU.

• The postfix notation referred to as Reverse Polish Notation 
(RPN) places the operator after the operands like AB+.

• Accumulator organisation of a computer supports one address 
or zero address instructions.

• Instruction format is the function of the control unit within the 
CPU to interpret each instruction code and provide the 
necessary control functions needed to process the instruction.

• Computers with three address instruction formats use three 
address field in each instruction.

• Two address instructions are the most common in commercial 
computers.

• One address instructions use an implied accumulator (AC) 
register for all data manipulation.

• Addressing modes define a rule or a way by which the value of 
the operand is referenced or we reach where the value of 
operand is present.

• The Program Counter (PC) keeps tracks of the instructions in 
the program stored in memory.

• The effective address is the address of the operand when the 
operand is actually stored.

• The advantage of immediate addressing is that no memory 
reference other than the instruction fetch is required to obtain 
the value of the operand.

• Register indirect addressing is similar to indirect addressing. 
In this case address field refers to a register and in indirect 
addressing address fields refer to a memory location.

• Data transfer instructions move the data from one location to 
another location in computer without changing the contents.

• Data manipulation instructions perform operations on data and 
provide the computational capabilities for the computer.

• Shift instructions are used to shift the.contents of an operand. 
These instructions move the bits of a word either in the left 
direction or in the right direction.

• A program control type instruction change the default 
execution sequence of the program.

• A subroutine is a self-contained sequence of instructions that 
performs a given computational task.

NOTES
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CPU Organisation• The program interrupt is used to handle a variety of problems 
that arise out of .normal program sequence.

SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS NOTES

1. What are the different types of instruction? Is there any impact of 
addressing modes in instruction set design of a machine?

2. Explain different types of addressing modes in detail. What must be the 
■ address field of an indexed addressing mode instruction to make it the
same as a register indirect mode instruction?

3. Give examples of external interrupts and five examples of internal 
interrupts. What is the difference between a software interrupt and a 
subroutine call?

4. An instruction is stored at location 400 with its address field at location 
401. The address field has the value 500. A processor register contains 
the value 200. Evaluate the effective address if the addressing mode of 
the instruction is

(a) Direct 
(c) Relative 
(e) Indexed.

(b) Immediate 
id) Register indirect

Value in index register is 200.
5. A computer has 16 bits instructions and 6 bit addresses if there are 60 

two address instructions, how many one address instructions can be 
there.

6. If the memory unit of a computer has 256 K words of 32 bits each the 
computer has an instruction format with four fields an operation code 
(opcode). A field to specify one of 8 addressing modes, a register field to 
specify one of 64 registers and a memory address field. Specify the 
instruction format and the number of bits in each field if the instruction 
is one memory word.

■ 7. Convert the following infix expressions into equivalent reverse polish 
notation:

(6) ((A + B) / D) t ((E - F) G)(a) (A - B) / (D + E) F) 

A * [B + C * (D + E)]
(c) F*(G + H)

8. Convert the following arithmetic expressions from reverse polish notation 
to infix notation:

(a) ABD + ’'E/FGHK/ + *-(6)AB-DE/*
(c) ABDt + EF-/G +

9. Convert the following numerical arithmetic expression into reverse polish 
notation and show the stack operations for evaluating the numerical 
result:

(12 / (7 - 3) + 2 * (1 + 5).
10. Perform the logic AND, OR and XOR with the two binary strings 10011001 

and 10101010.
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CHAPTER 3 PIPELINING AND
PARALLEL PROCESSINGNOTES .

. ★ STRUCTURE ★

□ Introduction

□ Parallel Processing

□ Pipelining

□ RISC and CISC Architecture

INTRODUCTION
Early computer systems were single user system. At a time only one 
program was executed by the ALU of the central processing unit. All 
the resoxirces were assigned to that program only. There was a large 
difference between the speed of the CPU and the speed of the I/O 
devices and memory. In this single program environment CPU became 
idle for a long time that degrades the performance of CPU. The utilisation 
of CPU was very less and throughput was not upto the expectation. 
This gives the concept of parallel processing and multiprogramming. 
When one process is busy with the I/O devices, CPU can be assigned to 
another process. This increases the utilisation of CPU and performance 
of the computer system.
In this chapter we discuss the trends towards parallel processing. Flynn’s 
gave the classification of computers on the concept of parallel processing. 
Pipelining is a technique based on parallel processing that decompose 
a sequential process into subprocesses. We will discuss the concept of 
pipelining and types of pipelining in detail. In the last section we will 
discuss about RISC and CISC architecture.

PARALLEL PROCESSING
Parallel processing implies simultaneous processing of information. It 
is used to provide simultaneous data processing tasks for the purpose 
of increasing the computational speed of a computer system. In case of 
sequential processing each instruction is processed in a sequential 
manner. At a time only one task is performed. A parallel processing 
system is able to perform concurrent data processing to achieve faster 
execution time. In parallel processing when an instruction is executed
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by the CPU, the next instruction can be read from memory. The system 
may have two or more ALUs and be able to execute two or more 
instructions at the same time. The system may have two or more 
processors that can operate concurrently. The purpose of parallel 
processing is to speed up the computer processing capability and increase 
its throughput, that is, the amount of processing that can be accomplished 
during a given interval of time. The amount of hardware increases with 
parallel processing thus the cost of the system increases.
Parallel processing can be viewed from various levels of complexity. At 
the lowest level, we distinguish between serial and parallel operations 
by the type of registers. Register with serial load (shift registers) operate 
in serial fashion one bit at a time while registers with parallel load 
operate with all the bits of the word simultaneously. Parallel processing 
can be achieved by:

(i) Multiplicity of functional units.
(ii) Parallelism and pipelining within the CPU.

(Hi) Overlapped CPU and I/O operations.
(iv) Use of hierarchical memory system.
(u) Balancing of subsystem bandwidths.

(ui) Multiprogramming and time sharing.
The early computers had only one arithmetic and logic units in its CPU. 
Furthermore the ALU could only perform one function at a time. In 
practice many of the functions of the ALU can be distributed to multiple 
and specialized functional units which can operate in parallel. For 
example, CDC-6600 computer has 10 functional units built into the CPU 
that is shown in Fig. 1.

NOTES

Peripheral
processors

10 Add
functional

units
Multiply
Multiply
Divide

Fixed add
12 Increment24Central

storagePeripheral
channels

Registers * ** Increment
Boolean

Shrft
BranchIInstrucbon

stack
Score board |

Fig. 1: System architecture of CDC-6600 computer

I/O operations can be performed simultaneously with the CPU 
computations by using separate I/O controllers, channels and I/O 
processors. The direct memory access (DMA) channel can be used to 
provide direct information transfer between the I/O devices, and the 
main memory. Various phases of instruction executions are now 
pipelined, including instruction fetch, decode, operand fetch, arithmetic
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logic execution and store result. The speed gap between the CPU and 
the main memory can be closed up by using fast cache memory between 
them. The cache should have an access time that is equal to the access 
time of processor. Input-output channels with different speeds can be 
used between the slow I/O devices and the main memory. These I/O 
channels perform buffering and multiplexing functions to transfer the 
data from multiple disks into main memory. Multiprogramming and 
time sharing are software approaches to achieve concurrency in a 
uniprocessor system. We can mix the execution of various types of 
programs in the computer to balance bandwidths among the various 
functional units. Multiprogramming on a uniprocessor is centered 
around the sharing of the CPU by many programs. Parallel computers 
are those systems that emphasize parallel processing. We divide parallel 
computers into three architectural configurations.

(а) Pipeline computers
(б) Array processors
(c) Multiprocessor system.

Computer Organisation 
and Architecture

NOTES

PIPELINING
Early computers executed instructions in a very straight forward 
fashion. The processor fetched an instruction from memory, decoded it 
to determine what operation is performed, read the instruction’s inputs 
from the register file, performed the computation required by the 
instruction and wrote the result back into the register file. Each 
instruction was completely finished before execution of the next one 
began. The problem with this approach is that the hardware needed to 
perform each of these steps is different. So most of the hardware is idle 
at any given moment, waiting for the other parts of the processor to 
complete their part of executing ah instruction.
Pipelining is a technique for overlapping the execution of several 
instructions to reduce the execution time of a set of instructions. Each 
instruction takes the same amount of time to execute in a pipelined 
processor as it would in a non-pipelined processor but the rate at which 
instructions can be executed is increased by overlapping instruction 
execution. Pipelining is a technique of decomposing a sequential process 
into suboperations, with each subprocess is assigned to a dedicated 
segment that operates concurrently with all other segments. A pipeline 
can be described as a collection of processing-segments through which 
binary information flows. Each segment performs its processing 
according to the subtask that is assigned. The result obtained from the 
computation in each segment is transferred to the next segment in the 
pipeline. The final result is obtained after the data have passed through 
all the segments. Segments are also called as stages. It is the 
characteristics of the pipelines that several computations can be in 
progress in distinct-segments at the same time. The overlapping of
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computation is made possible by associating a register with each segment 
in the pipeline. The registers provide isolation between each segment 
so that each can operate on distinct data simultaneously. Basic structure 
of pipeline is depicted in Fig. 2.

Pipelining and 
Parallel Processing

NOTESClock

I 1
Input

Si S3Ri S2 * R3♦ ♦

Fig. 2: Three segment pipeline

Any operation that can be decomposed into a sequence of suboperations 
of about the same complexity can be implemented by a pipeline 
processor. The operands pass throi^h all the three segments in a fixed 
sequence. The segments are separated through the registers that hold 
the intermediate results between the stages. Information flows between 
adjacent stages xmder the control of a common clock applied to all the 
registers simultaneously.
Normally the process of executing an instruction in a digital computer 
involves four major steps.

(i) Instruction Fetch (IF) 

iii) Instruction Decoding (ID)
{Hi) Operand Fetch (OF)
(iv) Execute the instruction (EX).

In a non-pipelined computer, these four steps must be completed before 
the next instruction can be issued. Fig. 3 shows the space-time diagram 
for a non-pipelined processor.

f Stages

O/P O/P O/P
EX

I '2 I31

OF '2 I3I 1

I2 I3ID I 1

/IF I3'1 h
> Time ;2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 121

Fig. 3: Space-time diagram for non-pipeline system

For the non-pipelined computer, it takes four pipeline cycles to complete 
one instruction. Space-time diagram for a pipelined computer is depicted 
in Fig. 4. It is clear that once a pipeline is filled up, an output result 
is produced from the pipeline on each cycle. 'Hie instruction cycle has 
been effectively reduced to one fotirth of the original cycle time by such 
overlapped instructions.''
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Stages

O/P OIP 0(P OfP OJP
EX -►

I uk I3 '51

NOTES
OF I I2 •3 I4 I51

-►
ID I I2 I3 I4 I51

IF I I2 la l<i Is1
► Time

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 &

Fig. 4: Space-time diagram for pipelined computer

Due to the overlapped instruction and arithmetic execution, it is obvious 
that pipeline machines are better turned to perform the same operations 
repeatedly through the pipeline.
The pipeline organization will be demonstrated by means of a simple 
example. Suppose we want to perform -the combined multiply and 
substraction operations with , a stream of numbers.

Pi * Qi - Ri 
for I =1,2, 3... 6

Each suboperation is to be implemented in a segment within a pipeline. 
Each segment has some registers to store the data and a.combinational 
circuit to perform the operations on the data present in the registers. 
The suboperations performed in each segment of the pipeline are as 
follows:

Pi 4- R^, Qi *r- fig 

fig fij * fig, fi^ 4- fii 
■^5 ■*“ ^3 “ ^4

First Pi and Qi are transferred in registers fi^ and fig. In the second 
cycle we multiply Pi and Qi. and store the result in the register fig at 
the same time fii is transferred to register fi^ and finally we perform 
the subtraction operation and stores the result in the register fig. The 
five registers are loaded with new data every clock pulse. Fig. 5 
represents pipelining processing for this example.

Pi Qi Ri

1 R2 1

Multplier

IrK R4
■ I' "

Adder

1 f.

Fig. 5: Pipeline processing.
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The effect of each clock pulse is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Contents of Registers

Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3Clock
Cycle ^2 ^3 ^4 RsR, NOTES

^11.

P. * e,

P3*Q3

P4^Q4

P2^Qs

^2 ^2 R, .2.

$3 «2 Pt * Q, - R, 

P2*Qi- Ri 

P3*Qs-

P5*Q5-Ps 

* Qb - «6

3. ^*3

^*4 «4 «34.
«45.

«66. ^*6

Rs7.

8.

The first clock pulse transfers Pj and into and Pg- second clock 
pulse transfers the product of and into R^ and JRj into R^. The same 
clock pulse transfers Pg Q2 ^2-1*- takes three clock pulses
to fill up the pipe and- retrieve the first output from R^ From thereon, 
each clock produces a new output and moves the data one step down the 
pipeline. When no more input data are available, the clock must continue 
till the last output emerges out of the pipeline.

Pipelining Performance

Any operation that can be decomposed into a sequence of suboperations 
of about the same complexity can be implemented by a pipeline processor. 
The technique is efficient for those applications that need to repeat the 
same task many times with different set of data. No matter how many 
segments are there in the system, once the pipeline is full, it takes only 
one clock period to obtain an output. Now consider that we are having k 
segment pipeline with a clock cycle time tp and we have to execute total 
n tasks. From the space-time diagram depicted in Fig. 4, it is clear that 
first output is obtained when an instruction is passed through all the 
segments of the pipeline after that at each clock cycle we get the output. 
So the first task requires ktp to complete its operation since there are 

. k segments in the pipe. The remaining (n-1) tasks will be completed in 
(n-1) tp time. Since (n-1) clock cycles are required because at every clock 
cycle output is coming from the pipe. So total clock cycles that are 
required to complete n tasks is [k + (n - 1)].

Next consider .a non-pipeline .unit that performs the same operation 
and takes a time equal to tn to complete each task.

The total time required is ntn. The speed up of a pipeline processing 
over an equivalent non-pipeline processing is defined by the ratio.
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■fc + (n - l)]ep

tp - Clock cycle time in pipeline 

n - No. of tasks
k - Tbtal no. of stages in pipeline

tn - Time taken to complete one task in non-pipeline 
system

when n becomes very large then
n > > k

So K + (n - 1) ^ n under this condition

where
NOTES

tn
S = -rip

When we assume that the time to process a task is sarnie as in pipeline 
and non-pipeline system then

tn = ktp

ktv
TT = k.and speed up ratio S =
ip

This shows that the theoretical maximum speed up that a pipeline can 
provide is k, where k is the number of segments in the pipeline.
In addition to speed up, two other factors are often used for determining 
the performance of a pipeline. They are efficiency and throughput. The 
efficiency E of a pipeline with k stages is defined as

S

The efficiency E represents the speed up per stage approaches its 
maximum value of 1 when n -» <». The throughout H also called as 
Bandwidth of a pipeline is defined as the number of input tasks it can 
process per unit of time. When the pipeline has k stages, H is defined as

SnH =
k + {n -l) tp ktp

When n -> 00 the throughput H approaches the maximum value of one 
task per clock cycle.
lb get the theoretical speed advantage of a pipeline we use multiple 
functional units. It is necessary to construct k identical units that will 
operate in parallel. A k segment pipeline processor can be expected to 
equal the performance of k copies of an equivalent non-pipeline circuit 
under equal operating conditions. Instead of operating with the input 
data in sequence as in a pipeline, the parallel circuits accept input data
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items simultaneously and perform all the tasks at the same time. This 
is single instruction multiple data organisation. Since the same 
instruction is used to operate on multiple data in parallel.
There are various reasons a pipeline system cannot operate at its 
maximtim theoretical rate. Different segments may take different times 
to complete their suboperation. The clock cycle must be chosen to equal 
the time delay of the segment with the maximum propagation time. 
This causes the other segments to waste time while waiting for the 
next clock.
Moreover, it is not always correct to assume that a non-pipe circuit has 
the same time delay as that of an equivalent pipeline circuit. 
Rpelines are usually divided into two classes:

1. Arithmetic pipeline
2. Instruction pipeline.

An arithmetic pipeline divides an 
arithmetic operation into suboperation 
for execution in the pipeline segments.
An instruction pipeline operates on a 
stream of instructions by overlapping the 
fetch, decode and execute phases of the 
instruction cycle.

NOTES

Arithmetic Pipelining
The arithmetic logic units of a computer 
can be segmentized for pipeline 
operations in various data formats. This, 
is shown in Fig. 6. Some functions of 
the arithmetic logic unit of a processor 
can be pipelined to maximize perfor
mance. An arithmetic pipeline is used 
to implement complex arithmetic 
functions like floating point addition, 
multiplication and division.
Pipeline arithmetic units are usually 
found in very high speed computers. 
Floating point operations are easily 
decomposed into suboperations. We will 
now show an example of a pipeline unit 
of floating point adder. This pipeline is 
linearly constructed with four functional 
stages. The inputs of this pipeline are 
two normalized floating point numbers.

A = a X 2^

5 = 6x2*'

S3

4 stages

Fig. 6: Arithmetic pipelining
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S

C = dx2S = A-rB

Pig. 7: Pipelined floating point adder

Where a and 6 are two fractions and p and q are their exponents. For 
simplicity base 2 is assumed. Our purpose is to compute the'sum

C = A + B 

= Cx2^ = dy(2 

r = max (p, q) and 5 ^ d < 1

S

where
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The four sCage pipeline is depicted in Fig. 7 operations performed in 
the four pipeline stages are specified below:

1. Compare' the two exponents p and q to reveal the larger exponent
r =r max q) and to determine their difference

p-q .

2. Shift right the fraction associated with the smaller exponent by 
t bits to equalize the two exponents before fraction addition.

3. Add the preshifted fraction with the other fraction to produce 
the intermediate sum fraction C, where 0 < C < 1.

4. Count the number of leading zeroes say u in fraction C and shift 
left C by u bits to produce the normalized fraction sum 
d = C X 2“ with a leading bit 1. Update the large exponent S-by 
subtracting S' = r - u to produce the output exponent.

The comparator, selector, shifters and adders in this pipeline can all be 
implemented with combinational logic circuits. The exponents are 
compared by subtracting them to determine their difference. The larger 
exponent is chosen as the exponent of the result. The exponent difference 
determines how many times the mantissa a associated with the smaller 
exponent must be shifted to the right. This produces an alignment of 
the two mantissa. It should be noted that the shift must be designed as 
a combinational circuit to reduce the shift time. The two mantissa are 
added or subtracted in segment 3. The result is normalized in segment 
4. When there is an overflow, the mantissa of the sum or difference is , 
shifted right and the exponent incremented by one. If an underflow 
occurs, the number of left shifts in the mantissa and the number that 
must be subtracted from the exponent.
-The following numerical example may clarify the suboperations 
performed in each segment.
Example 1. Given two normalized floating point numbers.

■ X= 0.850 X 10‘‘ 
y= 0.220 x 10^

Perform the addition.
Solution. The two exponents are subtracted in segment 1
4-2 = 2. The large exponent 4 is chosen as the exponent of the result.
The next segment shifts the mantissa of y to the right to obtain.

X = 0.850 X 10^
Y = .00220 X 10^

Now both the mantissa are under the same exponent. In segment 3 we 
add the 2 mantissa and produces the sum

Z = .85220 X 10^ ^

Now we have to normalize our result. Our result is already in normalized 
form it has a fraction with a non-zero first digit.

So Z = .85220 X 10^ Ans.

NOTESt =
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Instruction Pipeline
Pipelining processing can occur not only in, the data stream but in the 
instruction stream as well. An instruction pipeline reads consecutive 
instructions from the memory while previous instructions are executing 
in the other segments. The execution of a stream of instructions can be 
pipelined by overlapping the execution of the current instruction with 
the fetch, decode and operand fetch of subsequent instructions. Almost 
all high performance computers are now equipped with instruction 
execution pipelines. It is depicted in Fig. 8

Computer Organisation 
and Architecture

NOTES

Instructions

r 1\imiiiiiiiiuimmiiiiiuuiiiiim\ ©
Program

©\mmiimmiiimiimiimimiimm\
Memory

data©\miiiiiiiiiiiiiuimiiiiiiiiiiimiimi\

'iiiniiniiiinimiiiiii/iiiiHiiiiint

O Functional 
units

Fig. 8: Instruction pipelining

In a von-neumann architecture, the processor of executing an instruction 
involves several steps. First the control unit fetches the'instruction 
from the memory. Then the control unit decodes the instruction to 
determine the type of operation to be performed. When the operation 
requires operands, the control unit also determines the address of each 
operand and fetches them from memory. Next the operation is performed 
on the operands and finally the result is stored in the specified location. 
An instruction pipeline increases the performance of a processor by 
overlapping the processing of several different instructions. Instruction 
pipeline often consists of five stages.

1. Fetch the instruction from memory (IF)
2. Decode the instruction (ID)
3. Operand fetch (OF)
4. Execute the instruction (EX)
5. Write back the result (WB).

Stages of instruction pipeline are shown in Fig. 9.
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Latch

NOTESInstruction FetchI stage (IF)

Instruction DecodeII stage (ID)

m
Registers
memory
cache

Operand FetchIII stage *(OF)

Execution
(EX)IV stage

lAAite Back result 
(WB)V stage

Fig. 9: Stages of instruction pipelining

Four Segment Instruction Pipeline
Now we take an example of four segment instruction pipelining. We are 
considering that each instruction passes through the following four 
segments.

(i) Fetch the instruction (IF)
(ii) Decode the instruction and determine the effective address (DA) 

(Hi) Fetch the operand (OF)
(to) Execute the instruction and write back the result (W1 Ex).
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from

memory (iF)
Segment 1

NOTES

Decode instruction 
and calculate 
the effective 

address (DA)

Segment 2

Branch

No

Fetch operand 
from memorySegment 3

Execute (Ex) Segment 4

YesInterrupt
handling Interrupt4

Updata PC No

Empty pipe

Fig. 10: Four segment instruction pipeline

Fig. 10 shows how the instruction cycle in the CPU can be processed 
with a four segment.pipeline. Instructions are fetched from consecutive 
memory locations. In the P* cycle instruction is fetched from the 
memory. In the second cycle I®* instruction is executing in segment 2 
while II"'^ instruction is fetched from memory. While an instruction is 
being executed in segment 4, the next instruction is in sequence is busy 
fetching an operand from memory in:segment 3. The effective address 
may be calculated in a separate arithmetic circuit for the third 
instruction.
This sequence is followed when there is no decision making instructions 
in the program. When program control instructions are encountered 
then we cannot'proceed normal execution of the program. In that case 
the pending operations are completed and all information stored in 
the instruction buffer is deleted. The pipeline then restarts from the 
new address stored in the program counter. Similarly an interrupt
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request, when acknowledged will cause the pipeline to empty and 
start again from a new address value that is loaded in the program 
counter register.
Fig. 11 shows the operation of the instruction pipeline. FI, DA, FO and 
EX are the four segments of the pipeline. It is assumed that the 
processor has separate instruction and data memories so that the 
operation in FI and FO can proceed at the same-time. When there is no 
branch control instructions each segment operates on different 
instructions.

NOTES

3 6 9 132 4 5 7 8 10 11 12Step 1

Instruction i FI DA FO EX

EXFi DA FO2

(Branch) 3 FI DA FO EX

FI FODA EX4

• FI DAFI FO EX5

FI EXDA FO6

DA EXFO7 FI

Fig. 11: 'Rming of instructioii pipelining

Let there is-branch t3q)e instruction when.branch type.instruction is 
encountered we cannot fetch the next instruction because the next 
instruction execution depends upon the result of the branch type 
instruction. In step 4 instruction 1 is being in segment Ex, instruction 
2 is in FO segment, instruction 3 is in FO segment and instruction 4 is 
in FI segment.
Assume now that instruction 3 is a branch instruction. As soon as this 
instruction is decoded in segment DA in Step 4, the,-transfer from FI to 
DA of the other instructions is halted until the branch instruction is 
executed in. step 6. If the branch is .taken, the instruction is fetched in 
step 4. If the branch is not taken, the instruction fetched previously in 
step 4 can be used. The pipeline then continues until a new branch 
instruction is encountered.
When Ex segment needs to store the result of the operation while FO 
segment needs to fetch an operand. In that case, segment FO must wait 
until segment Ex has finished its operation.
In general, there are three major difficulties that cause the instruction 
pipeline to deviate from its normal operations;

1. Data dependency
2. Branch difficulties
3. Resource conflicts.
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In the later section we wiU discuss these issues.

Data Dependency
Data dependency conflicts arise when an instruction requires data from 
the other instructions like an instruction will depends upon the result 
of the previous instruction. This degrades the performance of the 
pipeline computers due to collision of data or address. A data dependency 
occurs when an instruction needs data that are not yet available.
Let there are two instructions:
ADD Rl. A 
ADD R2, Rl
These two instructions are not independent instructions. First 
instruction add the contents of register Rl with a memory word 
designated by the symbol A and store the result in register Rl while 
second instruction add this contents of register Rl with the contents of 
register Rl and store the result in the register R2. If we are not having 
the result of first instruction we cannot fetch the second instruction 
from memory. This degrades the performance of pipelining.
This is represented by Fig. 12.

NOTES

Step 1 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9

FI2 DA FO EX

FI DA FO3 EX

Fig. 12: Data dependency

So we are required total 8 clock cycles to execute these two instructions. 
An address dependency may occur when an operand address cannot be 
calculated because information needed by the addressing mode is not 
available. Pipelined computers deal with such conflicts between data 
dependencies in a variety of ways.
There are three techniques to handle this problem.

1. Hardware interlocks
2. Operand forwarding
3. Delayed load.

The most straightward method is to insert hardware interlocks. 
Hardware interlock is a circuit that detects the instructions whose
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source operands depends upon the result of the various upcoming 
instruction in the pipeline. Detection of this type of instructions resolve 
the conflict because we delay the execution of these instructions by 
enough clock cycles. This program maintains the program sequence by 
using hardware to insert the required delays.
Another technique is operand forwarding. In this technique suppose we 
are transferring the result of an instruction into a destination register 
then if the result is needed by some another instruction then we 
transferred that result as a source in the next instruction, instead of 
passing it to the destination register. We use special hardware to detect 
a conflict and then avoid it by routing the data through special paths 
between pipeline segments. This method requires additional hardware 
paths through multiplexers as well as the circuit that detects the conflict.
Delayed load is a method that also resolves the data conflicts. This 
responsibility is driven by compiler. A compiler is a system program 
that translates the high level programming language into a machine 
language program. The compiler for such computers is designed to detect 
a data conflict and reorder the instructions as necessary to delay the 
loading of the conflicting data by inserting no operation instructions. 
This method is referred to as delayed load.

Handling of Branch Instructions
One of the major problems with the pipeline computers is the presence 
of branch instructions. A branch instruction is of two types.

1. Conditional branch instruction
2. Unconditional branch instruction.

An unconditional branch always load the program counter with the 
target address with any specifying condition. In a conditional branch 
the control selects the target instruction if the condition is satisfied or 
the next sequential instruction if the condition is not satisfied. Branch 
instruction breaks the normal sequence of the instruction stream causing 
difficulties in the operation of the instruction pipeline. Pipelined 
computers employ various hardware techniques to minimize the 
performance degradation caused by instruction branching.
To handle the conditional branch we prefetch the target instruction 
with the instruction that is following the branch. Both are saved until 
the branch is executed. If the branch condition is successful, the pipeline 
continues from the branch target instruction. An extension of this 
procedure is to continue fetching instructions from both places until 
the branch decision is made.
Another possibility is the use of a branch target buffer or BTB. The 
BTB is an associative memory included in the fetch segment of the 
pipeline. Each entry in the BTB consists of

(а) Address of the previously executed branch instruction.
(б) Target instruction.

NOTES
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It also stores the next few instructions after the branch target instruction. 
When the pipeline decodes a branch instruction, it searches the associative 
memory BTB for the address of the instruction.
If it is in BTB, the instruction is available directly and prefetch continues 
from the new path. If the instruction is not in BTB, the pipeline shifts 
to a new instruction stream and stores the target instruction in the 
BTB. In this case branch instructions that have occurred previously are 
readily available in the pipeline without interruption.
A variation of the BTB is a loop buffer. This is a small very high speed 
register file maintained by the fetch segment of the instruction pipeline. 
When a program loop is detected in the program, it is stored in the loop 
buffer in its entirely, including all branches. The program loop can be 
executed directly without having to access memory until the loop mode 
is removed by the final branching out.
A procedure employed in most RISC processors is the delayed branch. 
In this procedure the compiler detects the branch instructions and 
rearrange the machine language code by inserting useful instructions 
that keep the pipeline operating without interruptions. An example of 
delayed branch is the insertion, of a no-operation instruction after a 
branch instruction. This causes the computer to fetch the target 
instruction during the execution of the no-operation instruction.

Resource Conflicts

When two segments access the memory or any other computer hardware 
at the same time then resource conflict occurs. When two segments are 
sharing the same resource then there is problem of resource sharing. 
Main computer hardware resources are CPU, memory and I/O devices. 
When one segment stores the result of an intstruction in the memory 
and at the same time when one segment fetches the instruction from 
memory then one segment has to wait to access the memory and this 
degrades the performance of the pipelining system. When various 
segments access the same resource then deadlock occurs in the system 
and no instruction is able to complete its instruction. When resource 
conflict occurs in the computer, we have to maintain a policy for assigning 
the resources to the various segments. Like FCFS policy the segment 
that requests the resource first is assigned the resource first. Resource 
conflict degrades the performance of the pipeline computer by a large 
ratio. All the other segments enter in a wait state. When the resource 
is free then one of the segment that is waiting is assigned the resource 
that depends upon a particular policy.

NOTES

RISC AND CISC ARCHITECTURE
Computer Architectures, in general have evolved toward progressively 
greater complexity such as large instruction sets, more addressing 
modes, more computational power of the individual instructions, more 
specialized registers and so on. An important aspect of computer
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architectures is the design of the instruction set for the processor. The 
instruction set chosen for a particular computer determines the way 
that machine language programs are constructed.
Early computer systems have very simple and small instruction sets, 
forced mainly by the need to minimize the hardware to implement them 
with the advent of integrated circuits, digital hardware circuits become 
cheaper, computer instructions increase in number and in complexity. 
These computers also employ a variety of data types and a large number 
of addressing modes. .The trend into computer hardware complexity was 
influenced by various factors such as upgrading existing model to provide 
more customer applications, adding instructions that facilitate the 
translation from high level language into machine language programs. A 
computer with a large number of instruction is classified as complex 
instruction set computer abbreviated as CISC.
The basic concept of not adding useless instruction to the instruction set 
has invoked an increasing interest in an innovative approach to computer 
architecture, the reduced instruction set computer (RISC), computer 
designers have different view points, but the following two criteria are 
universally accepted goals for all systems.

1. Tb maximize speed of operation or minimize execution time.'
2. 7b minimize development cost and sale price.

One way of accomplishing the first goal is to improve the technology of the 
components, thereby achieving operation at higher frequencies. Increased, 
speed can be achieved by minimizing the average number of clock cycles per 
instruction. 7b accomplish both goals, the original designers of RISC focused 
on the aspect of the VISI realization. RISC architectures are load-store types 
of machines, they can obtain a high-level of concurrence by separating 
execution of load and store operations from other instructions. CISC 
architectures may not be able to obtain the same level of concurrency because 
of their memory register type of instruction set. It supports all addressing 
modes having high degree of addressing flexibility. RISC approach take 
advantage of advancements in chip technology to reduce the clock cycle time. 
Because of the simple instructions, the performance of a RISC architecture 
is related to compiler efficiency.
There are a number of RISC and CISC processors on the market.

RISC processors: MIPS R4000
IBM RISC System 6000 
Motorolo 88000 series 

CISC processors: Intel pentium
IBM RISC System 16000.

Pipelining and 
Parallel Processing

NOTES

CISC Characteristics
CISC means Complex Instruction Set Computer. A computer with large 
number of instructions is .classified as complex instruction set computer, 
abbreviated as CISC. In early 1980, a number of computer designers 
recommended that computers use power instruction with simple
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constructs so they can be executed much faster within the CPU without 
having to use memory as often this type of computer is classified as 
reduced instruction set computer (RISC).
Complex instruction set is the desire to simplify the compilation and 
improve the overall computer performance, the task of the compiler is 
to generate a sequence of machine instructions for each high level 
language statement the task is simplified the statement directly. The 
essential goal of a CISC architecture is to attempt to provide a single 
machine instructions for each statement that is written in a high level 
language.

NOTES

-Examples of CISC
1. Digital equipment corporation VAX computers
2. IBM 370 computers.

Another characteristic of CISC architecture is the incorporation of 
variable length instruction format that requires register operands may 
be only two bytes in length, but instructions that require memory address 
may need five b3d.es to include the entire instruction code. .
Packing variable instruction formats in a fixed length memory word 
requires special decoding circuits that according to their byte length. 
Although CISC processors have instructions that use only processor 
registers, the availability of other words of operations stand to simplify 
the high-level language compilation. However, as more instructions and 
addressing modes are incorporated into a computer, the more hardware 
logic is needed to implement and support them, and this may cause the 
computations to slow them, and this may cause the computations to 
slow down. So major characteristics of CISC architecture are.

1. A large number of instructions—typically from 100 to 250 
instructions.

2. Some instructions that perform specialized tasks and are used 
in frequently.

3. A large variety of addressing modes—typically 5 to 20 different 
modes.

4. Variable length instruction formats.
5. Instruction that manipulate operands in memory.

RISC Characteristics
The concept of RISC architecture involves an attempt to reduce 
execution time by simplifying the instruction set of computer. The major 
characteristics of RISC processor are;

1. Relatively few instructions
2. Relatively few addressing modes
3. Memory access limited to load and store instructions
4. All operations done within the register of the CPU
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5. Fixed-length, easily decoded instruction format
6. Single-cycle instruction execution
7. Hardwired rather than microprogrammed control.

The small set of instructions of a typical RISC processor consists mostly 
of register-to-register operations, with only simple load and store 
operations for memory access. Thus each operand is brought into a 
processor register with a load instruction. All computations are done 
among the data stored in the processor registers. Results are transferred 
to memory by means of store instructions. The architectural featiire 
simplifies the instruction set and encourages the optimization of register 
manipulation. The use of only a few addressing modes results from the 
fact that almost all instructions have simple register addressing. Other 
addressing modes may be included, such as immediate operands and 
relative mode.
By using a relatively simple instruction format, the instruction length 
can be fixed and aligned onward boundaries. An important aspect of 
RICS instruction format is that it is easy to decode. Thus the operation 
code and register fields of the instruction code can be accessed 
simultaneously by the control. By simplifying the instructions and their 
format, it is possible to simplify the control logic for faster operations, a 
hardwired control is preferable over a microprogrammed control. A 
characteristic of RICS processors is their ability to execute one instruction 
per clock cycle. This is done by overlapping the fetch, decode and execute 
phases of two or three instructions by using a procedure referred to as 
pipelining. A load or store instruction may require two clock cycles 
because access to memory takes more time than register operations. 
Efficient pipelining, as well as few other characteristics are sometimes 
attributed to RISC, although they may exist in non-RISC architectures as 
well. Other characteristics attributed to RISC architecture are:

1. A relatively large number of register in the processor unit
2. Use of overlapped register. Windows to speed'-up procedure call 

and return
3. Efficient instruction pipeline
4. Compiler support for efficient translation of high-level language 

programs into machine language programs.
A large number of registers is useful for storing intermediate results 
and for optimize operand references. The advantage of register storage 
as opposed to memory storage is that registers can transfer information 
to other registers much faster than the transfer of information to and 
from memory. Thus register-to-memory operations can be minimized by 
keeping the most frequent accessed operands in registers studies that 
show improved performance for RICS architecture do not differentiate 
between the effects of the reduced instruction set and the effects of 
large register file. For this reason a large number of registers in the 
processing unit are sometimes associated with RICS processors.

Pipelining and 
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NOTES
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Example 1. Suppose an unpipelined processor with a 25ns cycle time is 
divided into 5 pipeline stages with latencies of 5, 7, 3, 6 and 4 ns. If the 
pipeline latch latency is Ins. What is the cycle time of the resulting 
processor. What is the latency of the resulting pipeline.
Solution.

NOTES

I I I IIII/P

►I IS2Si S3 S4 S5♦

II 1i i
5 ns L2 3 nsL, 7 ns U 4 nsL3 6 ns

0/p’

The longest pipeline stage is 7ns. Latch latency is Ins.
Tbtal latency = 7 + 1 = 8ns Ans.

That is the cycle time. Since there are 5 stages in the pipeline, the total 
latency of the pipeline is 8 x 5 = 40ns Ans.
Example 2. Draw a space-time diagram for five segment pipelining 
showing the time it takes to process and tasks.
Solution.

f A
c
01
E
S’ 0/p OIP O/P O/P O/P O/P 0/pV)
Ss Ti T2 T3 T. Ts Te T7 Ts

S. T, T2 T3 Ta Ts Ts T7 Ts

S3 Ti T2 T3 T4 Ts Ts T7 Ts

S2 Ti T2 T3 T4 Ts Ts T7 Ts

Si T, T2 T3 T4 Ts Ts T7 Ts
Time

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

As there are five segments in the pipeline once the pipeline is full we 
get output at every clock cycle. The first output is produced in 5 clock 
cycle and then at every clock cycle completion we get output so next 7 
tasks are completed in 7 clock cycles.
The total time taken by the pipeline to execute 8 tasks is 

T pipe = [m + (n - 1)] tp 

= [m + n - l]tp. 
tp = 1
m = 5 

n = 8
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T pipe = (5 + 7) . 1 

= 12 cycle

Example 3. A non-pipeline system takes 50ns to process a task. The 
same task can be processed in a six segment pipeline with a clock cycle 
of 10ns. Determine the speed up ratio of the pipeline for 100 tasks. What 
is the maximum speed up that can be achieved.

Solution. Part (i) Speed up ratio

NOTES

tn = time taken by single task in a non-
pipelined system

tn = SOrts (given)

tp = time period of a pipelined system 

tp = 10ns
m = No. of segments in a pipeline = 6 

n = No. of tasks to be completed = 100 

T nonpipe = Time taken by the non-pipelined processor to process 100 
tasks

T nonpipe = n x tn
= 50 X 100 

= 5000 ns.

T pipe = Im + (n - l)]tp 

= [6 + 99110 

= 105 X 10 

= 1050 ns.

T nonpipe _ 5000 
T pipe 1050

Part (ii) The maximum speed up is when

n CO

(m +. (n - 1)) = n

= 4.7 Ans.Speed up ratio =

Then

ntn tn 
m + (n - l) tp ntp tp

ntnSpeed up =

50
10

= 5 Ans.
Example 4. How many stages of pipelining are required to achieve a 
cycle time of 2ns and Ins.
Solution. We know that the pipeline cycle time
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+ il-tp = m

where = Pipeline latch time !
/t nonpipeNOTES fp - fl =

m

To achieve a cycle time of tp = 2ns.

 f nonpipem =
ip-fl

10 10 
2 - 0.5 “ 1.5 = 6.67 Ans.m =

To achieve a cycle time of Ins. The pipeline should have 20 stages as

10 = 20 Ans.m = 1-0.5

-^4
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1. What is the Flynn’s classification?

2. What are the factors the degrades the performance of the pipeline system?
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• Parallel processing implies simultaneous processing of 
information. It is used to provide simultaneous data processing 
tasks for the purpose of increasing the computational speed of 
a computer system.

• Pipelining is a technique for overlapping the execution of several 
instructions to reduce the execution time of a set of instructions.

• Data dependency conflicts arise vi^hen an instruction requires 
data from the other instructions like an instruction will depends 
upon the result of the previous instruction.

• Resource conflict degrades the performance of the pipeline 
computer by a large ratio.

• Computer Architectures, in general have evolved toward 
progressively greater complexity such as large instruction sets,

• more addressing modes, more computational power of the 
individual instructions, more specialized registers and so on.

• A characteristic of RIGS processors is their ability to execute one 
instruction per clock cycle.

NOTES

SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

1. Draw a space-time diagram for a six segment pipeline showing the time 
it takes to process 8 tasks.

2. What is pipelining? How does it improve the performance of CPU? Explain.
3. What is parallel processing? How does it improve the performance of 

CPU?
4. Construct an arithmetic pipeline for floating point arithmetic operation.
5. What is pipelining? What is the maximum speed up that can be attained? 

Construct an instruction pipeline. Is it possible to attain maximum speed 
up in an instruction pipeline?

6. A non-pipelined system takes 100ns to process a task. The same task can 
be processed in the six segment pipeline with a clock cycle of 20ns. 
Determine the speed up of the pipeline for 50 tasks. What is the maximum 
speed up that can be achieved?

7. What is the main differences between RISC and CISC architectures? 
Considering cost and technology, which design is better? Why?

8. Explain the various possible hardware schemes that can be used in an 
instruction pipelining in order to minimize the performance degradation 
caused by a branch instruction.
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CHAPTER 4 REGISTER TRANSFER 

LANGUAGE NOTES

★ STRUCTURE ★
□ Introduction
□ RegisterTransfer Language
□ Microoperations
□ Arithmetic Logic Shift Unit

INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we are going to deal with a very special Computer 
Hardware language that is called Register Transfer language. In the 
hardware, data are stored in the registers and operations are defined 
on the data stored in registers. A Microoperation is a basic elementary 
operation defined on the data stored in registers. Microoperations are 
classified into 4 broad categories.

(i) Data Transfer Microoperation 
Hi) Arithmetic Microoperation 

{Hi) Logic Microoperations 
{iv) Shift Microoperatibns.

We will discuss aU these four microoperations in detail. Data can be stored 
in registers or in a memory location. During the execution of the program, 
there is a need to transfer the data from one location to the another 
location. Data is to be transferred from register to register, register to 
memory, memory to register and memory to memory. We use bus 
organisation to transfer the data from register to memory. A bus is defined 
as a common communication channel that is shared by different components. 
We discuss the hardware circuit that implements the basic arithmetic 
microoperations, like addition, subtraction etc., logic microoperations define 
four basic microoperations that are AND, OR, NOT and Ex-OR. Finally we 
discuss about shift microoperations that are used for the serial transfer of 
data either in the left direction or in the right direction.

REGISTER TRANSFER LANGUAGE
At the level of register transfer, computer system is defined as a 
collection of data processing modules or blocks. These modules are made 
up of digital components as registers, decoders, arithmetic circuits and 
control logic. Data are stored in the registers and operations are defined 
on the data stored in registers.
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The operations executed on data stored in registers are known as 
microoperations. A microoperation is a basic elementary operation defined 
on the data stored in one or more registers. The result of the operation, 
may replace the previous resixlts or it can be transferred to a particular 
memory location or another registers. Examples of microoperations are 
load operation, count operation, shift operation etc.
The internal hardware structure of a digital computer is best defined 
by specifying,

1. The set of registers—to store the data.
2. The set of microoperations—performed on the data stored in 

registers.
3. The set of control signals that initiate the sequence of 

microoperations.
The various microoperations can be defined by mnemonics or words 
but that is a lengthy process. So we adopt a new symbalogy to describe 
the transfer of data from one register to another. “The Symbolic notation 
used to describe the microoperation transfers among registers is called 
a register transfer language”. The term register transfer implies the 
availability of hardware logic circuits that perform the microoperation 
and store the result in the same or another register. The term language 
is borrowed from computer programmers. A register transfer language 
is a system that describe .the sequence of microoperations among 
registers in a symbolic form of a digital module. It is a convenient tool 
for describing the internal organisation of a digital computer in a precise 
manner. It helps in design process also.
Register Transfer Language is a very simple language.

NOTES

MICROOPERATIONS
A microoperation is a basic elementary operation defined on the data 
stored in registers. The microoperations are classified into following 
four categories.

1. Data transfer microoperation.
(a) Register transfer microoperations. These microoperations 

transfer the data from one register to another register.
(5) Memory transfer microoperations. These microoperations 

transfer data from register to memory or memory to reg
ister.

2. Arithmetic microoperations. These microoperations perform 
arithmetic operations on data stored in registers. Addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, division all are arithmetic 
microoperations.

3. Lo^c microoperations. These microoperations perform bit 
manipulation operations on nonnumeric data stored in 
registers.
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4. Shift microoperations. These microoperations shift the data 
in left or right direction stored in registers.

Register Transfer 
Language

Data Transfer Microoperations
Data transfer microoperation transfer the binary information from one 
register to another register, from register to memory and vice versa. 
These microoperations does not change the information content when 
the information is transferred, only the data is transferred from one 
location to another location. The contents remain unchanged during 
transfer operation. Data transfer microoperations are of two types.

1. Register Transfer Microoperations
2. Memory Transfer Microoperations.

NOTES

Register Transfer Microoperations
These microoperations transfer the binary information from source 
register to destination register. A register is designated by a capital 
letter to denote the function of the register. Memory Address Register 
(MAR) holds the address for the memory unit. It is designated by MAR. 
Program Counter (PC) holds the next instruction in the sequence to be 
executed. IR is for instruction register. An n bit register contains bit 
position from 0 to (n-1), starting from the 0 in the right most position.
Fig. 1 depicts block diagram of register.

5 4 3 2 17 6 0

A

(a) Register A (b) Individual bits

8 7 00 1515

PC (H) PC (L)B

(c) Numbering of bits (d) Divided into two parts

Fig. 1: Block diagram of register

The most common way to represent a register is by a rectangular box 
with the name of the register inside the box as in Fig. 1 (a). Registers 
can be represented by showing the individual bits as depicted in Fig. 1 (6). 
The numbering of register can be marked on the top of the box starting 
from 0 to (n- 1) for an n bit register. 0 is at the right most position as 
in Fig. 1 (c). Bits 0 through 7 are assigned the symbol L and bits 8 
through 15 are assigned the symbol H. L is low order bytes and H is 
for higher order bytes as shown in Fig. 1 (d). PC(L) refers to the low 
order bytes and PC(H) to higher order bytes.
Information transferred from one register to another register can be 
represented in symbolic form by using a replacement operation.

B 4- A
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denotes a transfer of the contents of register, A to contents of register 
B. It shows a replacement of the contents of B by contents of A. After 
the transfer operation the contents of source register does not change. 
Source register’s contents remain the same.
Using a predetermined control signal, data is transferred under a 
specific condition. The specific condition is specified by a control 
function. This can be shown by means of if then statement.

If (P = 1)
Then R2 ^ R1

Here P is a control signal generated in the control section. A control 
function is a boolean variable that is equal to 1 or 0. When the value 
of P will be 1 then contents of register R1 will be transferred to register

NOTES

R2.
The control function is included as 

P : R2 R1
The control condition is terminated by a colon (:). It indicates that 
transfer will take place by the hardware only when P = 1.

p LoadControf
circuit

ClockR2 4

.•n

Rl

(a) Block diagram

t,, t+1..
Clock

Transfer occurs here
Load

(6) Timing diagram

Fig. 2: Transfer from Rl to R2 when P = 1

Fig. 2 shows the transfer from register Rl to R2. The n outputs of 
register Rl are connected to the n inputs of register R2. n represents 
the length of the register. Transfer takes place under the control variable 
P. Register R2 has a load input that is activated by the control varibale 
P. For simplicity the control variable is synchronized with the same 
clock as applied to the register. As shown in the timing diagram control 
variable P is' activated by the rising edge of a clock pulse at time t. P 
remains in active stage upto the next positive transition of the clock at 
time (^+1), find the load input active and the data inputs of R2 are then 
loaded into the register Rl in parallel. •
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Bus and Memory Transfer 

Bus organisation
A typical digital computer has so many registers and their data paths 
for transferring the information from one register to another register. 
If we define separate wires to link two register then number of wires 
will be excessive and the complexity of digital system increases. 
Therefore, to reduce the complexity, an efficient scheme is adopted for 
transfer of information in multiple register configuration, known as 
common bus system. A bus structure consists of a set of common lines 
one for each bit of a register through which binary information is 
transferred one at a tiihe. Control signals determines which register is 
selected for transfer.
Common bus system is constructed using multiplexers. Multiplexers 
are connected through a common bus system and they are allowed to 
select the source register whose binary information is placed on the 
bus. Bus system for 4 registers are shown in Fig. 3. There are four 
registers A, B, C and D. Each register is containing 4 bits numbered 
from 0 to 3. The bus consists of four 4x1 multiplexers each having four 
data inputs 0 through 3 and two selection lines and Sq. In order not 
to complicate the diagram with 16 lines crossing each other, we use 
labels to show the connections from the outputs of the registers to the 
inputs of the multiplexers. For example, output 1 of register B is 
connected to input 0 of MUX^ because this input is labelled Bj.
At a time the contents of one register are transferred to the common 
bus. The two selection lines and are connected to the selection 
inputs of all four multiplexers.

NOTES

Table 2: Function l^ble

Si So Register Selected

0 0 A

0. 1 B

• C1 0

1 1 D

Table 2 represents the working of bus system. When SjS^ = 00. Then 
first inputs of the multiplexers will connect to the output lines. So 
from MUXq output is Aq, from MUXj output is Aj, from MUX2 output 
is A2 and from MUX3 we will get A3 as output. So at common bus we 
are getting Ag Ag A^ A^. So register A is selected for transfer. When S^S^^ 
= 01 then second inputs of all multiplexers will be transferred on bus. 
This results in transferring Bg Bj Bg so register B is transferred.
Similarly when SjSq = 10 register C is, selected for transfer and v/hen 
SjSg = 11 register D is transferred on the common bus. At a time single 
register’s contents are transferred.
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BUS <- A, Rl<~ BUS
The contents of register A is placed on the bus and the content of the 
bus is loaded into register R1 by activating its load control input.
If the bus is known to exist in the system then we can show direct 
transfer.NOTES

Rl<- A
Similarly we can construct bus system for 8 registers also. If registers 
are having 4 bits then we require 4 multiplexers of 8 x 1. Table 3 
represents the functions table for bus system for 8 registers.

Table 3: Function Table

SS2 So Register Selected1

0 0 0 A

0 0 1 B

10 0 C

0 1 1 D

01 0 , E

01 1 F

1 1 G0

r'1 1 H

Fig. 4 depicts bus system for 8 registers when each register is containing 
4 bits.

Number of Multiplexers = No. of bits in each register.

Tri state buffer transfer
A bus system can be constructed with three state gates. A three state 
gate is a digital circuit that exhibits three states. Two states are 
equivalent to conventional logic gates and third state is high impedance 
state. The high impedance state behaves like an open circuit, output is 
disconnected from all voltage sources and does not have a logic 
significance. Fig. 5 depicts graphic symbol of a three state buffer gate.

Normal input x—^ Output Y

Control _______
input C

Fig. 5: Graphic symbol
Three state buffer is different from normal buffers. It has two input 
lines; normal input and control input. Output state is determined by 
the control input. When control input is high then output line is enabled 
and the circuit behaves like conventional buffer, with the output is
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equal to the normal input. When the control input C is Zero then output 
line is disconnected and gate goes to a high impedance state, regardless 
of the value of the normal input. Because of this feature, a large number 
of three state gate outputs can be connected with wires to form a common 
bus line. Function table for three state bus is shown in Table 4

Table 4: Function Table

Register Transfer 
-Language

NOTES

OutputInputs

X C Y

0 1 0

1 1 1

High impedance 

High impedance

0 0

01

The construction of a bus system with three state buffers is demonstrated 
in Fig. 6. The outputs of four buffers are connected together to form a 
single bus line. The control inputs to the bxiffers deteimine which of the 
four normal inputs will communicate with the bus line. At a particular 
time only one buffer is in active state. The connected buffers must be 
controlled so that only one three state buffer has access to the bus line 
while all other buffers are maintained in a high impedance state.

Ao
Bus line 
{or bit 0

Bo

Co

Do c

Si 0
Selection

lines
1So 2x4

decoder
2

Enable E 3

Fig. 6: Bus line for three state buffer

The use of decoder in the circuit ensures that no more than one control 
input is active when the enable input of the decoder is 0, all of its four 
outputs are zero and the bus line is in high impedance state because all 
four buffers, are disabled. When the enable input is active, one of the 
three state buffers will be active, depending upon the values of the 
selection lines. This is represented in Table 5.
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Register SelectedS. SoE

X High impedance0 X
NOTES

1 0 0 A

01 1 B

1 1 0 C

1 1 D1

To construct a common bus for four registers of n bits each using three 
state buffers, n circuits of four buffers are required. Each common 
output produces one of the lines for the common bus for a total of n 
lines. Only one decoder is necessary.

Memory transfer

There are two types of operation when data transfer takes place with 
reference to memory.

1. Read operation
2. Write operation.

When information is transferred from memory to the outside 
environment it is called a read or load operation. When information is 
to be stored into the memory it is called a write or store operation. A 
memory word is symbolized by the word M, When data is transferred 
from registers to memory or vice versa then read or write operations 
are performed. It is necessary to specify not only memory but also the 
address in memory to be accessed. This will be done by enclosing the 
address in square brackets following the letter M. As more addresses 
are used, ^his becomes unnecessary complex.
In general it is preferable to store the address value in a register and 
have the register supply the address to memory. This register is called 
Address Register (AR). The data are transferred to another register 
called the data register, symbolized by DR. This requires only one 
connection, from output of register AR to the address input of memory. 
Thus the memory transfer microoperations can be summarized as 

Memory read :
Read : DR M [AR]

This causes a transfer of information into DR from the memory word 
M selected by the address in AR.

Memory write ;
write : M[AR] R2

This causes a transfer of information from register R2 into the memory 
word selected by the address in the register AR.
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Arithmetic Microoperations
Arithmetic Microoperation change the information content during the 
transfer. The basic arithmetic microoperations are addition, subtraction, 
increment, decrement and shift.

'• The add microoperation is defined by the statement
R3-(- R1+R2

The contents of register R1 are added with the contents of register R2 
and the result of addition is transferred to the register R3.
The subtract microoperation is defined by the statement

Rl<- R2 - R3

Register Transfer 
Language

NOTES

It states that the contents of register R3 are subtracted from the 
contents of register R2 and the result is transferred in the register Rl. 
Subtraction can also be implemented using complement and addition 
operation.

Rl<- R2 + R3 + 1
R3 indicates I’s complement of the contents of register R3. Adding 1 to 
the I’s complement of a number produces the 2’s complement of the 
number.
The increment and decrement microoperations are s}mibolized by plus 
one and minus-one operations, respectively. These microoperations are 
implemented with a combinational circuit or with a binary up down 
counter. Table 6 represents the arithmetic microoperations.

Table 6: Arithmetic Microoperation

MeaningSymbolic Relation
Contents of Rl is added with R2, result transferred to R3. 
Contents of Rl is subtracted with R2, result transferred to R3 
I’s complement of contents of Rl 
2’s complement of contents of R2
Contents of Rl is added with 2’s complement of contents of 
R2, result transferred to R3.
Increment the contents of Rl by one 
Decrement the contents of Rl by one

R3«- Rl + R2 
R3«- Rl - R2 
Rl<- ^

B2*- R2+ 1 
R3«- Rj+ ^ + 1

Rl.«- Rl + 1 
Rl^ Rl - 1

The arithmetic microoperations of multiplication and division are not 
listed in the above table. These two operations are valid arithmetic 
microoperations but are not included in the basic set of microoperations.
The multiplication operation is implemented with a sequence of add 
and shift microoperations. Division is implemented with a sequence of 
subtract and shift microoperations.

Binary Adder
'Ib implement the addition microoperation with hardware, we need 
registers to store the data and digital components that performs the 
arithmetic addition. The digital components that performs the addition 
of two bits and a previous carry is called a full adder. The digital circuit 
that generate the arithmetic sum of two binary numbers of any arbitrary 
length is called n-bit binary adder.
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The binary adder is constructed with full adder circuits connected in 
cascade, with the output carry from one full adder connected to the 
input carry of the next full adder. Let us consider a 4 bit addition. Let 
the binary numbers are A (Ag Ag A^) as augend bits and B (Bg Bg B^ 
Bq) as addend bits. First add Ag and Bg, then add A^ and B^ with 
previous carry generated by the addition of Ag and Bg, now add Aj and 
Bg with the previous carry generated by the addition of A^ and B^. 
Finally Ag and Bg are added with the carry generated by the addition 
of Ag and Bg. The carries are connected in a chain through the full 
adders. Fig. 7 depicts 4 bit binary adder.

B2 A2

NOTES

B3 Aj B, A, Bo Ao

FA FA* * FA FA ♦
Co C2 C, Co

S3 S2 S, So

C.

Fig. 7: 4 bit binary adder

The input carry is and the output carry is C^. The S outputs of the 
full adders generate the required sum bits.
An n bit binary adder requires n full adders cascaded together where 
the output carry from each full adder is connected to the input carry 
of the next high order full adder.

Binary Adder‘Subtractor
Subtraction microoperation is performed using the complement method. 
Subtraction A-B can be done by taking the 2’s complement of B and 
adding it with the contents of B. The 2’s complement can be obtained 
by adding 1 to the I’s complement of the number. The I’s complement 
can be done by the digital component inverter and a one can be added 
to the sum through the input carry.

Bi AiB3 A3 02 A2 Bo Aq

• M

N N

V
FA FA FAFA 4 4

C3 CqC2 C,

i i I
SzS3 SoSi

• c,

Fig. 8: 4 bit adder-subtractor
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The addition and subtraction operations can be combined into one 
common circuit by including an exclusive OR gate with each full adder. 
A 4 bit adder subtracter circuit is shown in Fig. 8. The mode input M 
controls the operation.
When
When

Register Transfer 
Language

M = 0 Circuit performs Addition operation
M = 1 Circuit performs Subtraction operation

Each XOR gate receives input M and one of the input of B. When 
M = 0, we have B © 0. The full adder receives the value of B, the input 
carry is zero and the circuit performs A plus B. When M=l, we have B 
© 1 = B and Cq = M = 1. It means B inputs are all complemented and 
a 1 is added through the input cany C^. So the circuit performs A + B 
+ 1; for unsigned numbers this gives (A - B) if A > B or 2’s complement 
of (B - A) if B S A.
Let

NOTES

A = 1001
B = 0110

A3 A^ A, Ao = 1001 

B3 B3 B, = 0110
When M = 0, Co = 0, Bo = B3©0 = 0©0 = OAo=1 

Aq + Bq + Cg = l + 0 + 0 = l
Sg = I, a O, A^ = 0, Bi = Bj © O = I

Aj + Bj + Cj = 0 + 1 + 0 = 1
Sj^ = 1, C2 ® 0, A2 = 0, Bg = Bg © 0 =1

A2 + B2 + C2 = 0 + 1 + 0 = 1
52 = 1, C3 = 0, A3 = 1, B3 = B3 ©0 = 0 

Ag + B3 + C3 = l + 0 + 0 = l
53 = 10, C, = 0

Result is nil. That represents the addition operation.
When M = 1, then

So

i.e..

i.e..

t.e.,

I.e.,

Cg = 1, Ag = 1, Bg = Bg © 1 = Bo =1 

Ag+B^+Cg =1 + 1 + 1 = 11
Sg = 1, Cl = 1, Aj = 0, B^ = © 1 = 0

Ai+ §7 +Ci = 0 + 0 + l = l
Sj = 1, Cg = 0, Ag = 0, = 17 =0

Ag+Bj +C2 = 0 + 0 + 0 = 0
Sg = 0, C3 = 0, A3 = 1, B3 = 57 = 1 

A3+B3 +C3 = 1 + 1 + 0 = 10
S3 = 0, = 1,

Result is 0011. That represents subtraction.
An n bit binary adder subtractor can be designed in the same manner. 
The block diagram of n bit binary adder subtracter is shown in Fig. 9.

I.e.,

I.e.,

I.e.,

I.e.,
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6
A Mn

✓NOTES
' nvy

^ n

«
n - bit

Parallel adder
Carry ^ 
output

Input
carry

Cn.i

/
' n

C = A±B

Fig. 9: N-bit adder-subtractor

Binary Incrementer
The increment microoperation adds one to a number in a register. This 
microoperation is easily implemented with a binary counter. Every 
time the count enable is active. The clock pulse transition increments 
the contents of the register by 1 using half adder this microoperation 
can be implemented.

A, A2 A)
iI X

X y X y X y X y

HA HA HA HA

«c s 0 sc
T I

C4 S3 S2 Si So

Fig. 10: 4 bit binary incrementer

One of the inputs to the least significant half adder is connected to 
logic 1 and the other input is connected to the least significant bit of 
the number to be incremented.
The o/p carry from one half adder is connected to one of the inputs of 
the next higher-order half adder. The circuit receives four bits to A3, 
adds 1 to it and generates the incremented output.
* n bit binary incrementer - requires n half adder.
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A) ^0 Cfl

NOTESDoSi FA

So
Yo C,

0 ' 
Mux

Bo
1
2
3

Ai X, Cl

DiSi FA
So

Y, C2

0 Mux
B 1

4> 1
2
3

X2 Co

------- 02S, FA
So

Yo Ca
0 ^’‘1Bo

Mux
1
2
3

XsAo Ca
■;

DoI- S, FA

So
Yo C4

0 f/''Mux
Bo

1
'C42

3

1o-

Fig. 11: 4 bit arithmetic circuit

Arithmetic Circuits
The various arithmetic microoperations can be implemented in one 
composite arithmetic circuit. The basic component of an arithmetic 

- circuit is the parallel adder. The diagram is shown in Fig. 11, It has 
four full adder circuits that constitute the 4 bit adder and four 
multiplexers for choosing different operations. There are two 4 bit inputs 
A and B and 4 bit output D. The four inputs from A go directly to the 
X inputs of the binary adder. Each of the four inputs from B are 
connected to the data inputs of the multiplexers. The four multiplexers 
are controlled by two selection inputs Sj and S^. The input carry Cin 
goes to the carry input of the FA in the least significant position.
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The output of the binary adder is defined as
D = A + Y + Cm

Where
I I A = 4 bit binary number at the X inputs 

y = 4 bit binary number at the Y inputs • 
It is possible to generate eight arithmetic microoperations listed in 
Table 7.

NOTES

Table 7: Aiithmetic Circuit Function

SI Cin So Input Output
Z? = A + y + Ctn

Microoperations
y

Add microoperation0 0 0 B A + B

0 1 A + B + 10 B Add with carry

0 0 A + B Subtract with borrow1 B

B A-t-B+l0 1 1 Subtract

• 1 0 0 • 0 A Transfer A

1 1 0 0 A+ 1 Increment A

1 0 1 1 A-1 Decrement A

1 \ 1 Transfer A1 A

Case 1: When Sq = 0,
Cin = 0 then output D = A + B 

Cin = 1 then output D = A + B + 1
Both cases perform the add microoperation with or without adding the 
input carry.
Case 2: When = 01, the complement of B is applied to the y 
inputs of the adder.

If

= 1 then D = A+ B +1^A-B

= 0 then D = A+ B::3-A-B-1 

Case 3: When Sq = 10, all O’s are inserted into the y inputs.
Cin = 0 then output D=A+0 + 0= A 

Cin = 1 then output D = A + 1
In the first case we have a direct transfer from input A to output D. In 
the second case, the value of A is incremented by 1.
Case 4: When Sj = 11, all I’s are inserted into the y inputs.

Cin = 0 then output D = A + all I’s 

P = A + (2’s complement of 1)
= A- 1

Cin = 1 then output D=A-1 + 1= A

If

If

If
If

If

If
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Which causes a direct transfer from input A to output D.
The microoperation D = A is generated twice so there are only seven 

distinct microoperations in the arithmetic circuit.

Logic Microoperatioiis
Logic microoperations specify binary operations for string of bits stored 
in register. Each bit of the register is considered separately and treat 
them as binary variables. Some of the basic logic microoperations that 
can be performed on boolean or binary data are NOT, AND, OR and 
XOR operation.
These logic microoperations can be applied bitwise to n bit logical data 
units. For example, the exclusive OR microoperation with the contents 
of two registers R1 and R2 is symbolized by the statement.

P ; R1 <- R1 © R2
Here P is a control variable. As a numerical example assume that each 
register has four bits. Let the content of R1 be 1001 and the content of 
R2 be 1100. The exclusive OR microoperation stated above symbolizes 
the following logic computation.

NOTES

1001 Contents of R1 

HOP Contents of R2 

0101 Contents of R1 after P = 1
Logic microoperations are very useful for bit manipulation of binary 
data and for making logical decisions. Special s3Tnbols will be adopted 
for logic microoperations OR, AND and complement to distinguish them 
from the corresponding symbols used to express boolean functions.

V denotes OR microoperation 

A denotes AND microoperation
In all'tKere are 16 different logic operations that can be' performed with 
two binary variables. These can be derived from all possible truth tables 
obtained with two binary variables as shown in Thble 8. In this table each 
of the 16 columns from Fj, to Fj^ represents a truth table of. one possible 
Boolean function for the two variables x and y. The functions are 
determined from the 16 binary combinations that can be assigned to F.

Table 8: Truth Table for 16 Functions of Two Variables

P,3 Pl4 P,sF4 P5 Pe P? Ps P9 P,o PnPo P, P2 P3X y

10 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 0 0 00

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 10 0 1 1 1 10 1 0 0

00 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 10 0 0 1 11

0 0 1 0 1 0 0 10 1 0 1 1 11 1 0 1
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The 16 Boolean functions of two variables x and y are expressed in the 
first column of Table 9. The 16 logic microoperations are derived from 
these functions by replacing variable X by the binary content of register 
A and variable y by the binary content of register B. Table 9 represents 
these 16 different logic microoperations.

Table 9: Logic Microoperalions
NOTES

Boolean-function Microoperation Name

Fo =«

Fj =xy 

Fg =XY

F3

F,

F, =Y 

Fg =X©Y 

F7 =X+Y

Fg =(X+Y) 

Fg =(X©Y)' 

Fio = V 
F„ =X^Y^ 

F^ =X

F.3 =x'+y

F„ =(XY)‘ 
F.5 =1

F •«- 0 Clear

F Aa B AND
1 F <- A aB

F «-A IVansfer A

F <- A A B

F B Transfer B

F «- A © B Exclusive OR

F ^ A V B OR

1 F AvB NOR

F A®B Exlusive NOR

F <- B Complement B

F«-AvB
1 F «- A Complement A

F «- A V B

P A A B NAND

F*- all I’s Det to all I’s

Hardware Implementation
Four basic logic Microoperation are

^ AND, OR, XOR, COMPLEMENT

s,
{

So

A/ 0
Bi

4x1
Mux

E]
1

2

3

Fig. 12'. Hardware implementation
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Table 10: Function Table

0/P OperationSoSi

AND0 E =AaB• 0 NOTES

ORE =AvB0 1

EX-ORE = A© B01

NOTE = A11

The hardware implementation of logic microoperations requires that 
logic gates be inserted ibr each bit or pairs of bits in the registers to 
perform the logic function required. Circuits consists of four gates and 
a multiplexer. Each of the four basic logic microoperations is generated 
through a gate that performs the required logic. The outputs of the 
gates are applied to the data inputs of the multiplexer. The selection 
variables will go to all n stages. Table 10 represents the function table.

Applications
The logic microoperations are used for manipulation of individual bits 
or a portion of a word stored in a register. They can be used to change 
the bit values, delete group of bits or inserting new bit values.

(a) Selective Set: The Selective set operation sets to 1, the bits in 
register A where there are corresponding I’s in register B. It 
does not affect the bit positions where there are corresponding 
O’s in register B.
e.g., 0011011 A (Before) 

1101100 B
1111111 A (After)

The OR logic microoperation can be used to selectively set bits 
of a register A. The boolean expression A *- AVB can be used to 
implement selective set operation.

(6) Selective Complement: The selective complement operation 
complements bits in A where there are corresponding I’s in B. 
It does not affect bit positions in A that have corresponding O’s 
in B. 
e.g., 00111000 A (Before) 

10011100 B
00100100 A (After)

It is the exclusive OR microoperation. The XOR microoperation 
can be used to selectively complement bits of a register given 
by A <- A0B.

(c) Selective Clear: The selective clear operation clears to 0, the 
bits in A where there are corresponding I’s in B.
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0011011 A (Before) 

1101100 B
e.g.,

0010011 A (After)
The boolean operation performed on the individual bits is AB^. 
The corresponding logic operation is A <— A a B .

id) Clear Operation: Clear operation compares the corresponding 
bits in A and B and produces an all O’s results if aU the bits of 
A and B are equal. This operation is achieved by exclusive OR 
microoperation.
e.g;

NOTES

10010011 A (Before) 

10010011 B
00000000 A (After)
A <- A © B

(e) Mask Operation: The mask operation is similar to the selective 
clear operation except that the bits of A are cleared only where 
there are corresponding O’s in B. The mask operation is an 
AND microoperation.
e.g; 11001101 A (Before) 

10011001 B
10001001 A (After) 

The boolean operation is A <- A a B.

Shift Microoperation
Shift Microoperations are used to transfer the data serially. These are 
used in combination with arithmetic logic and other data processing 
operations. This operation shift the contents of register in left or right 
direction. At the same time when the bits are shifted the last or first 
flip-flop receives the binary information from the serial .input. During 
shift left operation the serial input transfers a bit into the last flip-flop 
at the right most position.

T T T T T
Bit __Serial

Inputlost

The rest of the bits are shifted towards left by one bit position.
Similarly during a shift right operation the serial input transfer a bit 
into the first flip-flop at the left most position

T T T T
Serial__
Input

Bit
lost

The rest of the bits are shifted towards right by one bit position.
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There are three types of shift microoperation. Each microoperation can 
be done in left or in right direction.

ii) Logical Shift
iii) Circular Shift 

(Hi) Arithmetic Shift.
These are shown in Table 11.

NOTES

Table 11: Shift Microoperations

Symbolic Designation Description

Shift left register R1. R t- Shi R

Shift right register R 

Circular Shift left register R 

Circular Shift right register R

2. R t- Shr R

3, R Cil R

4. R Cir R

Arithmetic Shift left R5. R <- ashl R

Arithmetic Shift right R.6. R ashr R

(i) Logical Shift: A logical shift transfers 0 through the serial input. 
Shi denotes logical shift left operation while Shr denotes logical 
shift right operation.
For example:
R1 <- Shi R1
R2 4- Shr R2
are two microoperations that specify a 1 bit shift to the left of 
the content of register R1 and a 1 bit shift to the right of the 
content of register R2. The bit transferred to the end position 
through the serial input is assumed to be 0 during a logical 
shift.

0 1 1 0 1 01 0LetR,

1 0 1 0 00 0 1ShrR 1

t 0 is inserted 
through 
serial input

MSB of register Rl is lost during this microoperation.

0 10 1 0 1 0 1ShrR 1

0 is inserted 
through 
serial input.

LSB-cost
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(ii) Circular Shift: It is also known as rotate microoperation. It 
circulates the bits of the register around both the ends without 
any loss of information. This is done by connecting the serial 
output of the shift register to the serial input. We use the 
notation Cil and Cir for circular shift left microoperation and 
circular shift right microoperation.
For example:

NOTES

O'1 1 0 1

R,«- Cil Ri 0 0 1 1 0 01 1

00 1 1 0 1 0 R,

01 0 1 1 Q 1

There is no loss of information in case of circular left and right 
microoperation.

(Hi) Arithmetic Shift: An arithmetic shift microoperation shifts a 
signed binary number to the left or right direction. An 
arithmetic shift left multiplies a signed binary number by 2 
and arithmetic shift right divides a signed binary number by 2.
For example:

0 0 0 0 0 1 0R = 0 = 4

R<- ashi R 0 0 0 0 = 80 1 0 0

So, ashl R multiplies the number by 2.

R«-as!irR 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 = 2

So, ashr R divides the number by 2.
Arithmetic shifts must leave the sign bit unchanged because while 
dividing or multiplying the number by 2, sign of the number remains 
same.
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The left most bit of the number holds the sign and the remaining bits 
represent the actual number. The sign bit is 0 for positive numbers and 
1 for negative numbers in all representations.

Ri RoRn-1 Rd-2 NOTES

The arithmetic shift right leaves the sign bit unchanged and shifts the 
number to the right. Thus R 
bits from R 
most bit Rq is lost.
R <- Ashr R

will remain same and R receives the'^-1 n-2
and so on for the other bits in the register. The rightn-l

Rn-1 Rn-1 Rn-2 Rn-3 Rl

Rq <- Lost
The arithmetic shift left inserts a 0 into Rq and shifts all other bits to the 
left. The initial bit of R^_j is lost and replaced by the bits from R

R •<- Ashl R
n-2-

Ri RoRfi-2 0

changes in value after shift.A sign reversal occurs if the bits in R 
This happens if the multiplication by 2 causes an overflow.

n-l

Overflow: An overflow occurs after an arithmetic shift left if initially 
before the shift microoperation R^_j is not equals to R„_2- An overflow 
flip-flop can be used to detect an arithmetic overflow.

= R„_i © RVoverflow
= 0 there is no overflow bit if V

n-2
=1. There is an overflowIf y

and a sign reversal after the shift. V^verfiow transferred into the overflow 
flip-flop with the same clock pulse that shifts the register.

overflowoverflow

Hardware Implementation

In a bidirectional shift register information can be transferred using 
parallel load and then shifting either left or right. Tb load and shift the 
data a clock pulse is required. The contents of a register that has to be 
shifted is first placed onto a common bus whose output is connected to 
the combinational shifter and then shift number is loaded back into the 
re^ster. This requires only one clock pulse for loading and shifting.
A combinational shifter circuit is shown in Fig. 13. The 4 bit shifter has 
four data inputs Aq through Ag and four data outputs Hq through Hg. 
There are two serial inputs one for serial left (1^) and- other for shift 
right (Ijj).
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Select
Serial ioput

(Ir)
S
0 Mux Mo
1

NOTES

SA,5
0 Mux Ml

*2 1

Aj

S
0 Mux M2
1

s
0 Mux Ms
1

Serial iopgt
Cl)

Fig. 13: 4 bit combinational circuit shifter

When the selection input 
S = 0 then output Hq H2 Hj is Ij^
Input data are shifted right.
When S = 1 then output Hq H2 Hg is A^ A2 Ag 1^ 

Input data are shifted left.
Function table is depicted in Table 12.

Table 12: Function Table

Select Outputs

S H ^2 ^3i

0 Ao A A21

1 A A2 A,. k1

n data inputs = n multiplexers
The two serial inputs can be controlled by another multiplexer to 
provide the three possible types of shifts.

ARITHMETIC LOGIC SHIFT UNIT
In actual implementations the individual registers does not perform the 
various microoperations directly, instead an operational unit Arithmetic
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Logic Unit (ALU) performs the microoperations. The ALU gets input 
from the storage register and after performing the microoperations, the 
result of the operation is then transferred to the destination register. 
The ALU is a combinational circuit so that the entire register transfer ' 
operation from the source registers through the ALU and into the 
destination register can be performed during one clock pulse period. The 
shift microoperations are often performed in a separate unit, but 
sometimes the shift unit is made part of the overall ALU.

NOTES

S3
S2
Si Ci
So

' 1'

One Stage of 
arithmetic 

Circuit
(fig 11)

Di

Select

C|+i 0 4x1 
1 Mux
2
3

One Stage of 
logic 

Circuit
(fig 12)Bi Fi

Shr •
Vi — 
Vi —

Shi

Fig. 14: One stage of arithmetic logic shift unit

Inputs A- and are applied to both the arithematic and logic units Sj 
and Sq selects the particular microoperation. A 4 x 1 multiplexer is 
used to choose bettveen an arithmetic output, logic output or a shift 
operation. The multiplexer receives input A._j for the shift left operation 
and A.^^ for shift right operation.
This circuit provides eight arithmetic operations, four logic operations 
and two shift operations. Each operation is specified with the com.bination 
of 5 variables S3, Sg, Sp Sq and Cm, Input carry Cm is used in case of 
arithmetic operations only.
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Table 13 lists all 14 operations.
When Sg Sg = 00

- Eight arithmetic microoperations'are selected. 
When Sg Sg = 01

- Four logic microoperations are selected.
When Sg Sg = 10

- Shift left operation is selected.
When Sg Sg = 11

- Shift right operation is selected.

NOTES

Table 13: Truth Table for Arithmetic Logic Shift Unit

Operation Select 

Sg Sj Sg

Operation Function

Ss Cin

0 0 0 F = A It-ansfer A0 0

0 F = A+ 10 0 0 0 Increment A

0 F»A+B0 0 1 0 Addition

0 0 F = A+ B + 10 1 1 Add with carry

0 0 0 0 F»A+ B Subtract with borrow1

0 0 0 F = A + B+ 1 Subtraction1 1

0 0 F=A- 1 Decrement A1 1 0

0 0 F = A Transfer A1 1 1

0 0 X F = A aB1 0 AND

0 X F *AvB1 0 1 OR

X0 1 0 F = AeB XOR1

0 X1 1 F = A Complement A1

1 0 X X X F = ShlA Shift left

X X F = ShrA1 1 X Shift right

SOLVED EXAMPLES
Example 1. A digital computer has a common bus system for 16 registers 
of 32 bits each. The bus is constructed with multiplexers (ref. to Fig. 3)

(i) How many selection variables are needed in each multiplexer'?
(ii) What is the size of each multiplexer?

(Hi) How many multiplexers are required?

I '
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Solution.
(i) There are total 16 registers that we have to select. So we need 

4 control variables or selection variables because using 4 
variables we can select 2* registers. So 2^ = 8^®

(w) No. of registers = size of multiplexer. The size of multiplexer 
will be 16 X 1 since we have to select one of the 16 registers for 
data transfer.

(Hi) No. of bits in each register is equal to the total number of 
multiplexers so we require total 32 multiplexers.

Example 2. Design a 2 bit incrementer circuit using half adder.
Solution. Let we are having 2 bit data in register A and bits are marked 
as AjAq.

Register Transfer 
Language

NOTES

^1 Ao 1

HA2 HA1

C2 Si

At half adder 1 we are having A^ + 1. Output is S^j and the generated 
carry is transferred to the second half adder.
Example 3. Design an arithmetic circuit with one selection variable S 
and two n bit data inputs A and B. The circuit generates the following 
four arithmetic operations in conjunction with carry input Cin. Draw 
the logic diagram for first 2 bits.
Solution.

So

Cir

Afl.So Xo cin
S,S

Bo- 0 4x1
1 Mux Yo Do0

1 2
> 3

Cout

A,So Xi
S,

0 4x1
1 Mux y; Di0
2

4>^ 3
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s Cin Operation

0 0. . D = A + B

0 1 D = A+ 1

1 0 D = A- 1NOTES

1 D = A + B + 11

S = 0 and Cin = 0

Yq = Bo, = B,

Dq = Xq'+ Yq + Cin.

Dj = Xj + Yj + Cout 

= A + B 

S = 0 Cin = 1

Do = Xo + Yq + Cin = Ag + 1 

Dj = Xj + Yj + Cou^ = Aj + Co«i 

= A + 1

S = 1, and Cin = 0 

D = A- 1

' S = 1 and Cin = 1 

output D F A - B 

Example 4. If a register R is containing binary value 10011100. What 
will be the value of register R arithmetic right operation, starting from 
the initial value lOOlllOO? Determine the value of the register after 
arithmetic shift left microoperation comment about overflow situation. 
Solution. Let

When

Output
<1

When

Output

Similarly 

then output 

and for

R=10011100
R *r- Ashr A

1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0

L and B of R is lost.

R = 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

R = 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
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Sign several occurs after the shift microoperation so overflow will occurs.

® ^<1-2V = Rn-l8

= 1

Example 5. The output of 4 registers R^y Rg ^3 connected 
through 4 to 1 MUX to the input of fifth register Rg. Each register is 8 
bit long. The required transfers are dictated by four timing variables Tq 
through T^ as follows:

NOTES

'^0 ^ ^0

'^1 ^5

T2 ^ Rg ^ Rg

The timing variables are mutually exclusive which means that only 
one variable is equal to 1 at any given time. While the other three are equal 
to 0 (zero). Draw the block diagram showing the hardware implementation 
of the register transfer. Include the connections necessary from timing 
variable to the selection input of the MUX and to the load of Rg.
Solution. Given four registers Rq, Rj, Rg, Rg. Given tha^three registers 

connected to 4 through 1 MUX'to inputs of Rg. Capacity of each 
register is 8 bit.
are

Tq <- Rg Rq

Rg <— R;^

"^2 ^ ^5 ^ ^2

Tg R5 Rg
That means when timing variable is active, data transfer occurs 

from R^ to Rg and when Tj is active, the transfer occxirs from Rj to Rg 
and Sq on. Given that only one out of four timing variable can be active 
at a time others remains 0 (zero). This is shown by the following table.

So Rg LoadTo T, T2 T3Result

X X 00 00 0No transfer 
occurs

•0 0 100 011^8 ^0

0 1 10 00 1Rg Rj

1 0 100 0 1R5 ♦- Rj

1 10 10 0 1

When

R5 ^ ^

Rg *- Ri

SiSg = 00

S, Sq = 01
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S,S„ = 10 

S,S, = 11

®1 = "^2 "^3

So = T,+ T3 

Load a Tp + T, + Tg + Tg
Block diagram consists of 5 register Rq, Rj, Rj, Rg, Rg, two selection 
time, Sj Sg, one load time, one MUX.

^ ^2

NOTES

Clock

i
0

Ch^ 1 UXL
D Rs2 MUX

3 (8)
♦

D

Si So
‘ Load

To
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STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. Write different categories of microoperations.

2. How many multiplexer are there in the bus?
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• At the level of register transfer, computer system is defined as a collection 
of data processing modules or blocks.

• A microoperation is a basic elementary operation defined on the data 
, stored in registers.
• Data transfer microoperation transfer the binary information from one 

register to another register, from register to memory and vice versa.
• These microoperations transfer the binary information from source register 

to destination register.
• Arithmetic Microoperation change the information content during the 

transfer. The basic arithmetic microoperations are addition, subtraction, 
increment, decrement and shift.

• Subtraction microoperation is performed using the complement method.
• Logic microoperations are very useful for bit manipulation of binary 

data and for making logical decisions.
• Shift Microoperations are used to transfer the data serially. These are 

used in combination with arithmetic logic, and other data processing 
operations.

NOTES

SELF ASSESSMEOT QUESTIONS
1. The outputs of two registers Rq and Rj are connected through a 2 x 1 

multiplexers to the inputs of third register Rg. Each register is 4 bit 
wide. The required transfers are controlled by the two timing variables 
lb and T, as follows.1
Tg ; Rj Rg Tj : Rg ■«- Ri
The timing variables are mutually exclusive. Draw the block diagram 
showing the hardware implementation of the register transfers. Include 
the connections necessary from the two timing variables to the selection 
inputs of the multiplexers and to the load input of register Rj.

2. Explain bus system for 4 registers using tri state buffers and a decoder. 
Each register is containing 4 bits.

3. A digital computer has a common b?is system for 8 registers of 32 bits 
each. The bus is constructed with multiplexers.

(i) How many selection variables will be there in each multiplexer. 
Hi) What is the size of each multiplexer.

4. Show the block diagram of the hardware that implements the following 
register transfer statement.-
Y Tg : Rg ■<- Rp Rj ^ Rg

5. Design a 4 bit combinational circuit decrementer using four full adder 
circuits.

6. The following transfer statements specify a memory. Explain the memory 
operations in each case.
(i) Rj M [AR] Hi) M [AR] Rg HU) Rj ■«- M [Rj]

7. Starting from an initial value of R = 01101010, determine the sequence 
of binary values in R after a logical shift left, followed by a circular shift 
right, followed by a logical shift right and a circular shift left.
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CONTROL UNIT
NOTES

★ STRUCTURE ★
□ Introduction

□ Control Unit

□ Address Sequencing

□ Microinstruction Format

INTRODUCTION
A digital system is usually divided into two parts:

1. Execution unit
2. Control unit.

The execution unit is a network of functional units that performs certain 
microoperations on data. The execution unit of the processor contains 
circuits to perform arithmetic and logical operations on data and a storage 
unit where the data is stored.

Data
Control signals Instructions

MUX1

Register set R

Control
Unit

(CU)

MUXj« ♦

FU *
Status signal

*
Execution Unit (EU)

Fig. 1: Block diagram of a processor (EU + CU)
The function of the control unit in a digital computer is to initiate 
sequences of microoperations. The control unit issues control signals to 
the execution unit. These control signals enter the data path at control
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points, where they select the functions to be performed at particular 
times and to'route the data through the appropriate parts of the 
execution, unit. Hence logically the control unit reconfigures the 
execution unit to implement the specified instruction or program. Fig.l 
depicts a typical execution unit and control unit.
It contains a register set R for temporary storage of operands and to 
store the results. A function unit F which does the data processing and 
multipiers MUXj dnd MUXj to transfer data through the Execution 
Unit (EU). The control unit receives external instructions which it 
converts into a sequence of control signals that are applied to EU to 
implement a sequence of microoperations.

NOTES

CONTROL UNIT
Central Processing Unit (CPU) consists mainly three parts:

(i) Register set 
(ii) Control unit 

iiii) ALU.
Register set is used to store the data temporarily during the execution of 
the various microoperations. Arithmetic logic unit performs the required 
microoperations. Control unit works as a supervisor. It itself does not do 
anything just it provides an environment in which microoperations are 
executed. The function of the control unit is to initiate the sequence of 
microoperations. The total number of available microoperations in a system 
is finite. The complexity of the digital system is derived from the number 
of sequences of microoperations that are performed.
The control function that specifies a microoperation is a binary variable. 
When it is in one state, the corresponding microoperation is executed. 
In the opposite binary state it does not change the state of the registers 
in the system. The active state may be either 1 or it may be 0, depending 
upon the particular application.
Like in a bus organised system, 14 bit control word specifies the control 
signal that select the paths in multiplexers, decoders and arithmetic 
logic units. The control variables at any given time can be represented 
by a string of I’s and O’s called a control word.
In general, there are two main approaches for realizing a control unit.

(j) Hardwired control unit
Hi) Microprogrammed control unit.

A more advanced development known as dynamic microprogramming 
permits a microprogram to be loaded initially from an auxiliary memory 
such as a magnetic disk. Control units that use dynamic microprog
ramming employ a writable control memory. A memory that is part of 
a control unit is known as control memory.

*
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When the control signals are generated by hardware ming conventional 
logic design techniques, the control unit is called hardwired control, 
unit. The hardwired approach to implementing a control unit views the 
controller as a sequential circuit based on different states in a machine. 
It can be viewed as a Finite State Machine (FSM) in which at each stage 
there are control signal that specifies the computer operation in response 
to externally supplied instruction.

Microprogrammed 
Control Unit

NOTES

Sequential
circuit

instruction
register

Control
signal Status

signal

Execution
Unit
(EU)

Fig. 2: Hardwired control unit

As shown in Fig. 2, externally supplied instruction are responded by 
control signals. It is designed with the aim of minimizing the number 
of gates used and maximizing the speed of operation. The main drawback 
of the hardwired control imit is that once the vinit is constructed, it is 
difficult to implement the changes. The only way to implement changes 
in control unit is by redesigning the whole unit. A later change in the 
control unit requires the change of the whole circuit.
The reason for considering this a drawback is that a complete instruction 
set is usually not definable at the time, that a processor is being designed. 
However, the microprocessor design changes so rapidly, the life time of 
any particular processor is very short, making flexibility less of an issue. 
So t^ay most of the control units are based on hardwired approach.

Microprogrammed Ck>iitrol Unit
The principle of microprogramming is an elegant and systematic method 
for controlling the sequences of microoperations in a digital computer. 
A control unit whose binary control variables are stored in memory is 
known as microprogrammed control unit. Each word in control memory 
contains within it a microinstruction. The microinstruction specifies 
the microoperations for the system. A sequence of microinstructions 
represent a microprogram. The control memory can be Read Only 
Memory (ROM). The contents of the words in ROM are fixed and cannot 
be altered by simple programming since no writing capability is there 
in ROM.
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A microprogrammed control unit have two separate memories—a main 
memory and a control memory. The contents of the main memory can 
be altered when data are manipulated or when a program is changed. 
The main memory consists user program and the corresponding data. 
The control memory holds a fixed microprogram that cannot be altered 
easily. Each machine instructions initiates a series of microinstructions 
in control memory. These microinstructions generate the microoper
ations to fetch the instruction from main memory to evaluate the effective 
address, to execute the operation specified by the instructions, and to 
return control to the fetch phase in order to repeat the cycle for the 
next instruction.

Computer Organisation 
and Architecture

NOTES

ControlExternal
input Next

address
generator

Control
address
register

Control
memory
(ROM)

Control
worddata

register

Fig. 3: Organisation of microprogrammed control unit

The organisation of microprogrammed control unit is shown in Fig. 3. 
The control memory is assumed to be a ROM, within which aU control 
information is stored permanently. The control address register specifies 
the address of the microinstruction and the control data register holds 
the address of the microinstruction. The microinstruction specifies a 
control word that depicts one or more microoperations to be performed. 
When these microinstructions are executed, the control must determine 
the next address. The location of the next microinstruction may be the 
next instruction, or it can be stored any wherein the control memory. 
For this reason it is necessary to use some bits of the present 
microinstruction to control the generation of the address of the next 
microinstruction. The next address may be a function of external input 
conditions. The next address is calculated by the next address generator 
and it is transferred to control address register. The address of the 
next microinstruction is now in control address register and 
microinstruction is fetched from that address. Thus a microinstruction 
contains bits for initiating -microoperations in the data processor part 
and bits that determine the address sequence for the control memory!
The next address generator is also known as sequencer as it determines 
the sequence of address that is read from the control memory. The 
address of the next microinstruction to be executed can be specified in 
several ways. By default control address register is incremented by 
one, loading into the control address register an address from the 
control memory,' transferring an external address or loading an initial 
address to start the control operations.
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The control data register holds the current microinstruction to be 
executed while the next address is computed and read from the memory. 
The data register is also known as pipeline register. It allows the 
execution of the microoperations specified by the control word 
simultaneously with the generation of the next microinstruction. The 
sequencer and the control memory are combinational circuits that do 
not need a clock.
Microprogramming makes control unit design more systematic as it 
organizes the control signals into formatted microinstructions. The 
control-signals are embedded in a kind of low level software therefore 
it is also called as firmware.
Because the microinstructions are stored in memory, it is possible to 
add or change certain instructions without changing any hardware 
circuit. Once the hardware configuration is established, there should be 
no need for further hardware or wiring changes. Thus this technique is 
much more flexible than the hardwired approach. This approach is 
favoured by CISC architecture. It is slower than hardwired approach 
since extra time is required to fetch the microinstructions from the 
control memory. Most computers based on the Reduced Instruction Set 
Computer (RISC) architecture concept use hardwired control.

NOTES

ADDRESS SEQUENCING
Microinstructions are stored in control memory in the form of groups 
with each group specifying a routine. Each computer instruction has its 
own routine in control memory to generate the microoperations that 
execute the instruction. The hardware that controls the address 
sequencing of the control memory must be capable of sequencing the 
microinstructions within a routine and be able to branch-from one routine 
to another.
When power is turned on in the computer, an initial address is loaded 
into the control address register. This address is the address of the 
first microinstruction that activates the instruction fetch routine. The 
fetch routine may be sequenced by incrementing the control address 
register through the rest of its microinstructions. At the end of the 
fetch routine, the instruction is in the instruction register of the 
computer.
The control memory next must go through the routine that determines 
the effective address of the operand. A machine instruction may have 
bits that specify various addressing modes, such as indirect address 
and index registers. The effective address computation routine in control 
memory can be reached through a branch microinstruction which is 
conditioned on the status of the mode bits of the instructions. When the 
effective address computation routine is completed the address of the 
operand is available in the memory address register.
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MUXStatus Branch Multiplexerspits' logic select

Subroutine
Register
(SBR)

Control Address Register 
* (GAR)Clock

Incrementer

T
Control memory

Select a status

Bit Microoperations

Branch address

' Fig 4: Address selection for control memory

The next step is to generate the microoperations that execute the 
instruction fetched from memory. The microoperation steps to be 
generated in processor registers depend on the opcode part of the 
instruction. Each instruction has its own microprogram routine stored 
in a given location of the control memory.
When the execution of the instruction is completed, control must return 
to the fetch routine. This is done by executing an unconditional branch 
microinstruction to the first address of the fetch routine.
The address sequencing capabilities are required in following four 
situations:

1. Incrementing of the control address register.
2. Unconditional branch or conditional branch depending on status 

bit conditions.
3. A mapping process from the bits of the instructions to an 

address for control memory.
4. A facility for subroutine call and return.

Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of a control memory and the associated 
hardware needed for selecting the next microinstruction address. This 
diagram represents four different paths from which the Control Address
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Register (CAR) receives the address. The incrementer increments the 
contents of the control address register by one, to select the next 
microinstruction in sequence. Branching is achieved by specifying the 
branch address in one of the fields of the microinstruction. Conditional 
branching is obtained by using part of the microinstruction to select a 
specific status bit in order to determine its condition. An external address 
is transferred via a mapping circuit. The return address for a subroutine 
is stored in a special register.

Microprogrammed 
Control Unit

NOTES

Conditional Branching
The branch logic of Fig. 4 provides decision making capabilities. The 
status bit conditions are special bits in the system that provides 
parameter information such as carryout, sign bit, mode bit of the 
instructions, and input and output status conditions. The value in these 
bits are checked and particular action is taken according to the value 
either it is 1 or 0. The status bits, together with the field in the 
microinstruction that specifies a branch address, control the conditional 
branch decisions generated in the branch logic.
The branch logic hardware may be implemented in a variety of ways. 
First the condition is tested and when the given condition is true, 
control is transferred to the specified address. If the condition is false, 
the address register is incremented. This is implemented using the 
digital component multiplexer. If there are eight status bit conditions 
in the system, three bits in the microinstruction are used to specify one 
of the eight status bit conditions. These three bits are used as selection 
variables for the multiplexer. Al output in the multiplexer generates a 
control signal to transfer the branch address from the microinstruction 
into the control address register. AO output in the multiplexer causes 
the address register to be incremented.
An unconditional branch microinstruction can be implemented by loading 
the branch address from control memory into the control address register. 
A reference to this bit by the status bit select lines from control memory 
causes the branch address to be loaded into the control address register 
unconditionally.

Mapping of Instructions
A special type of branch exists when a microinstruction specifies a branch 
to the first word in control memory where a microprogam routine for an 
instruction is located. The status bits for this type of branch are the bits 
in the opcode part of the instructions. Tb understand the mapping logic, 
let xis consider an example, a computer with a simple instruction format 
as shown in Fig. 5 has an operation code of four bits which can specify 
upto 16 distinct instructions. Let us assume that the control memory has 
64 words. 64 words require an address of 6 bits. For each opcode there 
exists a microprogram routine in control memory that executes the 
instruction. One simple mapping process that converts the 4 bit operation 
code to 6 bit address for control memory is shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5: Mapping from instruction code to microinstruction address

This mapping consists of transferring the four opcode bits and clearing 
the two least significant bits of the control memory address register. If 
the routine needs more than four microinstructions it can use addresses 
XXXXOl through XXXXll. If it used fewer, then four microinstructions, 
the unused memory locations would be available for other routines.
One can extend this concept to a more general mapping rule by using 
a ROM to specify the mapping function. In this configuration, the bits 
of the instruction specify the address of a mapping ROM. The contents 
of the mapping ROM give the bits for the control address register. In 
this way the microprogram routine that executes the instruction can be 
placed in any desired location in control memory. The mapping concept 
provides flexibility for adding instructions for control memory as the 
requirement arises.

Subi*outines
Subroutines are a set of microinstructions to accomplish a particular 
task. It is in the form of subprograms when there is calling to the 
subroutine. The body of the subroutine is executed. A subroutine can be 
called from any point within the main body of the microprogram. 
Microinstructions can be saved by employing subroutines that use common 
sections of microcode. For example, the sequence of microoperations 
needed to generate the effective address of the operand for an instruction 
is common to all memory reference instructions. This sequence can be 
written in the form of a subroutine that is called from within many other 
routines to execute the effective address computation.
Microprograms that use subroutines must have a provision for storing 
the return address during a subroutine call and restoring the address 
during a subroutine return.
This may be accomplished by placing the incremented output from the 
control address register into a subroutine register and branching to the 
beginning of the subroutine. Subroutine call and return is implemented 
using the last in first out data structure stack.

MICROINSTRUCTION FORMAT
The microinstruction format for the control memory is shown in Fig. 6.

3 3 3 2 2 7

Fi F2 *=3 CD BR AD

Fig. 6: Microinstruction code format
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The 20 bits of the microinstruction are divided into four functional 
parts. The three fields FI, F2 and F3 specify microoperations for the 
computer. CD stands for conditional branching that selects status bit 
conditions. The BR field specifies the type of branch to be used. The AD 
field contains a branch address.
The 7 bits of address can specify a control memory that has 128 words.
The microoperations are divided into three fields of three bits each. The 
three bits in the fields FI, F2 and F3 specify 7 different microoperations. 
This gives a total of 21 microoperations. No more than three micro- 
operations can be chosen for a microinstructions, one from each field. 
Binary code 000 specifies no operations. These distinct microoperations 
are represented in Tables 1, 2 and 3.

Table 1

NOTES

SymbolMicrooperationsFI

OO'O NOP '
ADD
CLRAC
INCAC
DRTAC

None
AC AC + DR001
AC 0 
AC AC + 1 
AC ^ DR 
AR <- DR 
AR ■*- PC

010
Oil
100

DRTAR101
PCTARno
WRITEM [AR] <- DR111

Table 2

SymbolMicrooperationsF2

NOPNone000
SUBAC ^ AC - DR 

• AC <- AC i_) DR 
AC AC n DR 
DR •«- M [AR]
DR <- AC 
DR DR + 1

001
OR010
ANDon
READ
ACTD'R

• 100
101

INCDRno
PCTDRDR [0-10] <- PC111

Table 3
SymbolMicrooperationsF3
NOP , 
XOR' '

None000
AC <- AC e DR001

COM-AC AC 
AC •«- Shi AC 
AC •«- Shr AC 
PC •*- PC + 1 
PC <- AR

010 \
\SHL 1on

SHR100
INCPC
ARTPC

101
no

Reversed111
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Simultaneously two microoperations can be specified from F2 and F3. 
It is important to realize that two or more conflicting microoperations 
cannot be specified simultaneously for example, a microoperations field 
011 001 000 has no meaning because it specifies two microoperations 
simultaneously incrementing AC and subtract DR from AC at the same 
time.
Each microoperations in table 1 is defined with a register transfer 
statement and is assigned a symbol for use in symbolic microprogram. 
The CD field consists of two bits that are encoded to specify four status 
bit conditions as listed in Table 4.

Computer Organisation 
and Architecture

NOTES

Table 4
CD Condition Symbol Comments

00 Always = 1 
DR (15)
AC (15)

AC = 0

U Unconditional branch 
Indirect address bit 
Sign bit of AC 
Zero Value in AC

01 1
10 S
11 z

The BR field contains two bits. It is used in conjunction with the address 
field AC. to choose the address of the next microinstructions. As shown 
in Table 5.

Table 5
BR Symbol Function

00 CAR <- AD if condition = 1 
CAR *r- CAR + 1 if condition = 0 
CAR «— AC, SBR CAR + 1 if condition = 1 

\ CAR CAR + 1 if condition = 0 
CAR SBR (Return from Subroutine)
CAR (2 - 5) DR (11 - 14)

CAR (0, 1, 6) «- 0__________ ________

JMP

01 CALL

10 RET
11 MAP

There are two types of microinstruction formats.
1. Horizontal format
2. Vertical format.

Horizontal Format
Horizontal microinstructions has following attributes:

(i) Long formats
Hi) Ability to express' a high degree of parallelism 

(Hi) Little encoding of control information 

Ex. IBM system/360 uses horizontal format microinstruction.
(a) Here instructions of 30 bits which are portioned into separate

fields 1
(b) There are 21 control fields shown in shaded.
(c) Remaining fields are used n generate next equivalent add and 

detect errors by means of parity facts for 3 bit control field
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consisting of 65 : 67 control input main add of CPU. This field 
indicates which one of several possible register should be 
connected to address input.

Microprogrammed 
Control Unit

190 1 6 24 31 45

NOTES

t t
Parity of bits 

32-55
Parity of bits 

32-55
Parity of bits 

0-30

64 , 8356 72 89

Parity of bits 
57-89

CM
add.
info

Fig. 7: Horizontal format

Bit 68 : 71 indentify function to be performed by adder with various 
ways of handling input carry bits.
The scheme of using control field for every control signal is wasteful of 
C.M. space because most of the combinations of control signals one 
nearer used.
For example register R can be loaded from any one of the four 
independent sources under control, of 21 separate signals Cp, Cj, C^, Cg. 
The possible implementation is

XlXo *3

t

* * **
CsC2ClCo

Register R

Fig. 8: Implementation

Vertical Format
Vertical microinstructions has the following attributes:

1. Short formats
2. Limited ability to express parallelism
3. Considerable encoding of control information.

16 240 8 31
I

Opnd 1 Opnd 2. C.M. addressing 
Information

Control field

Fig. 9: Vertical format
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Singly control field

NOTES

Decodes

Control line

Fig. 10: Single control field

SOLVED EXAMPLES
Example 1. A microprogrammed control unit uses d control memory of 
128 words of 16 bits each. The microinstructions has three fields condition 
select, branch address and control field.
The control field has 20 bits:

(i) How many bits are there in the branch address field and the 
condition select field?

Solution. The microinstruction consists of three fields as:

Control FieldCondition Select Branch Address

As the microinstruction has 16 bits.
The control memory is having 128 words.

2^ = 128

So we need 7 bits for the branch address field. The control 
field has 8 bits

Therefore
Bits in select field = (16 - 2 + 7) = 7 bit.

Example 2. If there are 8 status bits in the systems how many bits of 
the branch logic are used to select a status bit?
Solution. If there are 8 status bits in the system we need 3 bits for the 
branch logic to select a status bit as 2® = 8.

Example 3. How many bits are left to select an input for the multiplexer? 

Solution. Therefore out of 7 bits for condition select as 3 bits are used 
to select a status bit, 4 bits are used as multiplexer select.

/
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1. How many bits are there in the branch address field and the condition select field?

2. How many bits are left to select an input for the multiplexer?
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• Control units that use dynamic microprogramming employ a 
writable control memory.

• A microprogrammed control unit have two separate memories— 
a main memory and a control memory.

• Microprogramming makes control unit design more systematic 
as it organizes the control signals into formatted micro
instructions.

■ •• Subroutines are a set of microinstructions to accomplish a
particular task. It is in the form of subprograms when there is 
calling to the subroutine.

NOTES

SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS
1. Define the following:

(a) Microoperations 

(c) Microprogram
2. Explain how the mapping from an instruction code to a microinstruction 

address can be done by means of read only memory.
3. A microprogrammed control unit uses a control memory of 1024 words 

of 32 bits each. The microinstruction has three fields condition select, 
Branch address and control field. The control field has 16 bits.

4. If there are 16 status bits in the system. How many bits of the branch 
logic are used to select a status bit?

5. Explain the organisation of a microprogrammed control unit and describe 
its operations.

6. Explain the difference between hardwired control and microprogrammed 
control. Is it possible to have a hardwired control?

(6) Microinstructions 

[d) Microcode
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Memory OrganisationSECTION D

CHAPTER 6 MEMORY ORGANISATION NOTES

★ STRUCTURE ★

□ Introduction

□ Memory Hierarchy

□ Main Memory

□ Associative Memory

□ Cache Memory

□ Virtual Memory

INTRODUCTION
The memory unit is an essential component of any digital computer 
system since it is needed for storing programs and data. Memory unit 
is capable of storing the programs and the data that are needed to 
perform a particular task. A CPU should have rapid, uninterrupted 
access to these memories so that it can operate at or near its maximum 
speed. The goal of every memory system is to provide adequate storage 
capacity with acceptable level of performance and cost. There is not 
enough space in one memory unit to accomodate all the programs used 
in a typical computer, not all the accumulated information is required 
by the processor at the same time. Therefore it is more economical to 

low-cost storage devices to serve as a backup for storing the 
information that is not currently used by the CPU. Following all the 

criteria on which we decide which memory unit is to be used.
1. Cost
2. Speed
3. Memory access time
4. Data transfer rate
5. Reliability
6. Memory cycle time.

In this chapter we will discuss about various memory device 
organisation. There are various types of memories. Some provides good 
speed but they are costly, some provide less speed but they are cheaper. 
So we discuss the organisation of various memory units.

use

some
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The total memory capacity of a computer can be visualized by the 
hierarchy of components. This hierarchy system consists of all storage 
devices employed in a computer system from the slow but high capacity 
auxiliary memory to a relatively faster main memory, to an even smaller 
and faster cache memory accessible to the high speed processing logic. 
Fig. 1 depicts memory hierarchy system. The system can be visualized 

- at -three levels.

NOTES

Auxiliary memory

Magnetic
tapes

44 4

Main
memory

1/0 processor

*Magnetic
disks

*4

4
Cache 

• memory
CPU

4

Fig. 1: Memory hierarchy

At the bottom level there is auxiliary memory. Auxiliary memory is 
slow but due to its low cost it is present in large volume. This memory 
is not directly connected with the CPU. Programs that are not currently 
needed in main memory are transferred into auxiliary memory that 
provides the space for the programs that is to be reside in main memory 
presently. At the second level there is main memory. It is called the 
central memory as it is directly connected to the CPU. The data and 
programs that are currently needed by the CPU, resides in the main 
memory only. At the top level there is a very special high speed memory 
called cache that provides speed that is comparable to the speed of 
CPU. It increases the speed of processing by making ciurent programs 
and data available to the CPU at a rapid rate. This memory is used to 
compensate the speed difference between the main memory and CPU.
The access time of this memory is close to processor logic clock cycle 
time. By making programs and data available at a rapid rate, it is 
possible to increase the performance rate of the computer. I/O processor 
manages the data transfers between auxiliary memory and the main 
memory.
The memory hierarchy system consists of all storage devices employed 
in a computer system from the slow but high capacity auxiliary memory 
to a relatively faster main memory, to an even smaller and faster cache 
memory accessible to the high speed processing logic.
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The main memory is the control storage device of a computer system. 
It is relatively large and fast memory that is used to store the data and 
programs that are currently needed by CPU. The principal technology 
behind the main memory is based on semiconductor integrated circuits. 
Integrated circuit RAM chips are available in two possible operating 
modes, static and dynamics. The main difference between SRAMs and 
DRAMs is how their bit cells all constructed. The dynamic RAM provides 
reduced power consumption and larger storage capacity in a single 
memory chip. The static RAM is easier .to use and has shorter read and 
write cycles. Main memory is made up of RAM and ROM chips. RAM 
is used to store the programs and data that is to be changed while ROM 
is used for storing the programs that are permanently resident in the 
computer.
ROM portion of the main memory is needed for storing the initial 
program that is known as bootstrap program that runs on the computer 
when power is turned on. The contents of ROM remains constant when 
power is turned on and off. RAM and ROM chips are available in a 
variety of sizes. When memory requirement is large then we combine a 
number of chips to form the required memory size.

NOTES

RAM and ROM Chips

Chip select 1 

Chip select 2 CS2

128 « 8Read 4 3-bit dais busRD RAM
Write WR

AD77-bit address

(a) Block diagram

Fig. 2: RAM chip

Fig. 2 depicts a typical RAM chip. RAM chips are better suited for 
communicating with the CPU. It has bi-directional data bus that allows 
the transfer of data in both the directions. A bi-directional bus can be 
constructed using three state buffers. A three state buffer output can be 
placed in one of the possible three states. The capacity of RAM chip is 
128 X 8 means there are. 128 words each word is of 8 bits.
For 128 words we require an address line of 7 bits since 2^ = 128. The 
read and write inputs specify the memory operation and the two Chips 
Select (CS) control inputs are for enabling the chip only when it is 
selected by the microprocessor. The function table is listed in Table 1.
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Table 1: Function Table

CSl RDCS2 Memory Function State of Data Bus

0 0 X X Inhibit High Impedance 

High Impedance 

High Impedance 

Input data to RAM 

Output data from RAM 

High Impedance

NOTES X0 1 X Inhibit
1 0 0 0 Inhibit
1 0 0 Write1

1 X0 1 Read
X1 1 X Inhibit

The unit is in operations only when CSl = 1 and CS2 = 0. In this 
combination the memory can be placed in a write or read mode. When 
WR input is enabled, a byte is stored from the data bus into a location 
that is specified by the address input lines. When RD input is enabled, 
the content of the selected byte is placed into the data bus.
A ROM chip is organised in a similar manner. Read Only Memories 
(ROMs) are memory divices that the CPU can read but cannot write. 
Computers use them for holding permanent information, for holding 
the constant values that specify the system configuration. Since a 
ROM can only read, the data bus can only be in an output mode, The 
block diagram is shown in Fig. 3.

Chip select 1 CSl

Chip select 2 CS2

512*8
ROM 8-bll data bus

9-bit address AD9

Fig. 3s Block diagram ROM chips

The nine address lines in the ROM chip specify anyone of the 512 bytes 
stored in it. The two chip select inputs must be CSl = 1 and = 0 
for the unit to operate.

ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY
Many program and data processing applications require searching of 
data items that are stored in a table in memory. For searching the 
particular data item in a table first we choose a sequence of addresses, 
reading the content of memory of each address and comparing the 
information with the required data item being searched until a match 
occurs. The number of memory access depends upon the location of the 
data item and the efficiency of the search algorithm.
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Memory OrganisationThe time required to find an item that is stored in the memory can be 
reduced considerably if stored data can be identified by the contents itself 
rather then by the address. Associative memory is an approach towards 
this concept. A memory unit that is accessed by the contents is called 
associative memory or Content Addressable Memory (CAM). Every word 
in this memory is identified by the contents rather than any address. 
When a word is stored in associative memory, no address is given. The 
memory is capable of finding the empty or unused location to store the 
word. When a word is to be read from an associative memory, the content 
of the word or part of the word is specified. The memory locates all words 
which match the specified content and marks them for reading. 
Associative memory provides parallel searching. Searching can be 
performed on the entire word or on a specific field within the word. 
This memory is expensive memory because there is a logic circuit that 
is corresponding to each word of the associative memory. So this memory 
is used where search time is very critical factor.

NOTES

\

Hardware Organisation
The block diagram of associative memory is depicted in Fig. 4. It consists 
of a memory array and logic for m words where each word is containing 
n bit. There are two registers—argument registers and the kfey registers, 
each is having n bits. Match register M is having m bits one for the each 
word. Each word of the associative memory is compared with the 
contents of the argument register when a match occurs corresponding 
bit in the match register is set. After the matching process, those bits 
in the match register that are set indicate that their corresponding 
words have been matched. Reading is accomplished by a sequential 
access to memory for those words whose corresponding bits in the match 
register have been set.
The key register provides a mask for choosing a particular field as key 
in the argument word. If the argument register is containing all I’s then 
whole word is compared otherwise, only those bits in the argument that 
have I’s in their corresponding position of the key register are compared. 
So it helps in providing the piece of information.

Argument register (A)

Key register (K)
Match
register

Input Associative memory 
array and logic

M
Read
Wite

♦ rn words 
n bits per word♦

1
Output

Fig. 4: Block diagram
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A, A„

NOTES

K, K.

I
C„ Cij C,„ M,Wford 1

C, C|„Word! * Mi

^m1 ^nw > M„VNford m

Bit1 Bitj Bitn

Fig. 5: Associative memory of m words, n cells per word.

Let VIS take an example:
A 111 10010

10001
10010
00010
10000

K 101\
Word 1 

Word 2 

Word 3

100 No Match 

No Match 

Match
As there are four I’s in the key register, we have to match the 
corresponding four bits. Word 3 matches the unmasked argument field. 
The relation between memory array key register and argument register 
is shown in Fig. 5. The cells in the array are represented in the form 
of 2 dimensional array. Each cell is marked with the letter C having 
two subscripts. First subscript represents the word number and the 
second subscript represents the bit position in the number. Like cell cij 
represents the bit position is the word. A bit Aj in the argument 
register is compared with all the bits in column j of the array provided 
that kj = 1.
This is done for all columns j - 1, 2..... , n. If a match occurs between
all the unmasked bits of the argument and the bits in word i the 
corresponding bit Mi in the match register is set to 1.

101
101

Match Logic
The internal organisation of a cell is shown in Fig. 6.
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NOTES

Write

SR

ToM|Read I ► logic

vy
Output

Fig 6: Match logic

This internal organisation consists of storage element flip-flop F^. and 
the circuit for reading, writing and matching the cell. The match logic 
can be derived from the comparison algorithm of two binary numbers. 
First we neglect the key bits and compare the argument in A with the 
bits stored in the cells of the words.
Word i is equal to the argument in A if for j = 1, 2
equality of two bits can be expressed logically as

X- = A^ F^. + a; ^

, n. The

where
Xj = I if the bits are equal 
X, = 0.

for any word i to be equal to the argument in register A, all Xj variables 
to 1. The boolean function for this condition can be defined as;

otherwise

M, = X, X3..... X„.
This implies AND operation of all matched bits in the word. 
Now we include the concept of key bit kj.

if kj = 0, there is no comparison between Aj
and F^..

if kj = 1, Aj and F^. must be compared.
This can be achieved by
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Xj a kj =1
’‘i * b ‘ [i if k,

The match logic for word i can be expressed by the following boolean 
function;

= 0

NOTES

when kj = 0 each term will be equal to 1. 
if kj = 1 the term will be either 0 or 1 depending upon the value of x^. 
On substituting the value of Xj. We get the following boolean function.

Mi =
J=\

we need m such functions, one for each word i = 1, 2, 3

ix^+K)

m.

CACHE MEMORY
•Caches are generally the top levels of the memory hierarchy. The main 
structural difference between a cache and other levels in the memory 
hierarchy is that caches include hardware to track the memory 
addresses that are contained in the cache and to move data into and 
out of the cache as necessary. There exist a speed imbalance between 
main memory and CPU. Fetches from main memory require considerably 
more time when compared to the overall speeds in the processor, 
designers spend a lot of time and effort making memory speeds as fast 
as possible.
One way to make the memory appear faster is to reduce the number of 
times main memory has to be accessed. Active portions of the program 
and data are placed in a fast small memory, then due to the property 
of locality of reference, the number of references to the main memory 
will be drastically reduced. Such a fast small memory is called cache 
memory. It is placed between CPU and the main memory. The cache is 
the fastest component in the memory hierarchy and approaches the 
speed of CPU components.
Because cache memory is expensive, a computer system can have only 
a limited amount of it installed. Therefore, in a computer system there 
is a relatively large and slower main memory coupled together with a 
faster and smaller cache memory. The cache contains copies of some 
blocks of the main memory.
So when there is a request for a word by CPU, there will be no need 
to go to the larger and slower main memory.
The performance of a system can be greatly improved if the cache is 
placed on the same chip as the processor. The basic operations of the 
cache is that when the CPU needs to access the memory, first the cache 
is examined. If the word is present in the cache, it is read from the 
cache memory and it is known as a hit. If the word addressed by the 
CPU is not present in the cache memory then, the gnain memory is
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Memory Organisationaccessed to read the word. This is called a miss. A block of words 
containing the one just accessed is then transferred from main memory 
cache memory. The performance of the cache memory is measured in 
terms of the hit ratio. Hit ratio is defined as the number of hits divided 
by the total number of CPU references to memory. This high ratio verifies 
the validity of the locality of reference property.
Tivo types of operations can be requested by the CPU:

1. Read operation
2. Write operation.

NOTES'

Read Operation
When the CPU generates a read request for a word in memory. The 
generated request is first sent to the cache. We check that the word is 
present in the cache or not. If the word is residing the cache, it is sent 
to the CPU. If the word is not found in the cache, then request is 
transferred to the main memory. It is known a read miss. A copy of the 
word is stored in the cache memory for the future reference. If the 
cache is full a predetermined replacement poHcy is used to swap out a 
word from the cache in order to accomodate the new word. When a hit 
occurs, we do not require any fetch from the main memory. This speeds 
up the system.

Write Operation
An important aspect of cache organisation is memory write requests. In 
the read operation when the word is present in the cache memory the 
main memory is not involved in the transfer. When the CPU generates 
a write request for a word in memory, the generated request is first 
sent to the cache if the word currently resides in the cache. If the word 
is not present in the cache, a copy of the word is transferred into the 
cache. Next, a write operations is performed. There are two ways that 
the hardware may employ.

1. Write through method
2. Write back method.

Write Through Method
This is the simplest method. Main memory is updated every time 
whenever a memory write operations is performed. With cache memory 
updated in paralled if it contains the word at the' specified address. The 
advantage of the write through method is that the main memory always 
has consistent data with the cache. Every time main memory is updated. 
The disadvantage of this method is that all write operations require 
access to the main memory, that is time consuming. It results in slowing 
down the speed of the system.
Write through caches are somewhat simpler to design and are sometimes 
used when another device is allowed to access the next level of the 
memory hierarchy.
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y/rite Back Method
In write back method every word in the cache has a bit associated with 
it that is called dirty bit, which tells that the word is modified in the 
cache or not. When during the write operation, the' word in the cache 
is modified then the dirty bit is set. All changes are performed in the 
cache only. When there is time to swapped out the word from cache 
then we check the value of the dirty bit. If dirty bit is set then the word 
is written back, to the main memory in updated form.
The advantage of the write back method is that as long as a word stays 
in the cache it may be modified several times and, for the CPU, it does 
not matter if the word in the main memory has not been updated. The 
disadvantage of this method is that only extra bit has to be associated 
with each word, that makes the design of the system slightly more 
complex.

Computer Organisation 
and Architecture

NOTES

Basic Cache Organisation
The basic motivation behind using cache memories in computer systems 
is their speed. The transformation of data from main memory to cache 
memory is called a mapping process. The translations of the memory 
address, specified by the CPU is done into the possible location of the 
corresponding word in the cache.
Based on the mapping process, cache organisation is classified into 
three types:

1. Associative mapping cache
2. Direct mapping cache
3. Set-associative mapping cache.

In the next section, we are going to discuss these three methods. To 
help in the discussion of these three mapping procedures we will use 
a specific example of a memory organisation. The main memory can 
store 32K words of 12 bits each. The cache memory is capable of storing 
256 of these word at any given time. For eveiy word stored in cache, 
there is a duplicate copy in main memory. The CPU communicates with 
both memories. We are considering that CPU generates a read request.

Associative Mapping Cache
In an associative mapping cache, both the address and the contents are 
stored as one word in the cache. This results in a memory word is 
allowed to be stored at any location in the cache making it the most 
flexible cache organisation. Fig. 7 illustrates this organisation. The 
address value of 15 bits is shown as a five digit octal number and its 
corresponding 12 bit word as a four digit octal number. CPU address 
(15 bits) is placed in the argument register and the associative memory 
is searched for a matching address. If the required address is found 12 
bit data is read and it is sent to the CPU. If no match found, the request 
is transferred to the main memory. The data is transferred to the 
associative cache for the future reference. If the cache is full, a
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predetermined replacement policy is used. Since each associative 
memory cell is many times more expensive than a RAM cell, only the 
addresses of the words are stored in the associative part, while the 
data can be stored in RAM part of the cache because only the address 
is used for associative search.
The major disadvantage of this method is its need for a large associative 
memory, which is very expensive and increases the access time of the 
cache memory.

Memory Organisation

NOTES

00 0000 01000 CPU address (15 bits)

i
Argument register

DataAddresses

345001000WordO

00 222 02777

6710
02777

1234

2234511 213 22345

V\ford 255

RAM
memory77 777 Associative 

] memory
(RAM) Main memory

Cache

Fig. 7: Associative mapping cache

Direct Mapping Cache
Since associative memories are very expensive, an alternative cache 
organisation, known as a direct mapping cache may be used. In this 
organisation, RAM memories are used as the storage mechanism for 
the cache. In a direct mapping cache, CPU address is divided into two 
parts.

Obits6 bits
IndexTag

00 000
*

00032K K 12 512x12 
Chache memory 
Address = 9 bits 
Data 12 bits

Octal
addressOctal

address
Main memory

777Address = 15 bits 
Data = 12 bits

77 777

Fig 8: Direct mapping cache
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An index field and a tag field. The index field is used as an address to 
a location in the cache where the data are located. At this index a tag 
and a data value are stored in the cache. If the tag of the requested 
memory address matches the tag of the cache, the data value is sent to 
the CPU. Otherwise the main memory is accessed and the corresponding 
data value is fetched and sent to the CPU. The data value, along vrith 
the tag part of its address, also replaces any word currently occupying 
the corresponding index location in the cache.
The internal organisation of the words in the cache memory is shown 
in Fig. 9. Each word in the cache consists of the data word and its 
associated tag. When a new word in first brought into the cache, the tag 
bits are stored alongside the data bits.

Index
address Tag

NOTES

Memory
address Memory data Data

00000 1220 000 00 1220

2S4000777
345001000

01777 4560 777 02 6710
02000 5670

(b) Cache memory

02777 6710

(a) Main memory

Fig. 9: Direct mapping example

When the CPU generates a memory request, the index field is used for 
the address to access the cache. The tag field of the CPU address is 
compared with the tag in the word read from the cache. If the two tags 
match, the desired word is present in cache. If there is no match, there 
is a miss and the required word is read from the main memory. It is 
then stored in the cache together with the new tag, replacing the 
previous value. The advantage of direct mapping over associative 
mapping is that it requires less overhead in terms of the number of bits 
per word in the cache. The major disadvantage is that the performance 
can drop considerably if two or more words having the same index but 
different tags are accessed frequently.

Set-associative Mapping Cache

The set-associative mapping cache organisation is an expanded version 
of the direct mapping cache. It solves the problem of direct mapping by 
providing storage for more than one data value with the same index. 
Each data word is stored together with its tag and the number of tag- 
data items in one word of cache is said to form a set.

I
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A set-associative cache of set size k will accomodate k words of main 
memory in each word of cache. .When the CPU generates a memory 
request, the index value of .the address is used to access the cache. The 
tag field of the CPU address is then compared with both tags in the 
cache to determine if a match occurs. The comparison logic is done by 
an associative search of the tags in the set similar to an associative 
memory search: thus the name set-associative.
When a miss occurs in set-associative cache and the set is full, it is 
necessary to replace one of the tag-data items with a new value.

Memo'ry Organisation

NOTES

TagIndex Tag Data Data

01 3450 5670000 02

6710 00 2340777 02

Fig. 10: Set-associative mapping cache

Cache Coherence
In a shared memory multiprocessor system, all the processors share a 
common memory. The compelling reason for having separate caches for 
each processor is to reduce the average access time in each processor.
To ensure the ability of the system to execute memory operations 

correctly, the multiple copies must be kept identical. This requirement 
imposes a cache coherence problem. A memory scheme is coherent if 
the value returned on a load instruction is always the value given by 
the latest store instruction with the same address;
Conditions for Incoherence: Cache coherence problem exist in 
multiprocessors with private caches because of the need to share writable 
data.
To illustrate the problem, consider two processor configuration with 
private caches Fig. 11(a). During the operation an element X from main 
memory is loaded into the two processors Pj and Pg- As a consequence 
it is also copied into the private caches of the two processors. Suppose 
X = 52. The load on x to the two processor result in consistent copies 
in the caches and main memory.
If one of the processors performs a store to x, the copies of x in the 
caches become inconsistent. Depending on the memory update policy 
used in the cache, the main me'mory may also be inconsistent with 
respect to the cache. This is shown in Fig. 11(b). A store to x (of the
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value of 120) into the cache of processor updates memory to the new 
value in a write-through policy. But in a write-back policy, main memory 
is not updated at the time of the store.
This problem may cause in DMA (Direct Memory Access) in the case of 
input, the DMA may modify location in main memory that also reside 
in cache without updating the cache. Dm*ing a DMA output, memory 
locations may be read before they are updated from the cache when 
using a write-back policy.

NOTES

Main memoryX*52
Bus

X = 52 X = 52 Caches

ProcessorsPi Pi

Fig. 11 (o): Cache configuration after a toad on x

X-120 Main memory
Bus

X = 120 X = 52 Caches

ProcessorsPi P2

Fig. 11(6): With write-through cache policy

Main memoryX = 52
Bus

X = 120 X = 62 Caches

ProcessorsPi Pj

Fig. 11(c): Wth writ«-back policy

Solutions to the cache Coherence problem: A simple scheme is to 
disallow private caches for each processor and have a shared cache 
memory associated with main memory. Every data access is made to
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Memory Organisationthe shared cache. But this scheme increase the average memory access 
time. In effect, this scheme solves the problem by avoiding it.
For performance considerations it is desirable to attach a private cache 
to each processor. One scheme that has been used allows only 

• non-shared and read only data to be stored in cache. Such items are 
called cachable, shared writable data are non-cachable.
The compiler must tag data as either cachable or non-cachable and the 
system hardware makes sure that only cachable data are stored in 
caches. The non-cachable data remain in main memory. This method 
restricts the type of data stored in caches.
Another scheme that allows writable data to exist in at least one cache 
is a method that employs a centralized global table in its computer. The 
status of memory blocks is stored in the central global table. Each block 
is identified as Read Only (RO) or read and write. All caches can have 
copies of blocks.
The cache coherence problem can be solved by means of a combination 
of software and hardware or by means of hardware-only scheme. This 
hardware-only solutions are handled by the hardware automatically 
and have the advantage of higher speed and program transparency in 
the hardware solutions, the cache controller is specially designed to 
allow it to monitor all bus request’s from CPUs and lOPs.
Depending on the method used, they must then either update or 
invalidate their own cache copies when a match is detected. The bus 
controller that monitors this action is referred to as a shoopy cache 
controller. This is basically a hardware unit designed to maintain a bus 
watching mechanism overall the caches attached to the bus.

NOTES

VIRTUAL MEMORY
Virtual memory is a technique that is used to both allow memory storage, 
such as hard disks, to serve as a level in the memory system and to 
provide protection between programs running on the same system. So 
that one program cannot modify another’s data. In a memory system, 
programs and data are first stored auxiliary memory. When these 
programs and data are needed by the CPU then these are transferred 
into main memory. \^rtual memory is a concept used in large computers 
permit the user to construct programs as though a large memory space 
were available, equal to the totality of auxiliary memory. Virtual memory 
allows a computer to act as if its main memory were much larger than 
it actually is.
In virtual memory we describe a hierarchical storage system of at least 
two levels, which is managed by the operating system to appear to a 
programmer as a single directly addressable main memory. A virtual 
memory system is a system wherein the logical address of an instruction 
of data word is likely to be different from its physical address. Each 
address that is referenced by the CPU goes through an address mapping
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from the virtual address to a physical address. The mapping is handled 
by the hardware automatically.

Address Space and Memory Space
An address that is used by the programmer is called virtual address and 
the set of these addresses is known as address space. An address in main 
memory is called physical address. It stored in memory address register. 
The set of such addresses is known as memory space. In most computers 
address space and memory space are identical. Virtual memory system 
allows address space to be larger than the memory space.
In a virtual memory system the operating system loads only part of a 
program, the currently active part in main memory one at a time. When 
the active part of the program requests a memory reference, the CPU 
resolves the effective address exactly as it would if the computer did 
not have virtual memory. However, it does not send the effective address 
directly to the main memory system. Instead, it send it to a memory 
map, which is part of the virtual-memory hardware. The memory map 
is the conceptual system translates virtual addresses into physical 
addresses.

NOTES

Address Mapping Using Pages
Paging and segmentation are the two virtual memory management 
techniques which does this mapping of logical addresses into physical 
addresses. The memory map checks to see if the reference is active, 
that is present in main memory. If so, the memory map translates virtual 
addresses into physical addresses and the program executes just as if 
it were on a system without virtual memory. Virtual memory system 
generally use one or both of the two techniques paging and segmentation 
for mapping effective addresses into physical addresses.
Paging is a hardware-oriented technique for mapping physical memory. 
Using this technique large programs could run on computers with small 
physical memories. Paging is unrelated to the logical structure of the 
program, and the entire program must be created in a single unit, that 
is within a single logical address space for this technique to work.
In a paging system, the virtual memory hardware divides logical address 
into two parts:

(а) Virtual page number
(б) Page offset within the page.

The high order bits are the page number and the low order bits is the 
offset or displacement, the units of physical memory that hold pages 
are called blocks or frames.
Consider a computer with an address space of 8 and a memory space 
of Ak. If we split each into group of \k words then we get eight pages 
and four blocks as depicted in Fig. 12.
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Page 0

Pagel

Page 2 NOTES

Page 3

Page 4

Page 5 StocItO
Page 6 Block 1

Page 7 Block 2

Pages Blocks

Address space 
N2 8K* 1024 x8
= 2’^

Memory space 
Ms4K*1024 x4
= 2’"

Fig. 12: Address space and memory space

In paged virtual memory system, the memory map is called a page map. 
The operating system maintains a page table, which holds various pieces 
of information about the program’s, pages Fig. 13 represents block 
diagram of a page table access.

Virtual/Logical address
Virtual-page number Offset

A page table in memory

Main memory

Block 0

Block rvl
P DP,oMopP.ge-«.™ |

Physical address Operand
Memory buffer register

Fig. 13: Block diagram of a page table access the virtual address are represented as

Offset within pagePage number

Fig. 14: Virtual address
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Page number tells the address of the page number and the offset field 
which tells the word within a page. In the above example virtual address 
is of 13 bits. To address 8 pages we need 3

Virtual address

NOTES I
Main meniory 

address 
register 
(15 bits)

Memory
mapping

table
Virtual 

address 
register 
(20 bits)

Mian
memory¥ ¥

rj'

I Main memory 
buffer registerMemory table 

buffer register

Fig. 16: Memory table for mapping virtual address

bits and to address a word within a page of size Ik, we need 10 bits. 
Therefore, in the virtual address of 13 bits the high order 3 bits denotes 
the page number and the low order 10 bits selects the word number 
within a page.
To address ik blocks we need 12 bits. Since these are 4 blocks in main 
memory of Ife each. We require a mapping from a page number to a 
block number. This mapping is done with the help of a page table that 
is shown in Fig. 15.
Memory page table for the above example is depicted in Fig. 16.

Page no. Line number

Virtual address1 0 1 0 10 10 10 0 11
Jf PresenceTable

address bit
000 0 Main memory

1001 11
Block 0010 100 1 Block 10oil

0100 01 [ 0101010011 I- Block 2
101 01 1 Block 3Main memory 

address register1110 10
0111

I MBR 1
i 01 h I

Memory page table

Fig. 16: Memory page table

The address in the page table denotes the page number and the content 
of the word gives the block number where the page is stored in main 
memory. The table shows that pages 1, 2, 5 and 6 are now available in 
main memory in, blocks 3, 0, 1 and 2 respectively. A presence bit in each 
location indicates whether the page has been transferred from auxiliary 
memory into main memory.
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Page Replacement Policies
A virtual memory system is a combinations of hardware and software 
techniques. When a program starts execution, one or more pages are 
transferred into main memory and the page table indicate their position. 
The program is executed from main memory until it attempts to reference 
a page that is still in auxiliary memory. This is known as page fault. 
When page fault occurs, the execution of the program is suspended 
until the required page is brought into main memory since loading a 
page from auxiliary memory to main memory is basically an I/O 
operation.
Most replacement algorithms consider the principle of locality when 
selecting a frame to replace. The principle of locality states that over 
a given amount of time the addresses generated will fall within a small 
portion of virtual address space and these generated addresses will 
change slowly with time.
When a page fault occurs in a virtual memory system, it signifies that 
the page referenced by the CPU is not present in main memory. A new 
page is then transferred from auxiliary memory to main memory. The 
goal of a replacement policy is to try to remove the page least likely to 
be referenced in the immediate future.
Most commonly used page replacement algorithms are;

1. FIFO policy
2. LRU policy.

These replacement policies are used depending upon the application. 

F/FO Policy
It is the simplest algorithm. As the name implies, in this page 
replacement policy, the page first loaded the main memory is replaced 
first. The FIFO algorithm selects for replacement the page that has 
been in memory the longest time. Each time a page is loaded into 
memory, its identification number is pushed into a FIFO stack. FIFO 
will be full whenever memory has no more empty blocks. When a new 
page must be loaded, the page first loaded is removed. The disadvantage 
of FIFO is that it may significantly increase the time it takes for a 
process to execute because it does not take into consideration the 
principle of locality of reference and consequently may replace heavily 
used frames as well as rarely iised frames with equal probability.

LRU Policy
The LRU method will replace the frame that has not been used for the 
longest time. The LRU algorithm can be implemented by associating a 
counter with every page that is present in main memory. When the 
page is referenced, its associated counter is set to zero. At fixed intervals 
of time, the counters associated with all pages presently in memory are 
incremented by n. The least recently used page is the page with the 
highest count. The. counters are called aging registers as their count

Memory Organisation

NOTES
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indicates their age, that is, how long ago their associated pages have 
been referenced.

SOLVED EXAMPLES
NOTES

Example 1. What is the bandwidth of a memory system that transfers 
64 bits of data per request, has a latency of 25ns per operation and has 
a percentage time of 5 ns between operations.
Solution. Given the latency of 25ris and percentage time of 5ns, one 
memory reference can initiate every 30ns and each memory reference 
fetches 64 bits (8 bytes) of data. Therefore, the bandwidth of the system 
is 8 b3rtes/30ns = 2.7 x 10® bytes/s.
Example 2. Suppose a given cache has an access time of 10ns and miss 
rate of 5%. A given change to the cache will decrease the miss rate to 3%, 
but it will increase the cache access time to 15ns. Under what conditions 
does this result in greater performance.
Solution. Average memory access time

hit X Phu'^ + ^K^iss X Pmiss^

Pmh =

Phit = 9™
thu ~ (access time of cache = 15ns) 

After change
Before change

thu = 10ns

Pmi. = 5%
Phit = 95%

For this change to reduce access time ta (after change) < ta (before 
change)
=> (15ns X 0.97) + x 0.03) < (10ns x 0.95) + x 0.05)
Solving we get > 252.5ns
As long as the cache miss time is greater than this value, the reduction 
in cache miss frequently will be more significant than the increase 
cache hit time.
As the cache miss time becomes larger, we become more willing to 
increase the cache hit time in order to reduce the cache miss rate, 
because cache miss becomes more and more expensive in terms of 
processing time.
Example 3. An address space in virtual memory system is specified by 
24-bits and the corresponding memory space by 16-bits.

(i) How many words are there in address space?
(ii) How many words are there in memory space?
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(Hi) If the page consist of 2k words, how many pages are there in the 
systems?

Memory Organisation

Solution.
(i) Virtual memory system is having 24-bits so there will be total 

2^* words in the address space. 
iii) Words in the memory space = 2^®.

(Hi) 2^* pages.
Example 4. If a processor has 32-bit virtual addresses, 28-bit physical 
addresses and 2KB pages, how many bits are required for the virtual 
and physical frame numbers.
Solution. 11 bits of each address are required to specify the offset 
within the page therefore 32 - 11 = 21 bits are required to specify the 
virtual page number and 28 - 11 = 17 bits are required to specify the 
physical page frame number.
Example 5. A system has 32-bit virtual addresses, 24-bit physical address 
and 2KB pages.

(a) How big is each page table entry if a single level page table is 
used?

(b) How many page table entries are required for this system?
(c) How much storage is required for the page table?

Solution.
(a) A page size of 2KB means that 11 bits are required for the offset 

field in the virtual and physical addresses. Therefore, 13-bits 
are required for the PPN. Each page entry needs to hold the 
PPN for its page and the valid and change bits for a total of 
15'bits which is rounded up to 16-bits. 

ib). With a page size of 2KB, the virtual address space can hold 2^^ 
pages, requiring 2^^ page table entries.

(c) Each page table entry requires 2 bytes of storage, so the page 
table takes up 2^^ bytes or 4MB.

Example 6. A virtual memory system has an address of 8k words; a 
memory space of 4k words and page and block size of Ik words each. 
The following page reference change occur at a given time interval:
420126140102.357
determine the four-.pages that are resident in main memory after each 
page reference charge if the replacement algorithm used is:

1. FIFO
2. LRU

Soiutioh. Here there are 8 pages and 4 blocks.
• 'i

Page size = 4 block

NOTES
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(1) FIFO

4* 4* 4* 64* 6 6 6* 5 5

2 2 2 2* 4 4 4 4' 7

0 0 0 0* 2 2 2 2-NOTES
1 1 31 r 3 3

(2) LRU

4* 4* 4* A- 6 6 6* 5 5

2 2 2 2* 4 4' 74

0 0 0 0’ 2 2 2*

11 1 3 3 3

Example 7. A digital computer has a main memory of 64 k x 8 and a 
chache memory of 2K words. The cache uses direct mapping with a block 
size of 8 words.

(i) How many bits are there in the tag and index fields of the 
address format?

[ii) How many bits are there in each words of cache and how are 
they divided into functions? Include a valid hit?

{Hi) How many blocks can the cache accommodate?
Solution.

(i) Given memory of 64 K x 8 to address 64K words we need 16 
address bit as 2^® = 64K. The cache memory is of 2K word, to 
address 2K words we need 11 address bits (2^^ = 2K). The index 
field addresses words in cache memory. Therefore, the index 
field is 11 bits wide. The tag field is 5-bits wide (16 - 11 = 5). 
The 16-bit address is specified as

i

5 11

Tag Index

(ii) Each word of cache contains the tag information and the data. 
The data is 8-bit wide and the tag field is 5-bits wide. If we 
include availed bit also then each word in cache has the format

1 85
= 14-bits wide.DataV Tag

(Hi) The cache can accommodated 2K words. If a block size is of 8
2K 2x1024words then the cache can accommodated = = 256
8 8

block of 8 words each.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. Explain the term locality of reference.

2. Why does increasing the capacity of a cache tend to increase its hit rate?
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The memory hierarchy system consists of all storage devices 
employed in a computer system from the slow but high capacity 
auxiliary memory to a relatively faster main memory, to an 
even smaller and faster cache memory accessible to the high 
speed processing logic.
The main memory is the control s'torage device of a computer 
system.
Associative memory provides parallel searching. Searching can 
be performed on the entire word or on a specific field within 
the word.
Caches are generally the top levels of the memory hierarchy.
Because cache memory is expensive, a computer system can 
have only a limited amount of it installed.
Write through caches are somewhat simpler to design and are 
sometimes used when another device is allowed to access the 
next level of the memory hierarchy.
In write back method every word in the cache has a bit associated 
with it that is called dirty bit, which tells that the word is 
modified in the cache or not.
The basic motivation behind using cache memories in computer 
systems is their speed.
In an associative mapping cache, both-the address and the 
contents are stored as one word in the cache.
The set-associative mapping cache organisation is an expanded 
version of the direct mapping cache.
Virtual memorj’ is a technique that is used to both allow memory 
storage, such as hard disks, to serve as a level in the memory 
system and to provide protection between programs running on 
the same system.
An address that is used by the programmer is called virtual 
address and the set of these addresses is known as address space. 
An address in main memory is called physical address. It stored 
in memory' address register.

NOTES

SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

1. Draw the diagram for match logic for one word of associative memory. 
Derive the boolean expression of /n-. What additional logic is required to 
give a no match result for a word in associative memory when all key 
bits are 0?

2. Explain the need of memory hierarchy What is the main reason for not 
having large main memory for storing capacity of information in computer?
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3. How do size of page and replacement policies affect the performance of 
a virtual memory system?

4. What is associative memory? How does it facihate searching? Explain.
5. What is the difference between a subroutine and an interrupt services 

routines?
6. A virtual memory has a page size of IK words. There are eight pages and 

four blocks. The associative memory page table contains the following 
entries

Memory Organisation

NOTES

BlockPage

0 3
11
24
06

Make a list of all virtual addresses that will cause a page fault if used 
by the CPU.
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ORGANISATION
NOTES

★ STRUCTURE ★
□ Introduction

□ Peripheral Devices

□ Input-output Interface Circuits

□ Asynchronous Data Transfer

□ Direct Memory Access (DMA)

□ Input-output Processor (lOP) .

□ Serial Communication

INTRODUCTION
The input-output subsystem of a computer provides an efficient 
communication mode between the central system and the outside 
environment. A computer serves no useful purpose if it is not able to 
receive the information from the outside world and transfer the result 
of the computation in a meaningful form.
Computer architects tend to focus their attention on the processor 
first, the memory system second and the I/O system third, if at all. This 
is because the benchmarks and metrics that have been used to compare 
computer systems have generally focused on the execution times of 
computationally intensive programs that do not use the I/O system 
much and partially it is because some of the techniques used to 
implement I/O systems.
Devices that are under the direct control of the computer are said to 
be connected online. Upon the command of the CPU, these devices are 
designed to read information into or out of the memory unit. 
Input-output devices attached to the computer are also called 
peripherals. Most commonly used peripherals are keyboards, display 
units and printers.
The input-output organisation of a computer is a function of the size of 
the computer and the devices connected to it. VO system organisation 
can be divided into two major components.

1. The I/O devices themselves.
2. The’ technologies used to interface the I/O devices to the rest 

of the system.
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Other input and output devices encountered in computer systems are 
digital incremental plotters, optical and magnetic character readers, 

■ analog-to-digital' convertors and various data acquisition equipment.

NOTESPERIPHERAL DEVICES
Input-output devices attached to the computer are also called 
peripherals. Keyboard, display devices, printers, video display imit are 
the mostly used peripheral devices. The keyboard is a mechanical 
assembly on a panel mounted over a circuit beneath. It connects to 
computer via a serial interface. The entered char»:ter displayed on the 
screen provides an human computer interface. A keyboard is a device 
to enter text for alphanumeric characters. It also enters the commands 
with function, control and up-down keys.'It sends an ASCII character 
on each entry as input to the computer. The mouse is a screen cursor 
pointing device. It is a de'vice that provides a powerful human computer 
interface and graphical user interface in conjunction with the displayed 
text and icons on the computer screen.
Video monitors are the most commonly used peripherals. They consist 
of a keyboard as the input device and a display unit as the output 
de'vice. Ibuch panel is a menu select and pointing device, in which a 
finger is used. Touch panel also displays a menu or icons for the menu. 
When a finger presses a menu or icon, the capacitance changes. This 
signals an input. The input is encoded and sent to an input-cum-display 
interface.
Printers provide a permanent record on paper of computer output data 
or text. Mainly there are three types of printers—Dot Matrix printer, 
Ink Jet printer and Laser Jet printer. A dot matrix printer depends on 
a concept that each character is mapped to a matrix. An Ink Jet printer 
uses a droplet, which is ejected through a thin nozzle. It is a non-impact 
technology. Video display unit has a large area and it displays text and 
picture in large area. A cathode ray tube (CRT) generates three electron 
beams from three electron guns. The beam focuses on the screen on a 
set of three adjacent pixels. Each set of pixels lights up in distinct 
colors—red, green and blue. LCD displays are light in weight and are 
much thinner compared to CRT-based VDU displays. A new form of 
LCD display is TFT (thin-film transistor) display. The display is sharp, 
as using a transistor use results in a fast control of the display.

INPUT-OUTPUT INTERFACE CIRCUITS
The input-output devices are sometimes also referred to as peripheral 
or external devices. External devices are not generally connected 
directly with the b\is structure of the computer, so they need special 
circuits for interfacing with the CPU. These interface circuits allow 
I/O; devices of different characteristics to be connected-to a standard 
bus with a minimum special purpose hardware or software. The purpose
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of the communication link is to resolve the difference that exist between 
the central computer and each peripheral.
The major differences are:

1. Peripherals are electromechanical and electromagnetic devices 
and their manner of operation is different from the CPU and 
memory, which are electronic devices.

2. Data transfer rate is slower than CPU.
3. Data codes and formats in peripherals differ from the word 

format of CPU.
4. The operating modes of peripherals are different from each 

other.
To resolve these differences, computer systems include special hardware 
components between the CPU and peripherals to supervise and 
synchronize all input and output transfers. These components are known 
as interface units. Each device may have its own controller that 
supervises the operations of the particxilar mechanism in the peripheral.

I/O Bus and Interface Modules
Fig. 1 shows the communication link between processor and the various 
peripheral devices. The I/O bus consists of three lines:

1. Data Lines
2. Address Lines
3. Control Lines

Each peripheral device has an interface unit associated with it. An 
interface may control' a single external device or two or more devices 
may be controlled by a single interface. Data, address and control lines 
together called system bus. The system bus from the CPU is attached to 
all external interfaces to communicate with a particular device. The CPU 
places a device address on the address linesr Each interface attached to 
the system bus contains an address decider that monitors the address 
lines. When the interface detects its own address, it activates the path 
between the system bus and the device that it controls. The rest of the 
devices whose address does not match to the address in the bus are 
disabled by their interface. At the same time that the address is made 
available in the address lines the CPU provides an I/O command and 
executes it. The I/O command is an instruction that is executed in the 
interface and its attached I/O devices. The interpretation of the command 
depends on the peripheral that the processor is addressing.
There are four types of commands that an interface may receive. These are

(i) Control command
(ii) Status command

(Hi) Data output command 

(iy) Data input command. ,

Computer Organisation 
and Architecture
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(/) Control command. This command activate the peripheral 
device and inform it what to do. For example, start printing. 
This command depends upon the particular I/O device. Each 
peripheral device has its own set of conltrol commands, 
depending on its mode of operation.

(ii) Status command. This command tests the status conditions in 
the interface and the I/O device. For example, before sending 
command to peripheral checking the initial status of the 
peripheral. Before sending the print command, the CPU may 
wish to check the status of the printer. Errors may occur during 
the data transfer, which are detected by the interface. These 
errors are notified by the CPU by setting the status bits in its 
status register.

(Hi) Data output command. A data output command causes the 
interface to respond by transferring data from the bus into one of 
its registers. Consider an example, after the CPU has addressed 
the printer interface by means of control command and monitored 
the printer status by using status command, the CPU issues a data 
output command. The interface responds to the data output 
command and transfers the data fix>m the data lines in the bus to 
its buffer register. The interface then commimicates with the 
printer controller and sends the data to be printed.

(iv) Data input command. This command is just reverse of the 
data output command. In this command the interface receives 
an item of, data from the peripheral and places it in its buffer 
register. The CPU checks if data is available by the status 
command and then issues a data output command. The interface 
responds by placing the data on the data lines where they are 
accepted by the processor.

Input-Output
Organisation

NOTES

/

ASYNCHRONOUS DATA TRANSFER
If the register in the interface share a common clock with CPU register, 
the transfer between two units is said to be synchronous. In other case 
the internal timing in each unit is independent from the other in that 
each uses own private clock for internal, register in this case the two 
units are said to be asynchronous to each other.
Asynchronous data transfer between two independent iinits requires 
that control signals be transmitted-between the communicating units to 
indicate the time fit which the data is transmitted.
There are various methods to achieve this like strobe base, handshaking 
etc.

Strobe Control
The strobe control method of asynchronous data transfer employs a 
single control line to each time of transfer. The strobe may be activated
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either by source or by destination. The data will be valid on when the 
strobe is enable.

Data bus ♦Source Destination 
unit ,Strobeunit ♦

NOTES
(a) Biock diagram

Data Vaiid data

Strobe

{b) Timing diagram

Fig. 1: Source initiated strobe for data transfer

Fig. 1 shows a source initiated transfer. In this figure the data bus 
carries the binary information from source to source to destination 
typically the bus has multiple line to transfer an entire word. The 
strobe is a single line that informs the destination unit that valid data 
is available.

Data bus
Source Destination

Strobeunit unit

(a) Block diagram

Data Valid data

Strobe

(b) Timing diagram

Fig. 2: Destination-initiated strobe for data transfer

As shown in above figure the source unit first places, the data on the 
data bus. After sometime or delay to ensure that the data is settle to
steady value, the activates the strobe pulse. The information on data bus 
and the strobe signal remain in the active state for sufficient time period 

flow the destination unit to receive the data the destination unit usesto a
the 'falling edges of strobe pulse to transfer the contents of the data bus 
into one of its internal register. The source removes the data from the 
bus a brief period after it disables its strobe pulse. The source does not 
have to change the information in data bus the fact that the strobe signal 
is disabled indicates that the data bus does not contain valid data. New

/.

data will be available only after the strobe is enabled again.
In destination initiated transfer the destination unit activates the strobe 
pulse, informing the source to provide data. The source unit responds 
by replacing the requested binary information on data bus. The data 
must be valid and remain in the bus long enough for the destination
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unit to accept it. The falling edge of strobe pulse is used to trigg:er a 
destination register. The destination unit than disable the- strobe. The 
source removes the data from the bus after some time.-In many 
computers the strobe pulse is actually controlled by the clock pulse in 
the CPU. The CPU is in control of the buses and informs the internal 
units now to transfer data.

NOTHS

Handshaking
The disadvantage 'of strobe method that the source unit that initiate 
the transfer has no way of knowing whether the destination unit has 
actually received the data item that was placed in the bus.

I------------------- 1 Data bus . i-------------------1
t

Data valid DestinationSource ♦ unitunit Data accepted
■*

(a) Block diagram

Data bus -Valid data >

Data valid

Data accepted

(b) Timing diagram

Destination unitSource unit

Place data on bus. 
Enable data valid.

Accept data from bus. 
Enable data accepted.

Disable data valid. 
Invalidate data on bus.

Disable data accepted. 
Ready to accept data 

(initial state).

' (c) Sequence of events

Fig. 3: Source-initiated transfer using handshaking

Similarly, a destination unit that initiates the transfer has no way of 
knowing whether the source unit actually placed the data on the bus. 
The solution of this problem is handshaking. It is a way to replay to 
unit that initiates the transfer. The basic principle of two wire 
handshaking method of data transfer is as follows. It uses two control 
line first from source to destination and used by source to inform 
destination unit whether there are valid data in the bus. Other control - 
line is in the other direction from destination to source, used by 
destination . unit to inform the source whether it can accept data.
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The sequence of control during transfer depends on unit that initiates 
the transfer.
In figure the two handshaking lines are data valid generated by source 
unit and data accepted, generated by destination unit timing diagram 
shows the enchange of signals between the two unit. The sequence of 
events shows the four possible states that the system can be at any 
given time. The source unit initiates the transfer by placing the data on 
the bus and enabling its data valid signal. The data accepted signal is 
activated by the destination unit after it accepts the data from the bus. 
The source unit than disables its data valid signal, which invalidates 
the data on the bus. The destination unit then disables its data accepted 
signal and the system goes into its initial state. The source does not 
send the next data item until after the destination unit shows its 
readiness to accept new data by disabling its data accepted signal.

I Data bus .1

NOTES

Source Data valid Destination♦unit unitReady for data

(a) Block diagram

Ready for data

Data valid

Valid data —►Data bus

(b) Timing diagram

Source unit Destination unit

Read to accept data. ^ 
Enable ready for data.

Place data on bus. 
Enable data valid.

Accept data from bus. 
Disable ready for data

Disable data valid. 
Invalidate data on bus 

(initial state).

(c) Sequence of events
Fig. 4: Destination initiated transfer using handshaking

In this the name of the signal generated by destination unit has been 
changed to “ready for data” to reflect its view meaning.- The source unit 
in this case does not place data on the bus until after it receives the 
“ready for data” signal from the destination unit. The handshaking 
procedure. follows the same pattern as in the source initiated case.
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If one unit is faulty, the data transfer will not be completed such an 
error can be detected by means of timeout mechanism, which produces 
an alarm if the data transfer is not completed within a predetermined 
time. It is completed by an internal clock that starts counting time 
when unit enables one of its handshaking control signals. If the return 
signal does not respond within a given time period the unit assumes 
that error has occured.

Input-Output
Organisation

NOTES

DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS (DMA)
The computer wastes a lot of time in testing lO device status and 
executing 10 data transfer. This wastage of time has negative impact. 
Firstly a delay is suffered at the 10 devices as it waits to be tested by 
the CPU. Secondly, because the data transmits through the CPU rather 
than directly to the main memory.
The transfer of data between a fast storage device such as magnetic 
disk and memory is often limited by the speed of the CPU. DMA circuits 
increase the speed of 10 operations removing the CPU from the path 
and peripheral devices (10) manage the memory buses directly would 
improve the speed of transfer. This transfer technique is called Direct 
Memory Access (DMA).
We need special control lines for DMA-REQUEST to connect the lO 
devices to the CPU. When these control lines is active the CPU suspends 
its current activities at proper break points and attend to the DMA. So 
save CPU time or speeds up the 10 transfer.

DMA
controllerCPUCPU 4-

//

\ ' '\
/ / sSystem

bus \\ t\ '

Memory I/O deviceMemory I/O device

(a) Programrred 10 transfer {b) DMA transfer

Fig. 5

1. Determine 10 device status. It eliminate the CPU requirement.
2. Further in the DMA mode of transfer the 10 transfer take place 

without the execution of 10 instz^ctions by the CPU.
Programmed 10 can be used to transfer data between lO devices and 
memory.

DMA Controller
DMA is implemented by using DMA controller. DMA controller receives 
data transfer instructions from the processor. Example, read data from 
an 10 device. The CPU sends the 10 device number as 10 address, main
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memory buffer address number of bytes to transfer and direction of 
transfer (10 to memory or memory to 10).
After the DMA controller has received the transfer instruction, it 
generates all bus control signals to facilitate the data transfer.
DMA controller typically support more than one 10 device.
DMA controller needs the circuits of an interface to communicate with 
the CPU and 10 device: In addition, it needs an address register, word 
count register, set of address lines, address register and address lines 
are used for direct communication with the memory, word count register 
define the number of words that must be tr-ansferred. The data transfer 
may be done directly between the device and memory under control of 
the DMA.
DMA controller can support four independent devices; each device is 
attached to a specific DMA channel. These channels are also called 10 
channels. Each 10 channel has registers to keep track of the address in 
memory, a byte count to indicate number of byte transfer and direction 
of transfer the following steps in DMA operation:

1. The processor initiates the DMA controller by identifying the 
10 device and supplying the memory address, byte count and 
type of operation (I/P and 0/P). This is referred to as channel 
initialization. The channel is ready for data transfer between 
the associated 10 device and memory.

2. When 10 device is ready to transfer data it informs the DMA 
controller. The DMA controller starts the transfer operation.

• Instruction obtain the bus.
• Place the memory address and generate read and write 

control signals.
• Complete the transfer and release the bus by the CPU or 

other DMA devices.
• Update the memory address and count value.

3. After completing the operation, the processor is notified. This 
-notification is done by an interrupt mechanism. The processor 
can then check the status of transfer (successful or failure). 
DMA controller transfers one data word at a time.

The DMA is first initialized by the CPU after fact, the DMA starts and 
continues to transfer data between memory and peripheral unit until an • 
entire block is transferred. That its buses are disabled. Then DMA puts 
the current value of its address register into the address bus. Initiates 
the RD or WR signal and sends a DMA acknowledge to the peripheral 
device. RD and WR lines in the DMA controller are bidirectional. The 
direction of transfer depends on the status of the BG line? When 
BG = 0 the RD and WR are I/P lines allowing the CPU to communicate 
with the DMA register.
When BG = 1 the RD and WR are 0/P lines from DMA controller to 
memory.

Computer Organisation 
and Architecture
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When peripheral device receives a DMA acknowledge. It facts a word 
in the data bus (for write) or receives a word from data bus (for read). 
Thus the DMA controller read or write operation done and address 
supplies for memory.
The peripheral unit can then communicate with memory through the 
data bus for direct transfer between the CPU is disabled.

NOTES

DMA Transfer
The position of the DMA controller among the other components in a 
computer system.

CPU
Interrupt
Bus-grant
Bus-request

Memory

RD WR add dataRD WR add data

Address
select

1 .

RD WR add data
DMAackDS i/o

controller•» peripheral
DeviceDMA requestBR♦ ♦6G

Interrupt

Fig. 6: DMA transfer

CPU communicates with the DMA by the address buses and data buses 
as with any interface unit the DMA has its own address which activates 
the DS and RS lines. CPU initializes the DMA through the data bus. 
The DMA receives the start control command. It can start the transfer 
between the 10 peripheral device and the memory.
When peripheral device sends a DMA request the DMA controller 
activate the BR line informing the CPU. The CPU responds with its BG 
line informing the DMA.
For each word, that is transferred the DMA INCRM ents its address 
register and decrements its word count register. If the word count does 
not reach zero, the DMA checks the request line coming from the 
peripheral for a high-speed, device, the line will be active as soon as, 
and the process transfer is completed. A second transfer is then initiated 
and the process continue until the entire block is, transferred. If the 
peripheral speed is slower, the DMA request line may come some what 
later. In this case the DMA disables the bus request line so that the
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CPU can continue to execute its program. When the peripheral request 
a transfer, the DMA request the buses again.
If the word count register reaches zero, the DMA stops any further 
transfer and removes its bus request. It also infonns the CPU of the 
termination by means of an interrupt. When the CPU respond to the 
interrupt, it reads the content of the word count register. The zero 
value of this register indicates that all words were transferred 
successfully. The CPU can read this register at any time to check the 
number of words already transferred.

Computer Organisation 
and Architecture

NOTES

INPUT-OUTPUT PROCESSOR (lOP)
An I/O processor is classified as a processor with direct memory access 
capability that communicates with input-output devices. The lOP is 
similar to a CPU except that it is designed to handle the details of 
I/O processing. lOP is a specialized processor, which not only loads and 
stores into memory but also can execute instructions, which are among 
a set of I/O instructions. These instructions help in format conversions. 
The I/O device data in different format can be transferred to main 
memory using an lOP. lOPs are used to address the problem of direct 
transfer after executing the necessary format conversion or other 
instructions. In an lOP based system, I/O devices can directly access 
the memory without intervention by the processor.
In the communication between CPU and lOP the memory used as a 
message center where each processors leaves information for others. 
The sequence of operation may be carried out as depicted in Fig. 7. The 
CPU sends an instruction to test the input output path. The lOP 
responds by inserting a status word in memory for the CPU to check 
the bits of the status.

Central processing 
* * unit (CPU)

A Peripheral devices 
@ @) @ ©£•Memory unit

£
S

Input-output 
processor (iOPj♦

I/O bus

Fig. 7: Block diagram of computer with lOP

Word indicates the condition of the lOP and I/O devices. Such as, lOP 
overload condition, device busy with another transfer, or device what to 
do next.
If all is in order, the CPU sends the instruction to start I/O transfer. 
The memory address received with' this instruction tells the lOP where 
to find its program.
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Instructions that are read from memoiy by an lOP are sometimes called 
commands,, to distinguish them from instructions that are read by the 
CPU. The CPU informs the lOP where to find the commands in memory 
when it is time to execute the I/O program.

NOTES
CPU lOP Communication
The communication between lOP and CPU take different forms, 
depending upon the particular computer considered. In most cases the 
memory unit acts as a message where each processor leaves information 
for the others.
The sequence of operation may be carried out as depicted in the flow
chart. The CPU . sends an instruction to test the lOP path. The lOP 
responds by inserting a status word in the memory for the CPU check. 
The bits of the status word indicates the condition of the lOP. and I/O 
device, such as I/O transfer. The CPU refers to the status word in .the 
memory to decide what to do next. If all is in order the CPU sends the 
instruction to start the I/O transfer. The memory address received with 
this instruction tells the lOP where to find its program, WR signal to 
write this at a fixed location in.memory. And after that it will write the 
data in the defined memory location.
Similarly lOP can be used for the memory to memory communication.

•a

lOP operationsCPU operations

Send instruction 
to test lOP path Transfer status word 

to memory location

If status OK., send 
start I/O instruction 

to top Access memory for 
lOP program

Conduct I/O transfers 
using DMA; prepare 

status report

CPU continues with 
another program

I/O transfer completed; 
interrupt CPU

Request lOP status

Transfer status word 
to memory location

Check status word 
for correct transfer

Continue

Fig. 8: CPU lOP communication
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Serial communication is a device commimication protocol that is standard 
on almost every PC. The concept of serial communication is very simple.
The serial port sends and receives bytes of information one.bit at a time 
serial parts are used to physically connect asynchronous devices to a 
computer. They are located on the back of the system unit, using the 
multiport adapter.
Serial port require only a single wire or pin to send same data character 
to the device. Tb do this, first the data is converted from a parallel form 
to a sequential form, where bits are organised one after the other in a 
series. The data is then transmitted to the device with the least 
significant bit transmitted first. Once received by the remote device, 
the data is converted back in the parallel form. Fig. 9 depicts serial 
communication.
Serial transmission of a single character are simple and straight forward. 
The receiving system does not know where one character ends arid the 
other begins, lb solve this problem, both ends of the communication- 
link must be synchronized or timed. Serial data transfers depend on 
accurate timing in order to differentiate bits in the data stream. The 
most striking difference between an I/O processor and a data 
communication processor is in the way the processor communications 
with the I/O devices.

NOTES

Computer LSB

1a= 01100001 
a= 1 a01100001

0
0
0

>0
Direction1 of1 Transfer0

Printer

Fig. 9: Serial communication port

Data can be transmitted between two points in three different modes:
1. Simplex
2. Half-duplex
3. Full-duplex.
1. Simplex. Data can be transmitted only in one direction.
2. Half-duplex. Data can be transmitted in both the directions 

but not simultaneously.
3. Full-duplex. Data can be transmitted in both the directions 

simultaneously.
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The communication lines, modems and other equipment used in the 
transmission of information between two or more stations in called a 
data link. The transfer of information in a • data link is achieved by 
means of a protocol. The purpose of a data link protocol is to establish 
and terminate a connection between two stations, to identify the sender 
and receiver, to ensure that all messages are passed correctly without 
errors and to handle all control functions.
There are:

Input-Output
Organisation

NOTES

1. Character oriented protocol
2. Bit oriented protocol.

These are discussed in the following sections.

Character Oriented Protocol
The character oriented protocol is based on the binary code of a character 
set. The code must commonly used in ASCII. It is a 7 bit code with an 
eight bit used for parity. The code has 128 characters of which 95 are 
graphic characters and 33 are control characters. The graphic characters 
include the upper and lowercase letters, the ten numerals and a variety 
of special symbols. The control characters are used for the purpose of 
routing data, arranging the test in a desired format and for the layout 
of the printed page. The characters that control the transmission are 
called communication control characters. These are listed in Table 1. 
Each character has a 7 bit code and is referred by a three letter symbol. 
The role of each character in the control of data transmission is stated 
briefly in the function column of the table.

Table 1: ASCII Communication Control Characters

MeaningCode Symbol Function

Synchronous file 
Start of heading 
Start of text 
End of "Itext 
End of transmission 
Acknowledge 
Negative acknowledge 
Inquiry
End of Transmission block 
Data link escape

0010110
0000001

SYN Establishes Synchronism 
Heading of block Message 
Precedes block of text 
Ibrminates block of text 
Concludes transmission 
Affermative acknowledgement 
Negative acknowledgement 
Inquire it terminal is on 
End of block of data 
Special control characters.

SOH
STX0000010

0000011
0000100
0000110
0010101
0000101
0010111
0010000

ETX
EOT
ACK
NAK
ENO
ETB
DLE

The SYN character serves as synchronizing agent between the 
transmitter and receiver. When the 7 bit ASCII code is used with an 
odd-parity bit in the most significant position. The assigned SYN 
character has the 8 bit code 00010110 which has the property that, upon 
circular shifting, it repeats itself only after a full 8 bit cycle. When the 
transmitter starts sending 8 bit character, it sends a few characters 
first and then sends the actual message.
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Messages are transmitted through the data link with an established format 
consisting of a header field, a text field and an error-checking field. A 
typical message format is shown in Fig 10.

SOH Header STX TEXT BCCSYN SYN ETX
NOTES

Fig. 10: Typical message format

The two SYN characters assure proper ssmchronization at the start of 
the message. Following the SYN characters is the header, which starts 
with an SOH. The header consists of address and control information. 
The STX character terminates the header and signifies the beginning of 
the text transmission. The text portion of the message is variable in 
length and may contain any ASCII characters except the communication 
control characters.
The text field is terminated with the ETX characters. The last field is 
a Block Check Character (BCC) used for error checking. It is usually 
either a Longitudinal Redundancy Check (LRC) or a Cyclic Redundancy 
Check (CRC).
The receiver accepts the message and calculates its own BCC. If the BCC 
transmitted does not agree with the BCC calculated by the receiver, the 
receiver responds with a Negative Acknowledge (NAK) character. The 
message is then retransmitted and checked again. The communication 
with the memory unit and CPU is similar to any I/O processor.

Bit Oriented Protocol
The bit oriented protocol does not use characters in its control field 
and is independent of any particular code. It allows the transmission of 
serial bit stream of any length without the implication of character 
boundaries. Messages are organised in a specific format called a frame. 
In addition to the information field, a frame contains address, control 
and error - checking fields. The frame boundaries are determined from 
a special 8 bit number called a flag. Examples are SDLC (Synchronous 
data link control) used by IBM, HDLC (High level data link control) 
adopted by the ISO and ADCCP (Advanced data communication control 
procedure) adopted by the American National Standards Institute. 
Any data communication link involves at least two participating stations. 
The station that has responsibility for the data link and issues the commands 
to control the link is called the primary station. The other station is a 
secondary station. Bit oriented protocols assume the presence of one 
primary station and one or more secondary stations. All communication on 
the data link is from the primary station to one or more secondary stations, 
or from a secondary station to the primary station.
The frame format is shown in Fig.ll. A frame starts with the 8 bit flag 
01111110 followed by an address and control sequence.
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The information field is not restricted in format or content and can be 
of any length. The frame check field is a CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) 
sequence used for detecting errors in transmission.

Control 
8 bits

Information 
any no. of bits

Frame check 
16 bits

FlagAddress 
8 bits

Flag
NOTESoiiniio■ 01111110

Fig. 11: Frame format

The ending flag indicates to the receiving station that the 16 bits just received 
constitute the CRC bits. The ending frame can be followed by another frame, 
another flag or a sequence of consecutive I’s. When two frames follow each 
other, the intervening flag is simultaneously the ending flag of the first 
frame and the beginning flag of the next firame. If no information is exchanged, 
the transmitter sends a series of flag to keep the line in the active state. The 
line is said to be in the idle state with the occurrence of 15 or more 
consecutive I’s. frames with certain control messages are sent without an 
information field. A frame must have a minimum of 32 bits betw^n two fl^ 
to accomodate the address, control aind frame check fields. The maximum 
length depends on the condition of the communication channel and its ability 
to transmit long message error-fiee.

Data Transparency
The character oriented protocol was developed to communicate with 
keyboard, printer and display devices that use alphanumeric characters. 
There is a need to transmit binary information that is not in ASCII. An 
arbitrary bit pattern in the text message becomes a problem in the 
character oriented protocol. This is because any 8-bit pattern belonging 
to a communication control character will be interpreted erromeously 
by the receiver. When the text portion of the message is variable in 
length and contains bits that are to be treated without reference ot any 
particular code, it is said to contain transparent data. This feature 
requires that the character recognitation logic of the receiver be turned 
off so that data patterns in the text field are not interpreted as 
communication control information.
Data transparency is achieved by inserting a DLE character before 
each communication control character. The start of heading is detected 
from the double character DLE SOH and the text field is terminated 
with the double character DLE ETX.
The achievement of data transparency by means of the DLE character 

*is inefficient and somewhat complicated to implement.

SOLVED EXAMPLES
Example 1. What is the minimum number of bits that a frame must 
have in a bit oriented protocol
Solution. Format of the bit oriented protocol is defined as: \
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8 bits
Flag Address 

8 bits
Information 
Net fixed

Frame check 
16 bits

Flag
8 bits 8 bits

SO the minimiam number of bits in a frame is = Flag + Address + Control 
+ Frame Check
(8 X 2 = 16 bits) (8 bits) (8 bits) (16 bits)

• NOTES

= 16 + 8 + 8 + 16 

= 48 bits.
Example 2. A typical CPU allows most interrupt requests to be enabled 
and disabled under software control but it does not provide facilities to 
disable DMA requests why?
Solution. DMA is used for fast I/O devices. If such fast devices are 
forced to wait before being given access to the system bus, data can be 
lost. For example when a magnetic disk operation is initiated, I/O data 
must be sent to or from the disk unit at the fixed data transfer rate. 
Therefore DMA requests normally cannot be disabled. Tb delay a DMA 
request, we can insert a programmable mask flip-flop in the DMA request 
line to the CPU.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. Write short notes on lOP.

I

2. Explain the difference between a bit oriented protocol and a character oriented protocol.

i

t
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• The input-output organisation of a computer is a function of the 
size of the computer and the devices connected to it.

• The input-output devices are sometimes also referred to as 
peripheral or external devices.

• A data output command causes the interface to respond by 
transferring data from the bus into oiie'of its registers,

• Asynchronous data transfer between two independent units 
requires that control signals be transmitted between the 
communicating units to indicate the time at which the data is 
transmitted.

• The strobe control method of asynchronous data transfer employs 
a single control line to each time of transfer.

• The handshaking procedure follows the same pattern as in the 
source initiated case.

• DMA controller receives data transfer instructions from the 
processor.

• lOP is a specialized processor, which not only loads and stores 
into memory but also can execute instructions, which are among 
a set of I/O instructions.

• The communication between lOP and CPU take different forms, 
depending upon the particular computer considered.

• Serial communication is a device communication protocol that 
is standard on almost .every PC.

• Simplex. Data can be transmitted only in one direction.
• Half-duplex. Data can be transmitted in both the directions 

but not simultaneously.
• Full-duplex. Data can be transmitted in both the directions 

simultaneously.
• The character oriented protocol is based on the binary code of 

a character set.
• The bit oriented protocol does^not use characters in its control 

field and is independent of any particular code.
• Data transparency is achieved by inserting a DLE character 

before each .communication control character.

NOTES

SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS
1. Explain DMA ba'sed dtta transfer with the help of all diagrams. Give 

various applications in ^ich it can be used.
2. Explain:

(t). DMA •
{Hi) CharacteboOriented Protocol;

{ii) Priority Interrupt
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3. What is an 10 processor? How does it work? Discuss its organisation.
4. Can DMA and 10 processor be used to achieve memory-to-memory data 

transfer? Discuss the concept.
5. Explain the system organisation in the presence of an I/O processor. 

How I/O processer and CPU interact with each other?
6. What are the multiprocessors? Illustrate some of the multiprocessor 

structure with block diagram?
7. Why are the read and write control lines in a DMA one controller 

bidirectional? Under what conditions and for what purpose are they used 
as inputs? Under what condition and for what purpose are they used as 
outputs?

8. What is the basic advantage of using interrupt-initiated data transfer 
over transfer under program control without an interrupt?

Input-Output
Organisation
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